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Eidt Played His Way Into Hearts of Many
?How
Can We
Forget??

Friends,Family

Mourn Loss of
Kevin Eidt
By Lori A. Lefevre
HEIGHTS NEWS EDITOR

Freshman Kevin Eidt, member of the Screamin' Eagles
Marching Band and resident of
Fitzpatrick Hall, died due to heart
failure during an intramural basketball game at Flynn Recreation
Complex on Thursday. January
23.
Eidt. CSOM -00. of
Norwalk, Connecticut, collapsed
during the final seconds on (he
game at approximately 7:20 p.m..
Theresa Lavin, assistant director of student activities at Flynn
Recreation Complex, said.
George Leuchs, A&S '99,
who was refereeing the game,
started CPR on Eidt while the
other referee, Alex Villar, A&S
"00, called for assistance.
"All of a sudden he just
stopped breathing," Leuchs said.
Leuchs said he performed
CPR until Mark Ritchie, A&S
'00, an emergency medical technician (EMT), who was playing
volleyball on the adjacent court,
arrived at the scene.
Ritchie identified himself as
an emergency medical technician, and attempted to revive Eidt

By Brian Cohen
and Jay Kanive
SPECIAL

TO THE HEIGHTS

Our

names are Brian
Cohen, CSOM '00, and
Jay Kanive, CSOM '00,
and we're writing in regard to an
extraordinary friend of ours,

A Tribute
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE EIDT FAMILY

Christian Eidt, BC '66, holds music for his son, Kevin, before the Virginia Tech game.
We did our best. It was a total
through CPR and "automatic Mullen, "Ritchie did an outstanddefribillation" methods.
team effort," Ritchie said.
ing job, he provided the immediate critical care Eidt needed [unRitchie continued CPR unEidt was transported by
til the paramedics arrived at the til we arrived]."
ambulance to St. Elizabeth's
scene.
Ritchie praised the teamHospital in Brighton. He was
work of the saving efforts, and pronounced dead at 8:20 p.m.
After Eidt collapsed, Ritchie
described the chaos at the plex.
lauded O'Connor's and Mullen's
Andrew Juett, A&S '00, a
friend and intramural basketball
"Everyone was shocked, and we involvement at the scene.
wondered why this was happen"The EMS personnel were teammate, said Eidt told him he
it was one big nightmare,"
ing
very helpful, you really can't do felt sick during the game.
Ritchie said.
anything like this alone. We [the
According to Jay Kanive,
BCPD officers and EMS personCSOM '00, a friend and intraAccording to BC patrol officer David O'Connor, who renel] did everything we were mural basketball teammate, Eidt
sponded to the call with patrol trained to do, but unfortunately
officer and EMT Kathleen M.
our efforts were unsuccessful.
See EIDT, p. 5
...

to

Kevin Eidt

Kevin Eidt. Since Thursday night
at around 8 o'clock, our lives
have been a complete daze. Our
once-normal world has turned
into a confusion of thought we
wouldn't wish upon anyone. Ever
since we were first notified of
the situation, we've wanted to
crawl into little holes somewhere
in the corner of the world, and
cry. Where can we turn to? Who
can we talk to? It was less than
24 hours ago that we were sitting
there, talking to Kevin, asking
him what we were going to do
tonight. "Call me later..." he said.
Shortly after 8:30 p.m. on

See TRIBUTE, p. 5

Bus Engulfed in Flames A Fenwick Room
on Fire...Again
By Cassandra Martin

HEIGHTS ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Fires were not rare occurrences on Boston College's cam-

pus last week.
In the third fire to hit the
Heights in four days, a Newton
Campus bus went up in flames
as it turned the corner of Commonwealth Avenue into the
Walsh bus stop at approximately
6:00 p.m. on Superbowl Sunday.
The scene was a shocking
one for those who witnessed it.
"I came out of church and
there was just a lot of smoke
coming out of there [the bus].
You couldn't even see Walsh,"
Andy Mercieri, A&S '99, said.

Matthew McCallum, A&S
'00, said, "I was waiting for the
Newton bus to come. The next
thing I knew it was rolling from
in front of St. Ignatius down in
front of the Walsh bus stop. The
back was on fire and it was
spreading to the rest of the bus. I
moved out of the way in case it
exploded. Somehow it managed
to land right in front of the Walsh
bus stop. The next thing I knew,
it was engulfed in flames and
fire trucks were on their way. It
was scary to think I was about to
get on that same exact bus."
According to many students, the fire could be seen from
most Lower Campus locations.
"We were walking over to

Addie's and we saw a lot of
smoke in the air. We turned
around and walked over to the
Walsh bus stop area. We were
like, 'oh my god, the loser
cruiser's on fire,'" Jill Randall,
SOE '99, said.
"It started out in the back of
the bus. Some kid from Walsh
came out with a fire extinguisher
and tried to put it out, but the
flames kept getting bigger and
bigger," she added.
BCPD worked to control the
fire until local fire departments
arrived on the scene.
"When we got there the fire
was fully involved, too involved
See BUS, p. 9

By Christopher Miller
HEIGHTS STAFF

When Alison Ball, A&S '00,
returned from the bathroom last
Thursday, her second-floor room
in Fenwick Hall was filled with
smoke, and flames leaped from
the tapestry that framed the window.
She shouted to her roommate, Kathryn Bowser, A&S '00,
also in the bathroom, "Kathryn,
Kathryn, our room is on fire."
According to the Newton
Fire Department, a free-standing halogen lamp was the source
of the fire.
During the night an open
window had blown the tapestry
that hung over the window into
the lamp, BC officials said.
"We opened the window the
previous night because it was
hot. The tapestry must have
blown into the lamp," Ball said.
Boston College Police Chief
Robert Morse said that Bowser
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suffered from smoke inhalation,
but that there were no serious
injuries.
According to Ball, she had
turned on the lamp and then returned to the bathroom. "I was
not gone more than 45 seconds,
and when I returned there were
flames," Ball said.
Bowser attempted to combat the fire with a standard issue
BC fire extinguisher.
"Kat put most of it [the fire]
out," Ball said.
Propellant from the extinguishers covered the room in a
thin white, grainy film; and
brown marks stained the ceiling
and wall where the tapestry had
been.
The Newton Fire department arrived on the scene to extinguish the remaining flames.
They broke the windows to ventilate the room and remove any
smoldering debris.
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Summer Internship Recruiting
Orientation Meeting
Open to all Juniors
Thursday, January 23, 4:30
Cushing 001
Mandatory for all Juniors who did not attend the
November or December meeting.
Company information is available at the Career
Center or on the Career Center Hompage
http://www.bc.edu/Career.html click on
"campus recruiting"
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Black Student Forum Celebrates Kwanzaa
to celebrate it, you may choose
not to celebrate it,"

By Mike Welsh
HEIGHTS STAFF

The Black Student Forum
presented a post-Kwanzaa celebration and a Martin Luther
King, Jr. tribute in the Cabaret
Room on Wednesday evening,
January 22.
The celebration allowed students to celebrate Kwanzaa and
helped those who did not understand the holiday learn what
Kwanzaa is all about. Additionally, it served as an honor to
King.
Greenwood,
Kashleigh
A&S "98, president of the Black
Student Forum, organized the
event, along with fellow Executive Board members Eva
Maynard, CSOM '97, Chantel
Thompson, CSOM '98, Danielle
Birriel, CSOM '98, and Julie
Johnson, A&S '99.

Emphasis was placed on
helping those in attendance to
understand
what
exactly
Kwanzaa is all about.
"We found out that a lot of
people don't even know what
Kwanzaa is, so hopefully you'll
learn something tonight," Greenwood said.
She added,"You may choose

Kwanzaa is an AfricanAmerican holiday which intertwines African traditions with
American customs. It was created in 1966 by Dr. Maulena
Karenga, who is now the Director of Black Studies at California State University-Long
Beach. Its principles, however,
have much deeper roots, Greenwood said.
"Kwanzaa celebrates seven
principles, and the seven principles should carry on throughout the year," said Greenwood.
The seven principles are:
umoja (unity), kujichagulia (selfdetermination), ujima (collective
work and responsibility), ujamaa
(cooperative economics), nia
(purpose), kuumba (creativity),
and imani (faith).
"Although Kwanzaa starts
December 26th and continues
through lanuary Ist, the seven
principles should [be practiced]
from January 1 st throughout [the
rest of the year]," Greenwood
said.
After each principle was
explained by a member of the
Boston College community, one
of the seven candles in the kinara

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/SUSAN VERRILL

The Kwanzaa symposium was celebrated in the Cabaret room by BC community members.
(candle-holder) was lit.
Brown also stressed that, that's what makes us unique,"
"These are virtues that can "[Kwanzaa] does not replace said Tina Hall, A&S '98, who
be celebrated, not only by AfriChristmas at all. This is a culpresented the principle of umoja.
can-Americans, but by everytural holiday, and the principles
Students and faculty read
one," said Dr. Donald Brown,
are principles that we need to passages from King's speeches.
director of AHANA Student Prolive [by] each and every day."
Greenwood said it was most
grams. "[Kwanzaa is] looked at
One of the major themes of appropriate to pay tribute to King
as a holiday for African-Amerithe celebration, and of Kwanzaa at the Kwanzaa celebration, saycans, but it is much more than
itself, is unity.
ing, "Martin Luther King stood
that. The seven principles can be
"We need to all become unifor the seven principles that repappreciated
by literally evfied even though we have those resent Kwanzaa, and he stood
eryone."
special differences among us and for them throughout the year.
...

...

BC Discusses Ordination of Women Priests
the Catholic Church's teachings

By Dave Appleyard
HEIGHTS

of the exclusion of women from

STAFF

"Should Women be Ordained Priests?" was the topic of
a symposium in Gasson 100 last
Thursday night, sponsored by the
Department of Theology.
The symposium was introduced by Father Michael Himes
as "a topic as widely discussed
as any in the contemporary
church one that usually generates more heat than light."
Benedict M. Ashley, OP, a
priest of the Dominican Order,
as part of his apology, defended
...

782 6035

ordination.
Ashley referred to Papal
decrees restricting women from
administering the sacraments
except for baptism. According
to Official Catholic Teachings,
the Acta Apostolicae Sedis of
1976 states, "the church, in fidelity to the example of the Lord,
does not consider herself authorized to admit women to priestly
ordination
It is a position
which will perhaps cause pain
but whose positive value will
become apparent in the long run,
...

since it can be of help in deepening understanding of the respective roles of men and of women."
"Papal decisions on the sacraments have been decided as
final," Ashley said.
The Acta Apostolicae Sedis
is the official publication of the
Holy See and is the exclusive
and prescribed means for declaring the laws of the Holy See.
On the issue of equating the
church with the women's movement , Ashley proposed a revival
of the consecrated contemplative life of women. The establishment of this institution would

DORR' S

.

Brighton Center

Voices

allow women to play leadership
roles in the church and free them
from the hierarchical constraints
of the priesthood. They would
not have ministerial duties.
"The women's movement's
focus on ordination can only be
symbolic," Ashley said.
He added that women's exclusion is seen as a symbol of

repression.
Ashley

suggested that
Christians need to rethink the
way they look at the symbols of
the Church, saying that the symbols of the Church are significant because God is a mystery

See PRIESTS, p.B

There's Always A Special

MART

from the
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beyond human comprehension
and, consequently, "we understand God through analogies."
Alluding to the story of the
Tower of Babel, Ashley suggested that these symbols have
been misunderstood.
"First
we have to purify
the biblical symbols to get at the
real meaning rather than the historical shell. Second, we must
integrate the male and female
symbols in the Church so they
become complimentary to end
the power struggle in the

Dustbowl

by Kevin Forrest

What was your most memorable "Who s moment?
f

Mike Lawlor,

A&S'97
"What?!"

Andrew Gergory,
A&S'99

ErieHager,
A&S '99

"Strapping on the
beer goggles."

"I never made it
past the door."

The views expressed in Voices from

the

"

Emily Creighton,
A&S'99

Dan Cromack,

A&S '97

"Getting cut off." "The week I worked
as a cage dancer."

Dustbowl do not necessarily represent those of The Heights. Inc., or its staff.
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Employees Issued Anti-Gambling Statement
to the Super Bowl," Sullivan
said. "[The statement] reminds
employees that gambling is illegal, and something that is not
As Boston College continappropriate in University departues to create a definitive policy
regarding campus gambling, ments and offices."
According to Sullivan, the
Vice-President of Human Resources Leo V Sullivan issued a
statement is a reminder more than
else, and was issued to
employanything
all
campus
statement to
ees last Monday, reminding them
all members of the BC faculty
that illegal gambling will not be and staff.
tolerated at BC.
"We're concerned about
Despite the fact that the what our employees do on campus," Sullivan said. "When a
statement was released a week
before the Super Bowl, an event person is associated with Boston
generally thought to be the subCollege and is on the BC camject of heavy betting, Sullivan
pus, we expect them to observe
to
said the decision
issue the certain protocols, one of which
statement w.ns not based on the is not to engage in this type of
approaching football game.
behavior."
"It's not related necessarily
Sullivan said the statement

By Kevin Fleck

HEIGHTS ASSOC. NEWS EDITOR

refers to all types of gambling
people may engage in, particularly office betting pools, grids,
and other types of betting that
are generally used for specific
sporting events.
Sullivan said those employees who do not adhere to the
statement will face consequences.
"We will consider discipline, decided on an individual
basis," Sullivan said. "Direct
action will be taken."
Employees should be aware
of the need to follow the policy,
Sullivan said.
"If employees are involved
in these things especially with
the times we're in and the information that's out there, we will

discipline them," Sullivan said.
According to Sullivan, there
are several types of discipline
v
BC ill consider for those who
do participate in illegal gambling. These range from a written warning to suspension, and,
for what Sullivan termed "serious cases," termination of employment.
"We'll apply good, prudent
judgmenton a case by case basis," Sullivan said.

in the ongoing gambling
that has plagued BC
since last semester, when 13 footwere suspended from
players
ball
the team for illegal gambling.
Eight student bookmakers have
been suspended from the University, and last week the
Middlesex County DA's office
charged four men in connection
to the on-campus gambling.
Sullivan said Human Resources has taken steps to try to
opment
scandal

When asked what would
define a serious violation of
policy, Sullivan said, "If an individual is consistently, blatantly
ignoring University policy, I
would deem that serious."
The issuing of the statement
to employees is the latest devel-

enforce their statement.

"We've put information on
the web, information has been
sent to the Vice-Presidents, the
deans and department managers.
It is the responsibility of managers and supervisors to monitor
this," Sullivan said.

Pelikan Awarded Joseph Chair in Theology
By Amy Martin
HEIGHTS STAFF

On Wednesday, January 22,
Professor Jaroslav Pelikan, who
was recently awarded the Joseph
Chair in the theology department,
made his inaugural address to

the BC community in a lecture
entitled "The Church Fathers:
Our Common Memory."
The Joseph Chair is a research position.
At BC, Pelikan will be
teaching a theology class while
simultaneously working on are-

y lIIL jl\u25a0 -4 f J
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shaped by the intellectual, political and cultural forces of the
Reformation.
Pelikan has previously explored this relationship, examining both therole of the Bible in
the Reformation and the effect
of the Reforma-

search project

on St. Augustine.
"[The Joseph Chair] is certainly one of the high honors of
my academic life," Pelikan said.
For his project, Pelikan pro-

poses to collaborate with students and Professor Valeric R.
Hotchkiss, a JS
Bridwell
Endowed Librarian
and associate
professor of medieval .studies at
Southern Methodist University.
They plan to sort
through
the
Creeds and Confessions of St.
Augustine, and

"[The Joseph
Chair] is
certainly one of
the high honors
of my academic

life."

ideas change in order
"What

is

Pelikan said, "is

important,"
making sense

tion on the text
of the Bible,
Biblical studies, preaching
and European
culture in general.
"I want my
to
a
monument to

contribution
stand as
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of this change."
Pelikan is Sterling Professor of History at Vale University.
He has received honorary
degrees from universities all over
the world, as well as medals and
awards from many scholarly societies and institutions, including the Jefferson Award of the
National Endowment for the
Humanities, the highest honor
conferred by the US government
on a scholar in the humanities.
In addition, he holds honorary doctorates at many universities, including Tulane, Notre
Dame, and the Catholic University of America.
Currently, he is president
of the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences.
Pelikan is the author of
many books, including Christian
Tradition: A History of the Development of Doctrine, The
Riddle of Roman Catholicism,
The Light ofthe World, The Shape
of Death, and Development of
Christian Doctrine: Some Historical Prolegomena.

Joseph
the
standard
Chair and to
?Jaroslav
reference work
ecumenical unfor those studyPelikan derstanding,"
ing the Bible.
said Pelikan.
"While acPelikan becepting the challieves
the
lenge of historical research, I project he is about to undertake
go
have tried to beyond that chalwould have been useful during
lenge to discover [how] this very the time of the Reformation.
unity
relative
differs from uni"A better knowledge of
formity," Pelikan said.
Church fathers would have been
Pelikan spoke about how the eminently useful by both parReformation was inspired and ties," Pelikan said.
defined by the Bible, and conHistorical research has
versely how the Bible was re- taught Pelikan "to see that great
create a

to stay

same.

love.
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Eidt Made Lasting Impression On All He Met
Continued from p. 1

his brother's wish to be an organ
donor.
"He was a remarkable kid
showed signs of fatigue and exhaustion during halftime of the
who died doing what he did best,
and that was living life," Chris
game.
"A minute before halftime,
Eidt said.
"And he really did it with
he asked to come out of the game,
and was breathing really heavy
love and care for others and that's
an awful special quality at a
he was lying on the sidelines
he said he was
He was a quality
gasping for air
young age
all right, and said it was just his
kid that as an older brother I just
heart problem," Kanive said.
hope he realized how proud I've
Kanive assisted Ritchie with
always been of him." Chris Eidt
CPR, and he helped performed said.
Eidt was extremely inCPR until Philip Cuculich, A&S
'97, responded and helped monivolved in BC life.
In addition to being a memtor Eidt's pulse
"We did everything we ber of the marching band, Eidt,
18, was a computer science macould, and we managed to bring
him[Eidt] back twice," Cuculich
jor in the CSOM honors prosaid. "He [Eidt] was lucky to gram. Moreover, he was invited
have all his friends around him
to join the Emerging Leader ProMark[Ritchie] did a great job, gram (ELP) and made the dean's
he was real sharp."
list his first semester.
According to many, Eidt deAccording to Tom Nary, the
University Health Services docveloped a passion for playing
tor who went to the hospital with
the trumpet.
Eidt and the EMTs, "It [Eidt's
He was a member of both
death]
had
the pep band and
the jazz band.
nothing to do
with drugs, or
Also he played
the trumpet in the
with playing
basketball. It
Sunday evening
could
have
liturgy services
at St Joseph's
happened at
in
any
point,"
Chapel
Gonzaga Hallon
Nary said.
"While we
upper campus.
don't know the
"He played
exact cause of
the trumpet at
death, a prichurch. No one
nt
a
r
y
plays the trumpet
in church, but that
dysrythma, a
didn't
speeding up or
really
bother Kevin,"
slowing down
roommate
of the heart,
said Matthew
Lyberg, A&S'OO,
seems to be a
contributing
aFitzpatrickresifactor," he added.
dent who met Eidt during ELP's
Five of Eidt's friends travSargent Camp retreat. "He'd go
eled with him to the hospital.
ahead and toot his little horn in
Juett was one of the five to church."
"He was enjoying maintaingo to the hospital with Eidt.
"It was bad," he said. "The ing the trumpet [at BC]," Chris
doctor came out and told us that
Eidt said.
Also, Eidt set up his own
Kevin didn't make it."
According to Chris Eidt, web page.
Kevin's brother and BC '92, Eidt
According to Lyberg, Eidt
had a congenital heart problem
was "a little computer wizard."
since birth, which required surFamily and friends said he
loved sports, which led him to
gery at age 3.
"It was something he was
post information about BC sports
regularly monitored for and he on his web page. They said he
was given a clean bill of health,"
was especially a fan of Boston
Eidt's brother said.
College.
"He did not have any
"He was a super fan, his
[health] restrictions," he added. room was just the mecca of BC
merchandising," Lyberg said.
Eidt discussed his brother's
heart condition.
"He loved the place [BC],"
"The reality of it was he Matthew Flynn, A&S '00, Eidt's
was very blessed to survive inroommate and close friend since
fancy with this," Eidt said. "It the fifth grade,said, adding,
[all] makes me realize how
"During the Notre Dame game,
blessed we were for 18 years."
he printed out shirts that said
Eidt's brother said it was
'BC Fan?You Bet.'"
...

...

...

...

"He was very
funny, loved
to make jokes,
andfunny
voices."

?Matthew Flynn,
A&S '00,
Kevin's
"

HEECHTS FILE PHOTO

Kevin Eidt's BC spirit is shown in the t-shirt he designed: "BC Fan? You Bet!"
"He loved sports, and his ber, said. "He called me Wednesand jovial, a good guy to be
motivation in joining the pep
day night and started joking around," Juett said.
band was to use his skills on the
around on the phone."
"He always made me laugh,
trumpet and also to attend the
"He was a funny guy to be and he was involved in everyfinal four," said Brian Cohen, around, but also a serious guy thing. I only wish I could have
CSOM '00, a close friend and who was very religious," Geiger spent more time with him,"
intramural basketball teammate
added.
Cohen said.
Richard T. Cleary, SJ, Uniof Eidt's.
Many spoke on his love of
"He was taking advantage people.
versity chaplain, went to
of what the University offered,
"Kevin was always happy, Fitzpatrick Hall Thursday night
exploring Boston," Chris Eidt he loved being around people, and helped residents and friends
said.
he was a real people person, and put things in perspective and pro"I saw a lot of the qualities loved to have a lot of friends,"
vided counseling.
of what it takes to be successful.
Grieco said.
According to Cleary, Thomas Sly, A&S '00, has set up a
He had a lot of drive, very com"He was someone who conweb page in his memory, that
petitive, and he cared a lot," said
sistently overachieved," his
brother said.
can be linked to at ww2.bc.edu/
Stephen Grieco, A&S '99, Eidt's
former ELP facilitator.
Eidt's brother said the griev-sly/.
"I just know he's going to
Friends said Eidt was best
ing process for his family will
in everyday situations.
take time.
be missed terribly," Chris Eidt
said.
"I think it was more the day"It is now going to be a real
Eidt attended Norwalk High
to-day contact that was cool," tough time," Eidt's brother said.
"So many things that I'm inSchool in Norwalk, ConnectiLyberg said.
All who knew him well
volved in, that I love and enjoy cut, where he was co-valedictorian, captain of
are attached to
spoke highly of his sense of huthe tennis team
him."
mor.
and member of
"He was very funny, loved
"I
can't
the jazz band.
to make jokes, and funny voices,"
even imagine
Eidt is surFlynn said.
watching a BC
"And the man can make a game without
vived by his father, Christian,
pterodactyl noise... Kevin Eidt's him," he said.
'66, his
Chris Eidt
BC
pterodactyl noise put Jurassic
mother, Helen,
Park to shame," Lyberg said.
spoke of the imhisbrotherChris,
"The pterodactyl man you portance for the
ofArlington, Virwould have been impressed, if family to remember "that
you put that in, everyone will
ginia, and his sister Carolyn, BC
know, and he was very humble
instead of the
'95, of Norwalk.
about it, too, he wouldn't just what might have
The funeral is
been, to apprestart running down the hall flapscheduled for
ciate what he did
ping his wings acting like a pterodactyl, he needed a little promptgive us."
Tuesday, January 28 at 11 a.m. at
"1 don't know what a dinner Magner Funeral Home in
ing," Lyberg added.
"He was a funny kid
he table looks like with only four Norwalk. BC will be providing
buses, leaving Tuesday at 6:30
had sayings that would fit any place settings," Chris said.
situation," said Rodney Coe,
A friend described how he a.m., traveling to the funeral in
A&S '00. Eidt's neighbor in
will remember Eidt.
Norwalk.
A tentative memorial ser"1 met Kevin early in the
Fitzpatrick Hall.
"He was always a jokester," year, and one thing that stands vice at St. Joseph's Chapel is
David Geiger, CSOM '00, an out is the fact that he was never scheduled for Thursday evening,
intramural basketball team memnot nice... he was always friendly
January 30.
...

"I just know
he's going to
be missed
terribly."

.

?Chris Eidt,
Kevin's brother

...

Friends Remember Eidt
Continued from p.l

Thursday it seemed that everyone knew what had happened.
While most ofyou were hearing
the news from one of your
friends, we and a bunch of
Kevin's close friends were being told by the doctor, "I'm sorry,
but Kevin didn't make it." What
were we supposed to do now?
Should we just turn around and
go back to school? It wasn't real.
We hoped that in a matter of
moments we would wake up, and
everything would be okay. But it
wasn't. Things happen for a reason, and everything has its purpose, but it just doesn't make
sense. The BC Escort Service
took us back to school. We were
a carload full of kids in shock,
each with our own stories to tell
of our memories of Kevin. That's
all that's left now
memories.
We had everyone asking us, "are
you all right?" How were we
,

...

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE EIDT FAMILY

Eidt with brother, Chris BC '93, and sister, Carolyn, BC'95.

supposed to be all right? Our
friend, someone we had justbeen
joking around with, someone we
had just talked to, was gone, and
there wasn't a damn thing we
could do about it.
Our reason for writing this
goes far beyond sharing our pain
and anguish. We would like to
relate to you what Kevin Eidt
was like, aside from"the freshman who collapsed while playing basketball." To us, he was an
inspiration. He was a great
friend, and a phenomenal person. Not once in the short time
that we knew him did we ever
hear him complain, except
maybe the occasional comment
about the food in McElroy.
Neverdidheshy away from
a friend in need. He was always
smiling, always laughing, always
there when you needed him. In
less that four months of time he
had entered our hearts, entered
our souls. He will always be a

part

of us.

Many people might have
known him as a trumpet player
in the Boston College pep band.
We can recall numerous times
when the two of us would look at
him while up in the stands, and a
few seconds later we would receive a return glance, no doubt
with a glow on his face like no
other we've seen. He could alhow can
ways make us laugh
we forget that?
Luckily, we don't ever have
to. There are so many questions,
and so few answers. Why him?
Why now? He was touched so
many of our lives, and will continue to do so for as long as we
live. "Good times were not meant
to last forever, but friends are
made to last a lifetime." Kevin,
we will always love you.
Our prayers and deepest
sorrows go out to Kevin's family, and all who loved him. God
bless.
?
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Tragedy imparts lesson
While the primary mission of Boston College is to promote the intellectual
development and the religious, ethical and personal formation of its students,
it is also committed to the preservationof a unique community life that forms
the University.
Boston College fulfills this distinct mission with a deep concern for all
members of its community, with a recognition of the important contributions
of a diverse student body that cultivates the University s various goals.
The loss of one member of this special BC community makes a deep and
lasting impression on those of us left behind, but also imparts a valuable
lesson that helps us survive the unpredictability of human fate encountered in

death.
Thursday evening, January 23, the BC community lost one of its most
exemplary members, Kevin Eidt, A&S '00. He was a resident of Fitzpatrick
Hall, and left behind a supportive group of friends, a loving family, and a
community which he loved and sustained in so many ways.
With many of us struggling to adjust to the demands of a new year and a
new semester, inspiration can be found in Kevin's life, which seemed to
demonstrate the spirit and vitality of the Boston College community. Kevin
was the type of person who proved BC's critics wrong, and challenged those
who believed all BC students were apathetic. He cheered vigorously at all /
campus-based sports events, started the wave at football games, and partici-/
pated in extracurricular activities which gave him an outlet for his many/
talents.
The poignant comments ofKevin's brother, Chris, and some of his closest
friends, testify to Eidt's ability to seize the day and to make the most out 6f
every opportunity.
He was a remarkable kid who died doing what he does best, and that was
living life," Chris Eidt, BC '92, said, "and he really did it with love and care
for others and that's an awful special quality at such a young age."
Kevin's heart problem never restrained his passion for sports and for life
in general. Rather, it impelled him to persevere and overachieve in everything
he undertook, whether it was playing the trumpet both in the Screamin' Eagles
marching band and at the Sunday liturgy services at St. Joseph's chapel, or in
continuing to play in last Thursday's intramural basketball game even after
having experienced stomach pains and fatigue at halftime of the game.
His stamina and spirit were indefatigable, and he brought a sense of humor
to life's daily events. "He always made me laugh," Brian Cohen, CSOM '00,
said. Kevin's roommate and hometown friend, Matthew Flynn, A&S '00,
echoed similar sentiments, saying, "He was very funny, and loved to make
jokes and assume funny voices," Flynn said, holding back tears.
Kevin's concern for others was reciprocated this past week, in the form of
a responsive and sensitive community that mirrored trie Biblical parable of the
shepherds who do everything in their power to prevent the loss of one of their
sheep from a large flock. BC's student body may be considered this flock.
Boston College draws inspiration for its societal mission from its distinctive religious tradition. As a Jesuit university, it is rooted in a world view
which encounters God in all human activity, whether it be in a mass at St.
Ignatius Church or in the chaos that unfolded at the plex after Kevin collapsed.
The spirit of the BC community and the University's motto of "Ever to
Excel" flourished this past Thursday evening. The two BCPD officers who
arrived at the scene, the three students who provided emergency medical
assistance to Eidt, and the countless students who went to St. Joseph's Chapel
Thursday evening to offerprayers for their friend and fellow student exemplified the extraordinary concern that characterizes our sheltered suburban
campus.
This unity will continue to spread beyond BC's gates this week as many
students, faculty and administrators will forsake a day's worth of classes, job
commitments, to travel to Norwalk, Connecticut to commemorate Kevin's
life, and to preserve his memory.
The positive, selfless way in which BC reacted to Kevin's death has
demonstrated that the sense of community and caring for which the University
is known still remains strong. Despite the fact that this spirit has seemed
dormant these past few months, in the wake of the University's gambling
scandal and challenges to BC's reputation, we have proven that the spirit is
strong when it really counts.
In the face of tragedy, faith must be restored to wade through trying times.
We are all related to one another as members of a distinct BC community and
family, and in the short time we have here, we should embrace Kevin's legacy
as an example of the passion and sincerity we should bring to each day.
'

Gamblers, bookies
deserve suspensions
To the Editor:
"Let he who hath the bag of
stones, distribute them to all ye
who would like to throw at those
who transgressed simple common sense and insulted ourgood
name"

?My roommate

In

response to

the

recent

letter by "One of the BC-8"
(January 21 issue), I felt that I

would be remiss in my role as a
concerned student had I sat back
and allowed myself to be seduced into feeling pity for those
involved in the gambling scandal. I do not think that it is
unreasonable to expect that incoming freshmen be schooled in
the difference between right and
wrong before they begin their
college careers.
Although many of us think
of this beloved campus as a Utopia of some sort, this Utopia hap-

pens to be located in the United
States. Correct me if lam wrong,
but with the exception of a few
states, gambling is an illegal activity.

Oh, but I must have forgotten, for as "One of the BC-8"
pointed out in the interview
which appeared in the same issue of The Heights, gambling is
not strictly prohibited by the stu-

dent guidelines of Boston

Col-

lege.

Well, then, imagine hearing

this: "I'm sorry Father Leahy, I
would never have bludgeoned
my roommate to death with a
tray from the Lower Campus
Dining Facility had the student
guidelines clearly disclosed its
stance on these matters."
This example may be extreme to some, but my point is
that the knowledge of right and

wrong should keep us from doing whatever befits our disposition.
The "BC 8" can hide behind
whatever certain publications
say and do not say, and they can
try to distance themselves from
the incomprehensible underworld of their gamblingconnections, but always lurking around
the corner will be the difference
between right and wrong.
Doing the right thing has its
rewards, and doing the wrong
thing has its consequences. All
of this posturing by the guilty
party only furthers the fact that
they were not prepared for the
consequences of the wrong.
The Class of '97 came to
BC four years ago, and in that
first year we saw great victories
over Notre Dame and North
Carolina, and a first-place finish
in the Beanpot.
Four years and $100,000
dollars later, many of us are sitting in job interviews where the
toughestquestions involve how
in depth our knowledge is of the
infamous "Boston College Gambling Scandal."
Likewise, we are subjected
to hours of castigation by UMass
basketball fans at the Fleet Center, to which we have no reply.
We move through the last semester of our senior year, carrying our last vestige of pride on
our backs in hopes that Mary
Ann's will remain open, so at
least we can have something to
cheer about. So to the remaining
seven of the eight, if any of you
still feel like guilty party number one, get over yourself and
deal with it!

I also

must

remain

anonymous for fear of
gamblingsympathizers.

Scandal conceals
BC?s true colors
To the Editor:
While I think I understand
the shame felt by alumnus James
T. O'Reilly (January 13 issue)
that led him to put his BC
sweatshirt "in mothballs," I personally had an opposite reaction
to the scandal.
I found that as the scandal
unfolded,I was much more likely
wear
some clothing, whether
to
a sweatshirt, cap, or tic, that fea
tured a BC symbol. I especially
did so when I was out of state at
an academic conference or away
on vacation. Whenever others
noticed my BC identification and
asked (or joked) about the scandal, 1 took the opportunity to tell
them about all of the wonderful
things that go on here. I told
T

them about students who volunteer their time to work in Nicaraguan schools and Boston hospices; about students who are
writing wonderful senior theses;
about those who sing in the Chorale, or act in a play, or play field
hockey without much publicsupport; about some of my faculty
colleagues who have produced
marvelous books and articles.
In short, I took the time to
let them know that there is much
more to BC than some students
who made a serious mistake. I
have never been more pleased to
show my colors than in the past
several weeks.
Michael A. Malec

Department of Sociology

Still have something to say about
gambling? What about the latest
fires plaguing the campus? Let
your voice be heard and seen on
the pages of The Heights. Submit
a Letter to the Editor and impress
your friends and professors...
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BC bookstore?s services inefficient
To the Editor:
I am writing to express my
extreme disappointment with the
Boston College Bookstore's student services. As a JD/MB student, I have attended four other
universitiesfull or part-time, and
have never witnessed such price
gouging and discourtesy to students as I have seen at the BC
bookstore this year.
Most recently, I attempted
toreturn two books totaling over
$70 with a slightly damaged receipt. Not only was I told that
such a transaction was impossible, but Assistant Director Kenneth St Martin implied, in a rather
loud voice, that I was deliberatly
misleading him. When I asked
him, "Are you accusing me of
dishonesty?," he rudely and
loudly replied, "Yes, I am"
Perhaps such gruffness on
the part of bookstore employees
has been conditioned by years of
rampant student dishonesty and
large-scale theft, but at a Jesuit
school, I don't think so. Rather,
I suggest that any cases of duplicity or thievery on the part of
the students are merely responses
to the unfairly strict pricing policies the bookstore employs.

For example, I spent over
$800 on books for my MBA
courses last semester ...$BOO .
That represents not only my entire Stafford-loan book budget
for the whole year, but more than
two-thirds ofmy monthly living
allowance. Never in my six-year
undergraduate and graduate career have I spent so much on
books for two semesters, let
alone one.
Adding insult to injury, the
most a BC student can expect to
receive from those books is 50
percent of their original purchase
price. Students will see those
books resold the following semester at more than a 50 percent
markup. Furthermore, if you
make a mistake in your book
selection or drop a course and
miss the full-refund date, you
immediatly fall into that less-

than-50-percent (And sometimes, as low as 10-percent) refund category. And evidently,
given my bookstore experience,
even an

immediate

return

of

books for full-price is not guaranteed, but verbal excuse and
accusations from the store employees are. Not only is it unfair
to buy your books there, but it is

unpleasant.

Now I know that the bookstore management team claims
that they cannot run a profitable

bookstore without this price-setting system, but I put forth
thatsuch a problem is not the
responsibility of loan-ridden students, but rather the responsibility of the bookstore's management team itself. Rather than
simply accepting their low profitability as a justification for
burdening Boston College's
17,000 students, I would ask the
store's managers, 'What's the
matter with you? What are you
doing so poorly that you can't
make a profit? With a captive
market, moderate square footage and a wide product offering,
how are you going so terribly
wrong? Is it our problem or
yours?
We, the students of Boston
College, pay more than $30,000
per year for the fine education
we receive, our beautiful campus, and the many other benefits
of life at BC. Furthermore, Boston College has an incredibly
large endowment, and presumably subsidizes the bookstore to
some degree. With all due respect, in addition to providing us
their services and theirproducts,

the managers of the bookstore
are our employees. We have a
right and an obligation to the
school's reputation to demand
reasonable prices, sensitivity to

student needs, and competent
management.
As a former retail manager
and a business student, I am fairly
convident in my assessment of

the bookstore's performance:
What we are witnessing in the
McElroy Commons bookstoreis
a gross mismanagement that is
costing BC's students thousands
of dollars per year.
I urge any students who
agree with this statement to email
it to bookstore director, Thomas
McKenna (mckenneth@bcedu)
and vice president of administration,
John
Driscoll
(driscojh@bcedu). Let them
know how you feel. Write and
demand an immediateinvestigation into the bookstore situation.
If we allow things to continue
this way, we are not only doing
ourselves, but the greater future
and BC community, a grave dis-

service.
Amanda H. Gordon
JD/MBA '00

Basketball fans? apathy pathetic
To the Editor:
With all the problems at
Boston College in recent months,
I am disappointed in the administration and the student body
because they have shown so little
support for one of the most successfulprograms on campus. The
men's basketball team has rocketed to No. 23 (check) in the
Associated Press's Top 25 this
week and could possibly improve
on that achievement.
Their accomplishments
have been overlooked in the
months following the football
team's gambling scandal because
the student body hasn't given
them the support and the respect
they have earned. Perhaps people

think thatathletics gets too much
money and power. University
President, Fr. Leahy made his
feelings quite clear when he allegedly canceled the basketball
team's Midnight Madness celebration because it fell on a
school night. I understand this
statement does not truly reflect
the administration's reasons for
the cancellation, and I would
rather focus on the overwhelming lack of action on the part of
the student body in opposition to
that decision.
When I initiated my college
search three years ago, I remember all of Boston College's academic accolades, but it was the
school's athletic reputation that
separated it from every other

college on my list. I had always
respected our prestigious athletic
history although I was not a BC
supporter until I matriculated.
As a resident of the Washington,
DC area, I have been a long time
supporter of the University of
Virginia (UVA). Last spring, I
attended UVA's fall Midnight
Madness festivities and, fraternity parties aside, the manner in
which those students supported
their teams really impressed me.
I simply do not see the why
Boston College students are so
fickle. In the game against
Georgetown January 13, I was
proud to see a packed Conte Forum crowd rise to its feet and act
like the emotional, crazed and
intimidating force that it can be.

But all too frequently, you could
hear John Thompson's beads of
sweat plummet to the floor.
Remember the dark cloud
that loomed over Boston College after the gambling scandal?
It reflected poorly on everyone
at the University. Consider that
we all attend Boston College for
our own reasons, and then consider that we as an institution are
viewed upon as one entity. Congratulate the team members that
you see around campus, cheer
louder at the games for your
team, and just attend the games
to show yoursupport. *s that too
much to ask?
Adam Parker
A&S '98

Reader criticizes Ban on halogen
writer?s style
lamps senseless
ess with every review he writes.

To the Editor:
I just want to say, with the
utmost respect intended to the

whole staff of The Heights that
I cannot understand why Colin
Fleming insists on stringing his
readers along on a line of language that has no place in reality.
According to the admissions
office, everybody at Boston College is intelligent to some extent, but Mr. Fleming appears as
though he must prove and reprove his own intellectual prow,

I myself would rather know if an
album is worth buying, rather
than be swept along some schizophrenic train of thought.
Iknow these types ofletters
usually do not see publication,
but I feel that The Heights allows for excessive verbiage
within its pages too frequently,
and that reader feedback is essential to correcting such a situation.
David M. Marquez
A&S '98

Letters

_*
The Heights is
printed on 100%
recycled paper.

To the Editor:
I have just one question:
Did BC think before posting
those signs about halogen
lamps? The signs were posted
within 24 hours of the Fenwick
fire, and although I sympathize
with the residents, I think the
administration was being hasty.
If there is one thing students here can unite behind, it is
keeping halogen lamps, which
are the best way to light a room.
Anyone who has ever been
inside a BC dorm room knows

to the

that they are impossible to properly light. It takes two lamps to
light the average common room
(plus those wonderful lamps they
provide us with).
Is Housing prepared to install track lighting (or any lighting for that matter) for every
room?
I plead

with housing to reconsiderthisbanand think about
the practicality of implementation.

Jessica Passaretti
SOE *98

Editor Policy

Letters must be typed or submitted on disk by Thursdays at 5
pm. To be considered for publication, letters must be 500 words
or less, and include the author's name, school, year of
graduation, and phone number
(for verification purposes only).
Letters may also be submitted by e-mail at
scamarde @cleo.bc. edu.
The Editor reserves the right to reject, edit and condense all
letters. The letter's author, not The Heights, is responsible
for all statements.

Anne Marie Borrego

Wrong address

Wanted:
bridge

...

Enthusiastic

strong-minded engi
neers with a vision of a
to the 21st century

Last weekend, I flew to
Washington DC via a twin-engine
prop plane to witness what I was
certain to be the greatest embodiment of democracy in action: The
Presidential Inauguration (and all
of its subsequent festivities).
Saturday night, I perused the
packet which came in the mail and
included a map of the mall. On it
there were tents of food, tents of
song, tents of Tickle Me Elmo
Live and tents of souveniers. But
right in the very middle was the
most exciting structure. The Inaugural committee had managed to
build a replica of their idea of the
Bill Clinton's cliched metapor:
The Bridge of the 21st Century. I
was most determined to visit and
make that symbolic treck across
the edifice.
It was
a bit overrated. My
first (distanced) impression was,
"Oh, it's colorful, and it's a suspension bridge with things all over
it." Moving a bit closer, I discovered that notes were posted on it
and addressed to the President. I
wanted to leave a couple: "Beware ofKenneth Starr," "Are there
student rates for the Lincoln
room?" and "Try Monogomy."
I decided to step onto the
bridge, which I soon realized was
nothing like a real suspension
bridge. The plywood was a bit
unstable, and the "cables" that
were to suspend it were really
made of crepe paper. It certainly
didn't match up to the Brooklyn
or Golden Gate Bridges. Yet, I
decided that since this was a part
of history, I certainly needed to
participate. I was to take part in
every event that my tickets allowed. Frigid temperatures, early
mornings, and large clusters of
women in bad fur could not keep
...

me away.

The next morning, I stood in
the freezing cold of January in
front of the Capitol, waiting for
inspiring words from William
Jefferson Clinton. What I got was
a string of cliches and overrused
metaphors.

"Nothing big ever came from
being small." Newt, Dick, and
Alfonse, this one's for you. I believe this statement was in reference to the rather smallmindedness of partisan politics in
congress. Go figure. Let's just
hope this little jab is the last we'll
hear of that for a while.
He also announced to the
massive crowd: "Government is
not the problem, and government
is not the solution. We
the
American people
we are the
solution." Great. That's comforting to know that my tax dollars
are going towards a bunch of arguing politicians who are not the
solution. Instead, my fellow
Americans, even drunken college
students, are supposed to be the
solution. Are we supposedto solve
problems in government before or
after we make Happy Hour at
Cityside's?
His last statements was terrifying. :... Let us build our bridge.
A bridge wide enough and strong
enough for every American to
cross over to a blessed land of
new promise." I certainly hope
he's not using the one on the Mall
as a prototype, because a group of
rowdy toddlers couldn't make it
across without breaking it.
We (the "young people" of
this country) are the ones who are
supposed to build the Bridge to
the 21st Century. All of us. The
guy who sits next to you in history
class. The neighbors who blast
Phish all night. Even the girls who
stay on the stairmasters in the plex
for hours at a time. We're all supposed to help. And if I took anything away from this weekend, it
was that those of us between the
ages of 18and 34 are the ones who
are going to have to design and
construct that sucker, because the
boys in Washington haven't given
us much to work with.
?

?

Anne Marie Borrego, A&S '98,

is The Heights Review Editor.
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Ashley States Importance of Males as Priests
Continued from p. 3
Church," Ashley said in reference to solutions to the problem

of sexism in the Church.
Ashley cited the mother
symbol as an example.
"The mother symbol suggests that women are restricted
to the domestic life
yet Mary
is a cosmic figure: mother of
God, mother of the church."
Speaking directly to the issue of women's ordination.
Ashley argued that the
priesthood's value lies more in
its symbolic than functional existence.
"The ordained priest is only
the ideal," Ashley said. "The
...

priests have always been male
symbolism."
Ashley argued that for the
priesthood to retain its symbolism, it would have to remain

male.

Furthermore, Ashley argued

that the priesthood descending
from Jesus and the disciples must
remain male because they were
male.
"God must reveal God. We
do not reveal God we must use
the names God has revealed to
us," Ashley said.
The second speaker, Francis
A. Sullivan, SJ, of the theology
department, contested Ashley's
assertion that the Catholic
Church's current teaching on the
...

ordination of

Sullivan argued that the curwould only be finalized with the unanimous

rent teaching

agreement of all Catholic Bishops, or an act of the extraordi-

nary magistrate.
Theology professor Phcine
Perkins, speaking third, based
comments
on current trends
her
in the Church: the increasing role
of lay-people, the decline in the
number of priests, and the removal of the Eucharist from the
center of Christian Life.
"In practical theology, we
pay attention to what is going on
in the world," Perkins said.

The Department of English will administer the awarding
of several University prizes this semester, and applications
are now being invited
for:
The Dever Fellowship? a cash grant, usually about
$5000, presented annually in honor of novelist and BC
alumnus Joseph Dever, to a graduating senior who
proposes to pursue a career in writing. Application
deadline March 25; forms available in Carney 449 or 341.

The Cushing and Kelleher Awards? cash awards
given annually to undergraduates for the best work
(and runners-up) in fiction and poetry published in
BC undergraduates publications.
The Randall Award? a gift of books presented in honor
of author and teacher John Randall to the undergraduate
author of the best essay in the field of American
literature and culture.
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Come to the
News Meeting.
See Us. We
Are AH Very
Stressed, Not
To Mention
That Our
Single Staff
Needs Dates.
Mondays at
5:00 in
McElroy 113

?

Tpekbrate q/ow
Q^Kcmplishments...

While acquiring valuable management
skills, you'll be trained in operations,
banking systems, and data and item
process. As a trainee, you'll supervise
one or more Operations units, and
learn to implement your ideas as you
help us to grow in our leadership
position. You'll actively formulate
strategies for meeting the bank's objecfives to this hands-on management
training program, an be an important
contributing member of our team.

«?-"??-???????______

Banking Office

Get mvolved in one of New England's
most vibrant financial institutions, and set
critica| hands^n
. s'
. '. ._.
T
move ahea
career .lansTo
d wrth
P
f
,n
one of our tramln r
«°
B P °F*? you
must have a GPA3-° or above.All
majors are encouraged to apply.

Mananement
.**
~

Jf°

~

.

?

~

????????-??????_

We will be visiting the Boston
College campus onJanuary 31.
Please contact your career services
department about interviews.
An equal opportunity employer,

Member FDIC/DIFM.

AS DIFFERENT AS

and surcharges may apply

Student Travel Specialists
146 Massachusetts Avenue at Berklee
Boston, MA 02115
617 236 4300 1 800 843 1545

as priests.

Bank Operations

Commercial lending is one of the
fastest growing segments of our
business. As a trainee in this program,
you'll progress through the department, and ideallybe promoted to a
Commercial Loan Officer. You'll be
encouraged to build your strengths in
a variety of skill areas, includingrisk
assessment and analysis. This program
gives youthe opportunity and support
you need to get ahead.

?

taxes

.

I_JpT I pID

solid start. As one of the largest full service banks
north of Boston, we offer comprehensive commercial lending, trust
and consumer financial services, stability for the future, and these
challenging management training programs.

encouraged to apply.

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/BECKY JOHNSTON

addresses the issue of women

$529.00 Quad p/p
Cancun
R/T Air, Hotel, Transfers
$41 9.00 Quint p/p
Jamaica
R/T Air, Hotel, Transfers
$259.00 Quad p/p
Disney World
R/T Air, Hotel, Car
$579.00 Quad p/p
Acapulco
R/T Air, Hotel, Transfers
Fares SUbj ect to change,

career off to a

.hands-on and classroom exposure to
policies and procedures, assignment as
a Customer Service Representative, and
eventual progression to a management
position. All college majors are

symposium

SPRING BREAK '97
ONE WEEK PACKAGES

senior judged to be the outstanding English major.
For further details contact Prof. Robert Kern, Carney 341.

~,

BC

HCLLE^RAVEL

The Kean Award? a cash award to the graduating

Working in ourretail environment
you'll be training for twelve months.
You'll progress through all phases of
retail banking, with a detailed Introduction to all of out products and
services. Training involves a balance of

not

or final.

ATTENTION ALL ENGLISH MAJORS
AND OTHER INTERESTED STUDENTS

Commercial Loan

women was

"proximate to solemn definition"

A BANK CAN BE

H\l|m m
1

fHE

CLASS RING ORDERING DAYS
10-4
JANUARY 23, 24, 27, 28, and 29
BOSTON COLLEGE BOOKSTORE LOBBY
$30.00 DEPOSIT IfucoeciAuce
hitpAww*hertf-jones.com
HERFFJONES»
--

Check out our web site at www.eastembank.tom

104327

0

flf
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Halogen Lamp Causes Fenwick Fire BC Briefs
Housing requested that all
lamps be disconnected at once.
"They don't belong in these
rooms. [The University] has dis-

Continued from p. 1

After a recommendation
made by the Newton fire chief at
the scene, all halogen lamps will
be banned on campus.
"The Fire Chief is telling us
to remove all halogen lamps."
Robert Capalbo, director of housing, said.
All on-campus residents received a letter from Housing on

"I would like to be stronger
in recommending them to be removed from the dorms,"
Andersen said.
Andersen also said that approval has been revoked on some
of the more dangerous models of
the lamps.
Three years ago, fire raged
through the third floor of
Fenwick Hall when a reading
lamp fell onto a bed spread. It
began exactly one floor above
where the current fire occurred.
"Everything in the room can

cussed this issue before." BC's
Safety Officer, Arthur Andersen,
said.
Most of the halogen lamps
on-campus are 1500 watt lamps
15 times brighter than the
average light bulb.
However, the inexpensive
lamps reach extreme temperatures, responsible for numerous
fires across the country.
?

Thursday evening telling students that the lamps are no longer
allowed on campus.

be replaced, as long as the kids
are okay, that's what we're here
for." Officer Pat Rose, who was
first on the scene, said.
University officials at the
scene attempted to make the
women as comfortable as possible. All of Ball's and Bowser's
clothes that were coated with
propellant are being cleaned by
the University. The students were
also given cash to purchase new
winter jackets and clothes to tide
them over until their clothes are
returned.

Bus Enflamed at Walsh Bus Stop
Continued from p. 1
for us to handle. Our guys were
just going to take extinguishers
out and end the fire, but the
flames were too out of hand.
That's where the Newton and
Boston fire departments came
in," Lt. Harley LeCain of the
BCPD said.
"We basically made sure
that everyone in the vicinity was
a safe distance away from the
bus," Lt. LeCain of the BCPD
said, adding most students in the

.

,

phone call at 6:06 p.m.
Under the supervision of the

area had the sense to stay away
from the fire.
"The back of the bus was
the first to catch on fire. Fortunately the driver had just pulled
the bus over and all had departed
from the bus. That's what we are
thankful for, the fact that no one
got hurt," LeCain added.
According to LeCain, the
fire appeared to have been either
of an electrical or mechanical

Newton assistant fire chief, one
fire engine and one ladder truck
were sent.

The Boston fire department
also received phone calls at 6:04
p.m.
They responded by sending
one fire engine and one ladder
truck.
According to the Newton
and Boston fire departments, the
state police and fire departments
needed to pull the bus apart well

origin.
The Newton Fire Department responded to an emergency

Vb?
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A Delta Air Lines

,
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Save
10%
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Cirver Sandwich or
Individual Meal
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into Sunday night to ensure that
all remnants of the fire were extinguished.
"It was horrible. Everyone
thought it was going to blow up.
Then we heard a loud popping
sound, like a firecracker. I guess,
the tires had popped," Randall
said.
"It was really scary. After
the flames were extinguished, it
looked like a skeleton. It was
weird to think that just moments
before people were on the bus,"
she added.

Greyhound
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Save
20%
,
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20% Off Cu.ot Blow Dry
($22.50 & Up)
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Fire Damages Ignacio

Apartment

On

Saturday, January 25, a
fire broke out in Ignacio
B-34, at approximately 12:30
p.m. According to BC Police
Chief Robert Morse, the fire as
started in the kitchen, where
some food that as cooking was
left unattended. The hood of
the stove and the surrounding
cabinets caught fire. Fire fighters, to insure the fire had not
spread into the wall, were
forced to break into the wall
behind the cabinets. The apartment suffered damage to the
cabinets and appliances surrounding the stove. Heavy fans
were required to ventilate the
building from the heavy smoke.
Neither students nor fire fighters sustained any injuries.
Jerusalem Exhibit on Display
at Burns Library

Jerusal
em
scriptive:

Pictorial and Dc
The Holy City in
19th Century Literature," an
extensive exhibition of books
and photographs by visitors to
the Holy City, is currently on
display at the John J. Burns
library of Rare Books. The exhibit contains the works of numerous scholars, researchers,
missionaries, and others who
have visited Jerusalem. The
exhibit is on display until
March 31, and is open to the
public, free of charge. For more
information, call the library at

552-3282.
Learn to Manage Finances at
Cabaret Room

\)CtLLBRIL«E.
?«£

'

Representatives
Bankßoston will

from
be holding a seminar on"A Senior's
Guide to Life After BC" at 7:00
p.m. Tuesday. Topics covered
will include budgeting for expenses, managing credit card
spending, establishing savings
and paying off student loans
and bills. The seminar will be
held in the Vanderslice Cabaret Room, and refreshments
will be served.
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Theology Professor Discusses
Sex & Gender Issues in Book
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College Monan Pro
fessor of Theology Lisa
Sowle Cahill has published a
new book discussing feminist
perspectives and Christian insights. The book, Sex, Gender,
and Christian Ethics (Cambridge University Press, 1996)
seeks a middle ground between
feminist and Christian views.
Cahill aims to reconcile contrasting views and emphasize
the best characteristics of each.
In the book, she analyzes such
areas as deconstructionism, as
well as its alternatives: biblical perspectives on sex and
gender, and Christian teachings
on celibacy. Professor Cahill
also looks at contemporary social issues that benefit from a
wider range of inquiry.

Jesuit Institute to Sponsor
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The

Jesuit Institute of Bos

ton College is sponsoring
a lecture titled, "What is a Good

Catholic?" that Fred Lawrence
Professor of Theology will
present , including a discussion with a reception to follow.
It will be held Thursday at 7:30
pm in Higgins 307.
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SOUTH STREET
NO FEE

APARTMENTS

EXCELLENT LOCATION...
FREE SHUTTLE BUSONE STOP ON THE GREEN LINE...
WALKING DISTANCE TO BC
(7MIN.)

ONE, TWO & THREE
BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
INCLUDES
FROM $800 TO $1400
HEAT & HOT WATER
?

LARGE EAT-IN CABINET KITCHENS WITH DISHWASHERS,
REFRIGERATORS AND STOVES.
OWN PRIVATE PARKING
AVAILABLE
CABLE READY BUILDING.

CALL
DONEGAL TRUST

617-738-7870

I
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Make an Impact

on a prospective BC student!

Join the Student Admission
Program team!
Volunteers are needed for:
AHANA, Day Visits, Greeter, High School
Visits, Office Management, Campus Tours,
Transfer and Distant State Recruitment.

Get involved at BC & meet new friends!

Come to our General Meeting...

Tuesday, January 28, at 7pm
Devlin 008
If you are currently involved in the S.A.P. or know
which program you would like to join, the program
meetings are in Devlin 101 on the following dates:
Outreach l/29@6:00
Day Visit l/30@6:00
2/5 @6:00
Greeter
AHANA 2/4 @7:00
Office Management 2/3 @ 6:00

Any questions? Please call the SAP office at

552-3378

Seniors and

Are you looking to put your Business Managment
and Marketing Degrees to work come Graduation??
Join us to learn about...

Sales Management Opportunities
with the #1 Consumer Battery Company in the World...

DURACELL USA
Monday, February 3rd
7:oopm 8:00pm O'Neill Library 253
-

1
WALL STREET WATCH

Sega will acquire Bandai, a
Japanese video-game maker and
the producer of the Power Ranger
toys, in a deal estimated at
$1.09 billion.

Marketplace
Careers Technology

JL Business
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CityScape Housing fair prepares students for off-campus life
By Yohan Sengamalay

By Karen Palmer
HEIGHTS ASST.

49 degrees and Ihe average
daily temperature in June is
71 degrees.
Rome is the capita! of Italy.
?

It is alsothe capital of Latium.

a region of Italy.
The Pope's residence,
Vatican Gity. is a sovereign
state which lies within the city

?

of Rome.
With a population of almost
3 million people. Rome is one
ot the largest cities in Europe.
History: According lo Roman
legend. Rome was founded by
Romulus and Remus in 753
IS r These twins were sons of
Numitor. the king of Alba
?

Longa.
When Numitor wasoverthrown by the evil Amulius,
the boys were thrown into the
Tiber River. They were saved
by a she-wolfwho raised them.
Remembering thai act ofkindness. the> founded the city on
die shores of the Tiber.
Rome was ruled under Ihe
Etruscans until 500 B.C. when
they were overthrown by the
Romans and ihe Roman Republic was established In (it)

B.C.vMarcusLiciniusCrassus,

Pompey, and Julius Caesar
formed the First Triumvirate.
With his victory at
Pharsala in 48 8.C., Caesar
became master of Rome, thus
ending the republic and paving the way for the empire.
For the next century, Rome

continued to expand her territory.

In 476, the barbaric Gerinbes defeated Koine,
an event which ushered in
what is kliown as the "Park
manic

Ages."'
Economy and Business:
Tourism is. depended on
heavily for much of the city's

income. Every year, millions
of travelers come from around
the world to visit Rome. Its
ancient ruins and great piazzas aui.ici both young and old

alike.
Tourism

is noi ihe only
industry in Rome, however.
Other major industries include
textiles, cement, glass, elec-

tronics and metallurgy.
This increase in manufacturing has allowed Rome
to grow into a bustling metropolis. As the city grows, so
too does the number of new
industries.The banking, printing and publishing businesses
have begun to play a more
important role in the economy
ol the "Eternal ('u>".
The city, of course, is very
well known for her fashion
industry. Many of the world's
greatest : fashion designers
flock to Rome every year to

eitherpick up on new fashion
trends or to display their collections.
The Italian movie indus-

See CITYSCAPE, p. 12

BUSINESS EDITOR

In order to combat the stress
and panic that often accompany
the search for off-campus apartments, the Office of University
Housing sponsored its second
housing fair this year on January 22 and 23 in the Walsh Function Room.
The fair officially began
with an evening workshop on
the 21st, also held in the Walsh
Function Room, in which representatives from ODSD, the Office of University Housing, and
the law firm Bovarnick, Cohn,
Stasiukevicius, & Dussi, P.C.
provided students with information about the rental housing
market.
Unlike the first fair held in
November, which only featured
owners, this housing fair featured both owners and rental
agents, giving students the opportunity to ask questions and
set up appointments to look at

apartments. All rental agents
present cut their finder's fee to
one-half of one month's rent,
offering students a chance to save
money as well.
The housing fair also featured representatives from
ODSD, University Housing, and
furniture rental agents who offered 50 percent discounts as well
to those students that attended.
The Office of University
Housing supplied many forms
of information, including an offcampus housing guide, surveys

completed by juniors presently
living off-campus, and sign-up
sheets for prospective roommates.

Marianne Falzone, the assistant director of off-campus
housing, explained that the housing fairs sponsoredby the Office
of University Housing give students a sense that the University
is there for them in their housing
search.
Falzone explained that their
presence helps to Create a sense
of protection and security for

students looking for off-campus
housing.
"Without this, it would leave
students on their own. We're here
to guide them," Falzone said.
Falzone urged students not
to panic about finding apartments, as the best time to find
off-campus housing is during the
summer months.
Paulette Durrett, the assistant dean for ODSD, explained
that the housing fairs provide
information for those students
looking for off-campus housing
and give them the opportunity to
compare different prices and
rental agencies.
"It's a wonderful opportunity for students to come in and
get information," Durrett stated.
Durrett also explained the
function of ODSD in the offcampus housing process, stating
that they can review leases,
handle complaints, roommate
problems and landlord problems,
as well as set up neighborhood
meetings.
"We deal with both the off-

campus students and their community," Durrett said.
Both Durrett and Falzone
offered tips on what students
should look for in an off-campus
apartment, urging apartmenthunters to use caution and to
make thorough investigations of
each apartment they consider.
Both urged students to
check for bugs or rodents, to
check the water pressure, and to
speak with the students already
living in the apartment. Doing
this enables these students to get
a feel for the apartment and to
find out information about the
landlord.
Durrett also stressed the
importance of carefully reviewing the lease for clauses about
subletters and to be careful about
choosing roommates.
Students thought the housing fair was both informative and
valuable, as it offered them a
starting point in their apartment
search, and many left with a variety of information about the
off-campus housing process.

Beware the Ides of March: A lighter look at taxes
What's even worse than that
is when the beginning of the year
rolls around and you organize
your pay stubs and file for tax

By Ted Kim
FOR THE HEIGHTS

You just got yourpaycheck
last Friday, and you're still balking at the amount of taxes that
were taken out of it. You think
to yourself, "Life is absolute
some people that I
insanity
don't even know just took 22
percent of my paycheck away
from me! I think I'm gonna cry
or beat someone up or burn
a flag or something
or flash
someone... something illegal to
get the lead out andrelieve some
stress."
For all ofyou that currently
work, or have worked in the
past (and hope to be working
again really, really soon), and
have had to deal with taxes, this
article represents a plea from
the common person to the irrational powers that be. It represents all of the ideals of journalism, free speech, and liberty. It
represents what the Constitution of this great United States
of America is all about.
First ofa;ll, that famous saying that insightfully groups taxes
with the notion of death is totally true. Think about it
what
do you hate more, taxes or the
idea of death? Hell, you're not
afraid of death. You go to mass
every once in a while. You've
said your Hail Marys. You cross
yourself before you go to Great
Scott's on Thursday nights.
But taxes, whoa! You don't
know a thing about them.
They're the real "Great Unknown," not death, or sex, or
puberty, or calculus. They represent a force that slowly keeps
chiseling away at your income
every week (or every month for
all of you God-chosen salarypaid people).
The worst part about taxes
is that every time you start a
new job and get paid for the first
time, they seem to slip your
mind. So when you reach down,
open your envelope and look at
your check, you go "%!@*, I
forgot about taxes!"
?

...

...

returns.

Instead of being refunded
most of what you consider yours

by Internal Revenue, you get
about half of it back. And you
get it back at theend of April. By
that time, you're stuck in so much
revolving debt that you're thinking about firebombing Bayßank.
Is there anything you can

?

got you from Harvard Square to
Reservoir on the T It gave you a
chance to see a Herb Ritts exhibit at trie Museum of Fine Art.
It made it possible for you to go
to public school. It cleared the
roads during the last snowstorm.
It helped erect a Holocaust memorial near Faneuil Hall.
Yeah, taxes suck (they really do), and they are there wherever you turn, but they are an
invisible force that we've just
gotta deal with.

Career Q & A

...

?

do? Are students exempt from
paying taxes? How about if you
work two jobs? An internship?
Where does our money go anyway?
The sad thing is that, as students, we should feel semi-grateful that we even get semi-refunds in April (i.e. getting semirefunds is as good as it gets, in
terms of filing your taxes).
In terms of where our money
no it didn't just buy a
goes
beer for Senator Kennedy. It just

Students' career and internship questions answered by career advisors
from the Boston College Career Center

How can I get the most benefit out
Dear Chris:

The first "hep to having a
successful internship experience is preparation. Identify
which career field(s) you want
and carefully review your options.
You can easily do this
through the "Internship Exchange" housed on the Career
Center Homepage. Apply to several internships, and be sure to
interview with more than one
employer and compare your
options.
Next, you need to really
interview the employer. Be certain that you are veryclear about
what the internship involves.
You should know the answer to the following questions:

of an internship?

-Chris Miller, A&S '98

What can I expect to learn
from this internship?
Howwill my time here be
allocated?
Who will supervise me?
How much contact will I
have with my supervisor?
What types of projects will
I be working on?
What percentage of my
time will I spend doing clerical
duties (photocopying, filing,
etc.)?
Does the internship pay?
Do you have any current
interns with whom Icould speak?
Finally, you should make
every effort to work with your
supervisor so that you both benefit from the experience.
If you find that your internship is turning out very different
?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

from what you and your employer agreed
then you
need to have an honest discussion with your supervisor.
The phrase "the squeaky
wheel gets the grease" applies
to interns too. Don't hesitate to
ask for more challenging as-

signments. Every internship
will have some "grunt" work,
but clerical duties should not
encompass most ofyour time.
Follow all of these steps,
and you should have a positive
experience. Don't forget to ask
the employer for a favorable
letter of recommendation before you leave the internship.
Amy Donegan
Assistant. Director/Internship
Coordinator
?

We need your input! Submit your career, resume, or internship
questions to Career Q&A! Bring questions to The Heights'
office in McElroy 113, or e-mail them to campbetc@bc.edu
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CityScape

Inside Investing

Continued from p. 11
is based at Cinecitta, a city
only a few miles from downtown Rome.
Culture and Entertainment:
Rome is the home of many of
the world's greatest museums.
The Vatican's museums contain some the richest collections you can find. The National andCapitoline museums
are also definitely worth a look.
The city's ancientruins include the great Colosseum, the
Catacombs and the Circus
Maximus. Also, check out the;
beautiful palaces and public

A column by the Investment Club

try

gardens.

Rome is also the home to
many fine institutionsof higher
learning. With an enrollment
of 180,000 students, the University of Rome is one of the
world's largest. At the

Conservatoriodi Musics Santa
Cecilia, one can study music at
the world'soldest music academy.

If museums and ruins are

not for you, Rome is also home
to the popular Roma FC soccer
team. To Romans, soccer is not
just a game, it is almost a religion. The stadiums are consistently packed with locals,
cheering their team to victory.

Come to
Marketplace meetings every Monday
at 4 p.m. in
McElroy 113. Ask
for Tricia or Karen.

Jae H. Kirn

k(V*)j

analysts felt the turnaround in
the semi-conductor industry
would be quicker that expected.
This resulted in a banner day on
the NASDAQ during November
when Applied Materials rose six
points in one session. After a
few days, though, the chip stocks
gave most of the gains back and
still remain at attractive levels.
Health-care stocks also
seem to be poised for a rebound
after taking investors for a turbulent ride this past year. After a
strong first half in 1996, pricing
problems and disappointing
earnings sent stocks down. Since
then, investors have been slow

The way the market was such tough numbers to duplicooking in 1995 and 1996 has cate, where can people hope to
made many of the pros worried put their money in a stock marabout how it will fare in 1997. ket that is ready for a rocky time
The Dow had a banner year in at best?
1995, with a phenomenal gain
One effective strategy is
of roughly 33.5%. This was
looking at sectors that did not
topped off in 1996 when, even perform as well in the past year.
with the summer correction, the
These areas often have effective
Dow ended up gaining about valuation, and if they slip, it is
26%. There have been only two
nol likely to be as much as those
other instances when the likes stocks that were high flyers the
of this have been seen before.
year before.
One such period of growth was
One such industry the Baby
during the years of 1954 and Bells. At the time of the telecom
1955. The other, more omideregulation, many were oohing
nously, was during the years of and aahing over the benefits of
1927 and 1928, right before the
the new legislation. However,
once deregulation was enacted,
crash.
the telcos weakened as investors
During the last year, it got
so crazy that even the bears who took profits and concern
were shorting issues or staying
mounted over the implementaout of the market could not aftion of the Telecommunications
ford to do so, and were forced Act of 1996. Consequently, the
to jump back in to cover their
telecom stocks have become a
positions. In addition, constant good value despite uncertainty
in-flows of cash to mutual over their prospects.
funds, through IRAs and
The telco industry is a
401(k)s, gave managers tons of growth industry with an estiassets to allocate as they chose.
mated earnings growth of 8%With the market chugging
-12% a year, depending on the
along, the opportunity cost of company. Finally, the Baby Bells
holding money became so great offer significantly higher yields
that fund managers found themthan that of the market.
selves almost always buying on
Another industry that has
dips, thus driving prices even fallen behind is the semi-conductor stocks (except for Intel).
higher.
On that note, 1997 has the These stocks weakened when it
potential to be a difficult year, was felt that the computer induswith some analysts citing gains try had finally achieved the big
at m. st around 8% and running
growth expected for the end of
all the way down to breaking
1995 and the start of 1996. As a
result, many chip companies are
even. Furthermore, some stock
nay-sayers feel 1997 could end still trading at lower levels.
up being a moderate loss. With
Recently, however, many

to return.

With the stage set for recovery, some of the larger companies have already begun to rise.
Another interesting note on
health care: over the long-term,
health-care stocks have tended
to slightly outperform the techs.
I'm not one for gimmicks,
but a proven strategy with which
to invest is to investigate the ten
Dow stocks with the highest dividend yields. This theory, commonly referred to as "The Dogs
of the Dow," has generated substantial returns for investors who
bought such stocks and held them
for a year's time.
The reason these stocks
have such high yields is because
they were beat-up the year before and are trading at low levels. As a result, the idea is that
the issues which underperformed
will catch up and generate substantial returns. Furthermore, the
fact that they are low to begin
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Thebest five, according tog new survey, ait
Hmlett-Packard, Northwestern Mutual
IBM, Walt Disney and Fcdcdi Egress.
Roinding out the top tea are Coca-Cok,
Xerox, Mcrosoft,Motorola and Saturn.
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Jae H. Kirn Institute, Ihe recognized leader in New
England is located only minules away from your campus. The Institute is recognized as one of Ihe finest
schools in Ihe country, having produced many outstanding black belts in its twenty-two year history, including
a number of national champions. Classes are still taught
personally by Mr. Jae H. Kirn, an internationally recognized grand master and coach of the U.S. National team
1979.
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survey, In the

magazine's 1994 survey, they were ranked the
ruitwnsbestatstkt-tnanymfktiy-and
received the highest possible grades far
craMhyand accuracy.
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The Insiiiute is open 7 days a week and offers over 60 classes per week; ideal for busy college sludents.
Unlike many clubs, the institute leaches the complete system of Tae Kwon Do in ils traditional format
including hand blocks, foot blocks, kicks, punches. Ho Shin Sool (joint locks and grappling), Olympic
style sparring, forms, etc.
Join ihe school ihis season and discover Tae Kwon Do for fitness and self-defense. The knowledge you
gain will remain with you for the rest of your life.

CALL

In tact, Northwestern Mutual agents have
been judgdtkfbestmfidrindustry each of
thehve years
included into
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The Quiet Company®
What sales face in America delivers the
highest customer satisiktbn, employee
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with generally keeps them from
slipping any lower, and the dividends offer a nice cushion. Going back over the years and applying this strategy results in
returns that beat about 90% of
mutual funds!
The rally in US stocks resulted in many Americans largely
ignoring the gains to be had in
foreign stocks. With the huge
bull run at home, many issues
have now become overvalued.
On the other hand, foreign markets, especially in Europe, are
trading a little below or at valuation levels. International stocks
are an area no portfolio should
be without, since foreign markets offer great diversification
now that the US has less influence on today's world markets.
The best way to purchase
foreign stocks is through international funds. That way, you
can buy a broad amount of foreign issues for a low price rather
than putting all your money in
only one stock. Another benefit
of an "international fund" is that
they are not limited to just one
region and you can therefore invest in quality securities throughout the world.
While no one is exactly sure
where the market is going, it's a
pretty safe bet that we won't see
these stellar returns for some
time to come. Keep in mind that
the keys to riding out a rocky
market are diversification and
asset allocation. Market timing
doesn't work unless you're
lucky, and time in the market is
your best friend.

kathleen m.
Recruiting Specialist for the
David C.McAvoy.CLU,
General Agency
Full timeand internship
possibilities in downtownBoston
glebus

Ti ie Boston Agency
One Beacon Street, 19thFloor
Q2lOB
617/742-6200
hltpv'/www.NoffhwestemMiitual.cofnrsate
for sales career opportunities 1-800CAII-NMI
cm? the >fcrftw»<Ti mm Ufc (mump (n. Mlhwriw. VW
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Looking for love: Dating scene unseen at BC
Why does dating scare guys?

Enigmatic girls bewilder guys

By Jennifer J. Blakeslee

By Michael A. Prospero

HEIGHTS EDITOR

HEIGHTS

EDITOR

There he was again. Sitting at the table across from her at the dining hall. She
Since the dawn of time, man has been perplexed, angered, and thrown akilter by
could hear his laughter echo over the distance and she wanted to go over and talk to
woman. Although we speak the same language, we might as well talk to them in
Swahili, for all the good it does. The most logical explanation for this has Biblical
him. Something held her back and she sat back in her chair intently watching him. She
roots, for men and women haven't been able to understand one another after the
knew from the first day in Spanish class that she was interested in this brown-haired,
fair-skinned male. The funny thing is that she would often catch him glancing over ai Tower of Babel collapsed. Delving further back, reportedly Adam's first words to
her. Was he interested too? Afew nights later he
God after Eve was created were "Why have you
called to ask her about homework. The converforsaken me?"
sation had been short, but it was something, a
More recently, reactions to the oppohint and a hope that he may be interested. Her
site sex have ranged from the ambiguous "women
you can't live with 'em, you can't live withdaydreaming was interrupted by herfriend snapout 'em" to the ambivalent "women
ping, "Are you coming?" As she put her tray
you can't
live with 'em, pass the beer nuts."
away, she heard him speaking to her. "What are
What has caused the dating scene at
you doing tonight, he asked. "Me?" she asked.
"Yes. I asked what you were doing tonight, he
BC to be as active as a convent or monastery? Is
answered. "I don't really have any definite
it the strong Jesuit values that kept the football
team out of trouble earlier this year? Certainly
plans, she said, hoping that he might take the
hint and ask her out He looked up at her, smiled
all the women haven't followed Shakespeare's
and said, "I am going to a party on Cummings.
advice to "get thee to a nunnery,", and most
Maybe I'll see you there, and then he walked
certainly all the guys won't be aspiring to Pope
out of the dining hall. All that hoping for nothJohn Paul ll's position. So what is it about BC
that causes random kissing instead of romantic
ing, she thought, as she trudged back to her
room. "Obviously, adate proposal would be out
couples?
Several guys interviewed for this arof the question for a BC guy, she thought.
Dating. It is a time-honored concept, but
ticle felt that dating is just not worth the effort.
not one that is much heard about at Boston
"I think a lot of people in college don't want to
College. One would think that with so many
get 'tied down,' and I don't think they find
girls and guys the same age all living together
people they're compatible with," Scan Sinclair,
that it would be a more common practice, but for
A&S '99, says.
some reason the ancient art of courtship rarely
Although Scan currently has a girloccurs on this campus.
friend of five months (whether she stays with
Have we forgotten what dating is? Emiley
him after reading this article is anyone's guess),
he says that the prevalence of random hook-ups
Zalesky, A&S '99, says,."Dating is when two
people go out together socially-with hopes of
also precludes any serious dating.
getting to know each other better. If you have a
Finding and keeping a girlfriend is
good time you go out again, if you have a bad
"hard but possible. If you find the right person
HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/CHRISTOPHER CARR
time you don't."
it's easy, but it takes a lot ofeffort on both sides.
Do people date at BC? Colleen McGuire, The dating market at BC is in a serious recession.
The girl's definitely gotta be worth the effort,"
CSOM '98, believes, "Dating is something that does not exist at BC."
Sinclair says.
Sinclair thinks the dating scene at BC has the potential to improve significantly.
Dating seems so painless and maybe even fun, so why doesn't the BC community
have an active dating scene?
"If both men and women would just try to be themselves instead of trying to
"People either act as if they are married to their boyfriend, or girlfriend, or they impress members of the opposite sex at parties [the dating scene would improve].
act as if they are Ms. Stud Hunter of the Year," comments Zalesky.
Instead of forcing it, just let it happen, because it'll come when you least expect it,"
Around this campus, a m_,il
lung. Angela Myers, CSOM '99, says,
"The lack of a dating si m
s, I figure dating has two basic
He is not alone in his impressions of the dating scene,
like to spend your life
Paul Fabsik, A&S '99, concurred that "people
purposes, one, to have ft
ime. No
with."
\u25a0:: "He adds.
Jt
k
one wants to be attached to anyone. People don't waffe
It is no wonder, f,
ared. To n
i>- 'dating.'"
ugj isn't looked with such a "I think there's a lack of 'dating' because no one wan'
commitment. It is |Bl;
cc to get to kno%
c irid have fun.
tt on a lot of
"People are afraid that they could do better or that
Guys haven
I much that
dating can be fun because the\ are too busy living to things," Fabsik says."I think guys and girls try to in
prove their mascui
guys figure if they can
otjfgh hook-ups to ask a g|jrl
get their fill of gn
When asked if the potential cost of dating
torn asking a
iid|, why ask them out?j|rjra guy, a date is something that
Jfiftmtment, it means g
they fear. It could
arty scene for one night. girl out, he adds "If it's the right girl, thenit'sjto
ie|ltutionll[|l|ainst starting
and it means
bucks on a girl.
?
relationships from bin
huiygh.
Not all guys a!
"Hook-ups at
reoty pical rote.
T>h>. CSOM '99, explains.
i a solid foundation for it to
work," Fab-;
are lhan physical thrill, but
"There are some guys
.is.
there are some of us wit
rment and someone to spend
All ji;
eßFvery poor" or "non-existent." Joel
l
W
>t free time also limits the number of
quality time with."
Jean-BaptK
Obviously, there are son
couple.
lys out there. Maybe they should
come out of hiding.
)( of people
Uu a relationship because they don't
'
'f%>i
Girls at BC must be intimidai
- rtled become more approachable to make have t!
relationship," Jean-B;
ornments.
ttas, laughingly, that guys just want to
it easier for guys to ask us out. M
sSuld be more flirtatious," says McGuire.
tic of hook-ups at partu
Even blatant flirting, wouldn
uy the hint. Maybe Hashing neon signs "go dfit.
and don't talk to her [any] more."
good time, take a chM
would do the trick. Evi
uuldn't do anything about it.
in (Cool Hand Lit.
"What we've got here is failure
Stroii
Murphy says. "Guys put
t' up for their lack of selfto com
confidence and fear of
The I;)to So with the guys as it does the girls,
The reason that hook-tit
ause guys know that if they are because, a
situation." However, it can also be
<?
at a party and drinking has been ii
fl|y have a much smaller chance of being viewed as ,
try to impress girls who themselves act
rejected.
unnaturally jusi
Is BC going to be considered
All parties mvo
ip school forever? Will a dating scene ever
off their pedestals, but you women must make the
exist?.lf the girls are as disappoinfesPlTißSe d9ting scene as they say they are, we first move. You should know by now that guys are too stubborn to budge an inch until
should do something about it. So drastic times call for drastic measures. All of the girls we see a detente starting from the other side. Somehow, though, this author doubts
need to come together and put a ban on hooking-up. Perhaps if we stopped having that will happen, for girls will continue to play mind games with guys they like,
frivolous affairs and one-night flings, guys would learn that they have to work a little driving them to frustration. And, as a result, guys will wait until parties, go for the
harder for what they want.
quick fix, and all involved will leave wanting something more substantiative. So, as
In all fairness, it should not just be a one-way street. The girls should make an Lloyd Dobbler implored in Say Anything, "You must chill! You must chill!"
effort too. Why don't you ask that.guy that you are interested in to go to the movies?
The guy will be so excited that he got asked out by a girl that the answer will most likely
be yes.
Finally, BC should offer more events that cater to dating. McGuire suggests,
"They could have more social events that require a date. It would be really fun to have
a black tic affair, or mini socials at O'Connell."
A dating scene at Boston College can exist. It is up to all of us to do something
about it and make it known that we are interested in one. Girls take some initiative and
we can fix this dating dry spell that has been haunting us for years. This is also a call
to the BC guys: help us break through this stigma that has been attached to dating and
ask that girl out. It is up to the entire BC community to make the effort, and that's the
way I see it.
?
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Come write for the Features section, safely
located in the only part of campus that isn't
burning down. New writers, regardless of
experience, are always welcome. Next meeting
is Monday 4:30 in McElroy 113. Ask for
Charlie or Brian.
.
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Juniors abroad leave a void at home

Best

HEIGHTS

W&rs

Where: A theater near you.
When: Friday, January 31st
Twenty years ago. the
original Star Wars was released
and it captured the hearts of
the miII urns who saw it. George
Lucas is re-releasing his masterpiece once again with enhanced special effects and
added footage. Join Luke, Han,
and R2 on the big screen as
they battle Darth Vader and
the Empire. If you can. try to
get tfcafheatre withTHX sound
to really go berserk.

What: Marvhouse
Where:Mamakin.
Jan. 2S

STAFF

Junior year is a year that all
college students approach with
mixed emotions. Eager with anticipation for that long-awaited
21st birthday and legitimate ac-

What: The re-reiease of Star

Tuesday.

start completely over, making
new friends and discovering new
hot spots.
Not everyone leaves BC,

By Kelly Day

Bets
for the
Week:

When:

THE HEIGHTS
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at

Walk this way to the house
that Aerostruth built to catch

Maryhouse performing on
Tuesday night. This BC band
will be playing an hour long
set stalling at 10:30 Foi this

show there will be no cover
charge though you must be 21,
so check it out and say hi to
Steve oi Joe if you see them
there.
What: Art Exhibition
Where: Towne Art Gallery at
Wheelock College
When: Now through February 21st from Noon - 4 p.m.

got here I started going out with
my friends that are still here and
I feel that this time will let me
make stronger friendships with

anonymous junior claimed,
"When you go out at night, it's

cess to bars, students can embark on a year of partying. The
academic side, however, can
definitely overshadow the fun of
being a junior, as it is rumored to
be the most challenging of all
four years. It is the year in which
you have to make important decisions regarding majors and job
directions, and the work load is
increased.
Wouldn't it be nice to strike
a balance between the fun and
studying?One way in which students do this is by studying
abroad. While you are still faced
with the burden of schoolwork,
you also have the adventure of
exploring a new city and experi-

encing new things.

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/SAMANTHAWONG

Madrid, London, Paris and
Sydney are all cities that are bombarded every year by thousands
of American students studying
abroad. Studying in a foreign

Juniors abroad means subletters in Boston.
however. This means that those them."
juniors who choose to stay at BC
BrigidTobin,A&S '97, refor all four years do not have to called what it was like last year
face that tough readjustment pewhen herfriends vacated the BC
riod and get acquainted with new campus: "There was an extreme
country for a year or a semester
can be quite an exciting idea, as
situations, and are totally secure
and noticeable emptiness.
an entirely new world of oppop
People you saw everyday on the
and already know their surroundtunities is opened. While this is ings, right? Wrong. While you quad or the Dustbowl suddenly
enticing, it can also be nerve may still be walking across the
were not there, you had to rely
racking: suddenly the security Dustbowl, many of your friends on e-mail to see how they were
blanket that Chestnut Hill offers are strolling past the Eiffel and keep them up to date on BC
gossip."
with familiar faces and places is Tower.
How does it feel when you
gone and you are on your own.
"While it was hard not to
Some seniors who are back know that your closest friends have my close friends there for a
going
laugh
at BC this year say that the first
are not
to be here to
semester, in some ways it was
montL of being abroad brought or cry with for the next few good because I became closer to
back memories of freshman year.
months Kristin Connelly. A&S
the people who remained on
'98, commented, "I had anxiety
Everything that was familiar was
campus," continued Tobin.
a mere memory, and they had to
about coming back, but once I "Right now, it's just good to
0

Over the Counter Culture
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have everyone back here."
While you may miss those
familiar faces around campus,
going out is different too. One

really strange because the people
that you know are not there. You
walk into MaryAnn's or Great
Scott's and you recognize some
faces but the majority of the
people you know have deserted
you and your favorite bars for
some pub in downtown London."
Another junior stated, "Even
with just one person gone, it
makes a big impact... things just
do not feel the same."
Going abroad for juniors
who live off campus can present
additional anxiety, and can also
require some pre-planning. Before boarding that plane for a
semester of fun, one has to assume the responsibility of finding a subletter so that your roommates aren't left in a lurch. Some
sophomores are already feeling
some anxiety of whether or not
they will be able to locate someone to take their spots next year.
Junior year is most definitely
a time for change and new opportunities. The familiar is traded
for the unknown and whether you
choose to travel or stay in Chest-

nut Hill, there are new obstacles
to tackle.
You either have to learn the
tricks of a new city or learn to
live in an old one in a new way.
This process may seem scary
and new to those students who
are experiencing it, but the same
scenario occurs every year, just
with different faces. Ironically
enough, as the saying goes, the
more things change, the more
they remain the same.

By jeremy Yuenger

1

cmi

The artwork of three Boston-area artists; NoaHall, Rick
Harlow and Arlayne Peterson;
will be on displayat the Towne

ArtGallery.Theexhibition fo-

cuses on the landscape works
of these artists who use their
subjects to create "landscapes

of tire mind". The exhibition is
free. For info call 734-5200.

Bundle up and headdowntownforice skating in its natuelement,
ral
the cold outdoors.
The skating is hee and ice
skates can be rented tor S4-$6.
For info 0311^635-4505.

Viewpoints.curentisOpinod.s

fromon

What: Ice Skating
Where: The lagoon at thePublic Garden and the Prog Pond
on Boston Common.
When: Fridays,4-9 p.m., Sat-;
urdays andSundays, 10 a.m.-8
p.m.; now through February
23

Opinions from students on current issues.
By Dana Waesche

How do you feel about the A&S policy of not giving out
minors in major fields?

Kelly Muldoon,
A&S '99

What: "Looking at Pornography: A Panel Discussion"
Where: MlT's Room

6-120.

Cambridge
When: Tuesday, January 28 at

7 p.m.

\u25a0

Come to this lecture at
MIT that will take a hard look
at the issue of pornography.:
This discussion, which is part
of a "Looking at Pornography"
Lecture Series is free to all
those who wish to attend. For
into call 253-3599.
The Features section is al-:
ways looking for new and interesting Best Bets. If you
know of any upcoming events,
please stop by McElroy 113or
call 552-2221 and ask for
Charlie or Brian.

It's too bad
because if you
have two interests you can't
focus on them
both. I enjoy
being wellrounded and not
being forced to
focus on one

thing.

Helen Mah,
A&S '99
I'm a double
major but I'm
more concerned
about the fact
that we don't
have enough mi-

nors so the

va-

isn't
riety
broad enough.
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Basketball game days: A fan?s perspective
By Chris Millette
FOR THE HEIGHTS

Game day. It's the buzz
around campus; everyone talks
about it. Forget about the cupcake games against Holy Cross
or New Hampshire
these are
the big ones. Georgetown,
Villanova, Syracuse
these
teams produce a certain murmur
around the school that gets everyone excited. Any avid basketball fan would find it easy to
get wrapped up in the enthusiasm that comes around every
game day.
"I've never worked so hard
in my life," complained Brian
Sullivan, CSOM '99, throwing
his bag down on his bed. What
statistics, accountcould it be
ing or economics? Actually, it is
none of the above. Sullivan is
actually attempting to obtain a
ticket for the 'big game.' He
missed out on tickets at the beginning of the year and, therefore, searching for a ticket makes
game days extremely hectic.
Seven dollars a ticket is not
going to force anyone to take out
a loan, but do you wonder why
Boston College students buy
their tickets in the first place?
Division One basketball is a revenue sport and already makes
money from TV deals, shoe contracts and alumni donations. Here
at BC, students then add to the
profit by purchasing their tickets. Are students everywhere also
?

?

?

asked to add a helping hand?
"My brother goes to [The
University of] North Carolina,"
said
Nathaniel
Donovan,
'99,
A&S
"and all he
had to do is]
camp out be-1
fore the game!
to

get

Breault just "goes up to the ticket
office five minutes before a
game, shows an ID and gets a

numerous

"Conte
Lazies." Not
only are the
fans quiet,
but rarely
will anyone
istand
for
more than a
few seconds.
Are these the

a|

ticket." The
demand for
tickets
at
some schools
such as UNC
or Duke is so|
high that stu-1
dents campl
outside in
tents days be-j
fore games in
order to get
BC fans get up for
tickets.
With such a demand, it
would be easy to charge large
amounts of money for the tickets. However, Donovan added,
"when they finally reach the
ticket office, students get it [the
ticket] for free." The UNC basketball program makes millions
of dollars in revenue each year,
so they can afford to let the students in for free.
However, what about a program that makes little or no
money? At the University of New
Hampshire, there is certainly "no
need to camp out in tents to obtain a ticket," said Joshua
Breault, a UNH sophomore.

As you walk up to the nosebleed section in Conte, there are
no Cameron Crazies but rather

same

dents

stu-

that
stand for entire football
|games, some
of which are
played in the
freezing cold
or pouring
and
»? HESS rain,
HEIQHTS PHOTO »'"»/»>»?«
games when it counts.
some
of
free ticket" Students at schools
which have results in loses upwith million dollar revenues rewards of 45-7?
ceive free tickets as well as those
In spite of the regular frustration, this past weekend's
at schools with few revenues.
Villanova game provided a rare
BC is right in the middle, and we
pay for tickets.
glimpse of a truly excited Conte
The tickets we pay for don't Forum. Hopefully this is a sign
even get you very good seats.
of things to come.
"?\t places like Duke, the
Patrick Cassidy, A&S '99,
students sit right on the court," sometimes finds himself standcommented Chris Kurtz, A&S ing but, "You look around and
'99. "The fans would be more you realize it's only you and a
into the games."
friend. Everyone else is pissed at
In fact, the fans at Duke's you. I don't know why people
Cameron Indoor Stadium are so don't stand up there."
into games that they have been
If you don't want to be in
given the nickname the the nosebleed section, you can
"Cameron Crazies."
sit right behind the basket. "But

you have to sit in the front row
because you can't see from behind it," remarked Cassidy, "and
if you want to sit in the front row,
you have to get there at five."
If you do get to sit behind
the basket, you get a balloon to
distract the other team's foul
shooter. This is a good idea gone
bad. There are always some
funny guys who put the long
balloon in between their legs and
pretend it's part of their anatomy.
These guys are real stand-ups
and I would probably laugh too
if I was in the third grade. "That
irritates me," stated Kurtz.
Now comes the game. Not
only is the game entertaining,
but so are the surrounding events,
especially those of the large television. "I love it when it says,
'Warm up the Bus,'" said Jen
Johnston, CSOM '99, "because
that means we are going to win."
One of the newest side attractions is the now infamous
'BC
Maroon!' chant. Run by
the cheerleaders holding up two
signs, the chant is supposed to
BC!' However,
go, 'We are
the flip side of the cards have led
the students to make up their
own cheer, much to the frustration of the cheerleaders. Kurtz
felt "the new twist
it more
fun."
Fun? Yeah, overall, game
days do turn out to be fun. Your
seven dollars will be well spent.
Especially if the game goes down
to the wire, because you may
even get to stand.
...

...

Faith, peace, and justice shared with Navajos
By Maria Stephan

in Albuquerque which collabo-

FOR THE HEIGHTS

rates with the local Navajo community to battle social injustice
and to improve the quality oflife

For 20 of us, in the Faith,
Peace, and Justice program, the
last two weeks of winter break
spent on the Navajo Reservation
in Arizona and New Mexico
brought a sense of humility,
peace, and purpose to our frenzied lives. For the second straight
year, students in the FPJ minor
program raised the necessary
funds to spend two weeks volunteering on the Navajo reservations in Canoncito, New Mexico,
and Chinle, Arizona. The physical labor was accompanied by
immersion in the rich Native
American culture and the beauty
of the Rocky Mountains.
The service trip was initiated two years ago as the brainchild of Tara Lynch, BC '96,
whose prior contact with the
Office of the Interior led to connections made on the reservation. For the past two years, BC
students have worked in conjunction with Futures for Children, an organization stationed

for its children.
Futures for Children coordinated work sites in both
Canoncito and Chinle for volunteers and then it was up to us to
wield the hammers, paintbrushes, tile glue (don't ask),
insulation, and even a lap-top
computer to pitch in where
needed. The first five days of the
trip were spent in Canoncito,
where we did construction work,
home maintenance, and tribal
document editing.
In Chinle, Arizona, due to
the dumping of snow and frigid
temperatures, the order of the
day was usually wood chopping
or shoveling at the homes of the
elderly. For many of us, the greatest time was spent in the homes
or 'hogans' of the Navajo seniors, swapping stories via an
interpreterand learning about life
on the reservation.
Pat Ryan, A&S '97, and
troop leader, commented "What
struck me most was the people

poor economically but so rich
culturally and spiritually and so
willing to share their love of the
land with all of us."
Regardless of the activity,
we were always working side by
side with members of the Navajo
community to get the task done.
Many of us learned that the Navajos are jokesterspar excellence
and we were frequently the butt
of "white man" jokes, usually
related to some sort of labor ineptitude. I remember one asking, "Is that how you white folk
split a log in two?"
Along with this "quipster"
quality, we all found the Navajos to be a proudpeople of great
strength whose lives and traditions reflect their faith in the
Great Spirit and in the protection of the four sacred mountains which surround their
homes.
Coming home from a hard
day's work, we were sometimes
greeted by such tribal delicacies
as "Navajo tacos"and homemade
fried bread dough (a weightwatcher's delight). We were
given Navajo "vocabulary ses?

sions" and talks by tribal elders
concerning the often troubled
relationship between the Navajo
Nation and the US government.
We were privy on a daily basis to
the major problems on the reservation.
Severe federal cutbacks in
the past years have contributed
to these grave problems. The
average school drop-out rate is
over 50 percent and in 1994 only
7.4 percent of Navajo students
had a college degree. Inadequate
American-funded schools on the
reservation neglect to teach the
youths about their rich heritage
and, as a result, these youths
have a very difficult time coming to grips with their identity
and they feel "lost."
Gang violence is very prevalent as is the rate of suicide attempts among the Navajo people,
most probably stemming from
the high unemployment rate (between 65 and 85 percent, depending on the season and
weather) and the even more distressing alcoholism problem, (95
percent of the tribal police budget is spent on fighting alcohol-

related crimes) is at an all-time
high.
It was very difficult for us,
as BC students, to reconcile the
reality of these problems with
the beauty <jf the people and the
land. While "eye-opening" has
become somewhat of a hackneyed phrase, it must be said
that all of us came from the trip
with a newfound consciousness
and understanding of the ways
in which such a peaceful, simple
people have been neglected and
manipulated by the American
government.
Since the impetus of the

Faith, Peace, and Justice program is to engage in conversation regarding the roots of injustice in places like the Navajo
nation and to work toward solutions, we, as volunteers, have
decided to continue our work
here at BC, both in terms of making other students aware of the
plight of the Navajos and to do
issues-research and letter-writing to members of Congress on
behalf of a people whose warm
hearts made us their advocates
for life.

ATTENTION

MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF 1997 _^^^^_
Please check the list in Lyons Foyer for your
name as it will appear in both the commencement
program and on your diploma.
Please review your name carefully since this is the
way that it will be listed. If there is any error or
your name does not appear on the list, please
contact your recorder in Lyons 112 immediately.

Organize a small group

&

Travel Freel

\u2605Jamaica \u2605Cancun
\u2605 Bahamas \u2605Panama City
\u2605South Padre \u2605Daytona
Call for Free Info Packet I

1-800-426-7710

Lowest Prices Guaranleed
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IB

Two 5-week sessions
More than 75 quality
education courses
French
Immersion 3-week
\u25a0

/^^^Y
AjCy

\u25a0

Program

above the rest

\u25a0 College Preview High School
Program
\u25a0 Pont-Aven Art Program

For information:
The American University of Paris
Summer Programs, Box S4
60 East 42nd St., Suite 1463
New York, New York 10165
Tel. (212)983-1414
Fax (212) 983-0444

Accredited by trie Middle States Association

1

4 sessions/Month $ 20
6 Sessions/Month $22

10 SESSIONS FOR $35
(must be taken within one month)

ONE MONTH UNLIMITED FOR $45
616 HAMMOND STREET CHESTNUT HILL, MA 02167
?

(617)232-7511

Web site -http://www.aup.fr
Email Summer@aup.fr
-

MCAT
meet on

campus!

BCjM
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The Boston
College Cage
Club will be
interviewing
students who are

interested in
promoting spirit
at Men's
basketball
games.
Applicants
should be

motivated and
have ideas.
Winners will be
paid $100 per
game to do their
thing.
Interviews will
be conducted on
Friday

afternoon,
January 31st.
Call 552-3006
for details and
an
appointment.

Non-Traditional thinking

To lead a NEW AGE of publishing
Investigate Our
Editorial/Sales
Informational Session

Wednesday, January 29th
O'Neill Library, 253
SPM

Here's your opportunity

to find out more about
SIMON & SCHUSTER
to meet with executives and human resource professionals
and explore the many career opportunities now available.
If unable to attend, send resume to: Human Resources Boston College,
Simon & Schuster, One Lake Street, Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458
Email: staffing@prenlj.all.com
-

Simon

&

Schuster

A Viacom Company
Entertaining & Educating The World
We are an equal opportunity employer m/f/d/v
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Taylor?s 24 saves secure 3-2 win over UMass
By Dave Booher
HEIGHTS STAFF

As the college hockey season begins its final month, it
appears that Boston College is
picking up steam to make a run
for the top of Hockey East. Fri-

day night, the Eagles continued
their climb up the ladder, stretching their unbeaten streak to five
games, with a 3-2 victory over
the Minutemen of UMass
Amherst.
The game was decided between the pipes, as net-minders

Greg Taylor of BC and Brian
Regan of UMass made more
spectacular saves than the gang
of lifeguards on Baywatch.
Taylor's 24-save performance,
upped his unbeaten streak to five
games. Regan collected 34 saves
in the losing effort.

HEIGHTS ASST. PHOTO EDITOR/ DAN HAGAN

Brian Callahan skates down the ice and attacks the UMass goal on Friday night.

BC Head Coach Jerry York
credited both goalies with fine
games. "Regan played very well
for them," he said. "But, Greg
has to be recognized. He's turned
it on these last few nights."
The Eagles launched furiously out of their nest, jumping
to an early lead eighteen seconds
into the game. Senior Brian
Callahan and"The Franchise"
Marty Reasoner skated 2-2 into
the UMass zone. Reasoner faked
the pass and sunk a shot through
Regan's five hole. Unfortunately
for BC it would be their only
easy goal.
The Minutemen knotted the
score at one about four and a half
minutes later. While BC was on
a power play, UMass captain Rob
Bonneau stripped Reasoner of
the puck at the blue line. Bonneau
fanned on his breakaway shot
but somehow the puck drifted
past Taylor to even the score.
York, unconcerned by the
goal, attributed it to Reasoner's
inexperience playing the point.
"I think being in back on the
power play puts Marty at his
best. He has more room to work
the puck," said York. "Sometimes you give up a goal because
of it, but for the most part it
benefits our power play."

For the next 37 minutes, the
goal-tenders held their personal
game of, "Anything you can do,
I can do better." Taylor and Regan
stood up to numerous shots,
breakaways, two on one breaks,
and heavy slapshots. Finally, at
the 18:46 of the third period,
Regan flinched first.
Freshman Tony Hutchins
tallied his eighth goal of the year,
knocking in a loose rebound from
a shot by Reasoner. The goal
extended Hutchins' scoring
streak to five straight games, and
six goals in seven games.
The BC attack continued,
but Regan regained composure
and fended off a possible rout.
After eight minutes of pressure,
the Eagles tallied again. Sophomore Chris Masters picked off
an errant pass in the UMass zone
and rifled a slapshot through
Regan to up the score to 3-1.
The minutemen narrowed
the margin 75 seconds later. A
shot from the blue line by
defenseman Mike Gaffney
weaved through traffic in front
of the BC cage and eluded Taylor. Taylor held his ground staving off several UMass opportunities late in the game, including
one with just 3.2 seconds reSee UMASS, p. 20

Porter and company squeak by the Red Storm
on a fast break and Holly Porter

fort attempting to steal the Red
Porter needed to make the free
slashed through St. John's 2-3
Storm's inbounds pass and was
throws. As she has done all seaHEIGHTS STAFF
son, she came through in the
defense and was fouled trying to called for a questionable foul.
One would have expected lay it in. Porter hit both free St. John's forward Andrijana clutch, nailing both shots as St.
the
10-6
BC
throws to tic the game at 32.
Bedalov (21 points, 7 rebounds)
John's started to warm up the
women's basketball
BC center
bus. The Red
team to have any
Steele
Stoi.n made one
easy time with a
then came
last-ditch effort,
struggling St. John's
up
big,
put Bedalov's 3
team Wednesday
blocking a
pointer bounced
shot that
night. After all, the
off the left side
Eagles were riding Next game: lead to 2
of the rim.
high after winning 1/30 at
more PorAfter
the
their last 4 games UConn
free
ter
Head
game,
throws,
and 8 of their last
Coach Cathy
10. St. John's came into the Big
giving the
Inglese was exEast match-up posting a disapEagles the
cited about the
pointing 4 and 12 record and momentum
way her team
looked to be easy prey for the along with
played.
Eagles. But as we all know, in their first
"We
basketball, anything can happen. lead of the
wouldn't have
Freshman
guard Cal night.
won a game like
Bouchard and her 13.9 points
S t .
this last year,"
per game were scratched from John's got
said
Inglese.
the starting lineup just before themselves
have
"Teams
the opening tap because of an in trouble by
been keying on
illness. St. John's took advanexceeding
senior forward
tage of this by jumping out to a the limit for
Holly Porter all
fast start. BC won the tap but team fouls
season, and other
quickly turned the ball over and with 9:17 rehave
players
allowed the Red Storm to open maining in
needed to step up
the scoring. The teams went back the contest.
to take some of
and forth throughout the first half The Eagles
the focus off of
and were tied at 10 half way were having
her."
through the first Trame. The an excellent
Inglese
out
Eagles kept themselves in the foul shootsingled
game by dominating both the ing game,
Steele as one of
offensive and defensive boards.
and
these players
they
The Red Storm surged to a used
the
who stepped her
7-point lead with some scrappy, charity
play up a level.
"[ln the second
hard-nosed play from their forto
stripe
half] Whitney
wards. BC then took advantage their advanof St. John's poor shot selection
played with what
tage the rest
late in the half and controlled the of the way.
she can. She was
HEIGHTS PHOTO STAFF/ MELISSA CODY
ball for the final 3 minutes. The
With 4:36
aggressive and
Holly Porter is poised for a free throw attempt.
team went on an 8 and 2 run to go
left, forward
did a nice job on
into the half trailing only by 2.
Alissa Murphy drained 2 key
dropped both shots of her 1 and [Bedalov] altering her shot. She
The Eagles had many opshots from the line to put her
1 to knot the game at 54. After a rebounded well, played good deportunities at the start of the first team up by 4. The game remained BC time-out with 9.3 seconds to fense, and made some good
half but squandered them by turnclose, and the Eagles were ahead play, Murphy inbounded to Porshots."
54-52 when St. John's took a ter, who was sent to the line by
The team improved its
ing the ball over. The team eventually got going, as Whitney time-out with 30.2 seconds left. St. John's Cristina Jorif.
record to 11-6 overall and 7-2 in
Steele hit an 8-footer and scored
Alissa Murphy made a great efthe Big East. They go on the road
With the game on the line,

By Greg Ball

for games at Villanova and
UConn before returning for a
February sth matchup with
Providence.

Editor's Note: The Eagles most
recent game was in Philadelphia
against the Villanova Wildcats.
Boston College came away victorious in the contest. They took
an early lead against the Wildcats, and never looked back. The
score at half time was 36-21 in
BC's favor. One of the reasons
for the Eagle's large lead was
their shooting from the field. BC
made fifteen out of thirty-one
shots (.484), compared to
Villanova's eight for 28 (.286).
Villanova could not recover
after the first half of play. They
could not improve their shooting, and fell to the Eagles by the
score of 60-41. Holly Porter led
all scorers in the game with eighteen

points.

Freshman guard Cal
Bouchard made six out of ten
shots in the game, and finished
with fifteen points in the game.
Other players making an impact
versus the Wildcats included junior Aimee McGuire, with six
points, sophomore Allison
Booth, with eight points,
Whitney Steele, with six points,
and Amanda West with six.
Congratulations to Cal
Bouchard. The Big East Conference named the freshman guard
Rookie of the Week for the week
ended January 19.During that
week she averaged 16 points a
game. Bouchard recorded a team
high 19 points against Pittsburgh
on January 17, and scored 13
points a few days later against
West Virginia. Boston College
won both of those games.
Bouchard also leads BC in Big
East scoring with 16.1 points per
game.Their next home game is
February 5 versus Providence.
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Sports Shorts

Just how good are the Eagles?
JIM GRUBER

Henning to lead Buffalo offense
Dan Henning, who resigned from his post as BC head football
coach in late November, assumed the position of offensive coordinator for the NFL's Buffalo Bills on January 22. Henning
replaces Tom Bresnahan, who will remain with the team as
offensive line coach Henning had compiled 19 years of coaching
experience in the NFL, including stints as the head coach at San
Diego and Atlanta.
The coach will address the Bills' aging offense and help
determine whether quarterback Jim Kelly will return to the team
next season.

Eagles set ?97 football schedule
The Boston College athletic department released the schedule for the football team's 1997 season on Wednesday. The team
is set to play six home games next year, highlighted by the
appearances of conference rival Miami and non-conference teams
Georgia Tech and Army. The Eagles round out their non-conference schedule with a game against Cincinnati at Alumni Stadium.
and the renewal of the- 'Holy War' with Notre Dame in South
Bend, Incl.
BC will open the season with three conference games, traveling to face Temple and Rutgers and hosting West Virginia. The
away schedule becomes quite formidable as the seasonprogresses,
as the Eagles face road matchupsagainst Virginia Tech, Syracuse,
and ND. The team's complete schedule is as follows:
Septeriiber 6
at Temple*
September 13
West Virginia*
September 20
at Rutgers*
Cincinnati
September 27
Georgia
4
Tech
October
October 11
at Virginia Tech*
October 18
Miami
October 25
at Notre Dame
Pittsburgh*
November 1
November 8
at Syracuse*
Army
November 22
denotes Big East conference football game
.

*

-

*

Men?s fencing splits four
matches in New Hampshire
On Saturday the BC men's fencing team traveled to Durham, NH
to compete in a conference meet. The team came away with a 2-2 mark after topping UNH 15-12and Dartmouth 16-11. However,
BC was dealt losses by MIT and Brandeis by the counts of 14-13
and 15-12, respectively. The team was led by freshman sabreur
Luke Mountain, who went 12-0 on Saturday. Mountain's record
for the season is an impressive 22-2.

Standings
Men's Basketball
Conf
Overall
Boston College 7-2
13-4
Villanova
6-3
15-4
Connecticut
4-3
11-5
West Virginia
5-4
11-5
St John's
4-5
9-8
Notre Dame
3-6
9-8
Men's Ice Hockey
Hockey East
League (W-L-T-Pts)
UNH
13-3-0-26
BU
11-2-3-25
Maine
9-6-1-19
UMass-Lowell
9-7-0-18
BC
6-7-3-15
6-8-1-13
Providence
UMass
6-10-0-12
Merrimack
4-9-1-9
Northeastern
2-14-1-5
Big East 6

Athlete of the Week
(unofficial voting by the
BC student section)
Pitt basketball player
Chad Varga

I Varga

Come write for The Heights'
Sports team and see Jim
Gruber and Wendy Prygoda do
their Beavis and Butt-Head impersonations. Uh-Huh-Huh.
Come Monday at a special time
4:00 to McElroy 113

THE HEIGHTS

It was easy for many observers of the Boston College
men's basketball team to dismiss
January 18th's flop at the
Fleetcenter against UMass as an
aberration. The case could be
made that the Eagles were caught
at the wrong time by a Minuteman squad that viewed the Commonwealth Classic as more than
a basketball game. UMass was
playing to uphold the honor of
both an academic institution and
an entire region of a state. For
BC, the game could be viewed as
merely an interesting sidenote in
what should be a very long and
successful season. After all, the
game wasn't even a conference

matchup.
So the faithful turned out
for Saturday's contest against
Villanova at Conte Forum, expecting to take the first step in
putting the UMass game behind
as a tiny blemish on a great year.
The student section was nearly
full 25 minutes before tipoff;
some fans arrived at 10:30 a.m.
for the 2:00 p.m. start. Keenan
Jourdon led the Eagles onto the
court

with his

arms raised, re-

ceiving a thunderous ovation
from the crowd. The excitement
grew to a fever pitch and then
the Eagles fell to the earth.
For the second time in eight
days, BC was embarrassed for
...

most of a4O-minute contest. Just
as in the UMass game, the Eagles
trailed their opponent throughout. The Wildcats led by as much
as 62-31 ii. the second half before BC rallied. As the fans began to file out ofthe arena (some
as early as the eight-minute mark
of the second half), a few
thoughts must have been run-

ning through their minds: "This
kind of loss doesn't happen to a
team that is hoping to become
the Big East champions. This
kind of loss doesn't happen to
Top-25 teams. This kind of loss
doesn't happen to good teams."
But that begs the question: just
how good is BC?
Maybe the answer ought to
come from the man who knows
the team best, its coach. When
asked about BC's role as the
"banner" team in the Big East
conference, Jim O'Brien responded, "what banner are we
going to carry? Anybody who
thinks we're at a different level
is making a mistake." Earlier the
coach had been asked about the
effect of such a big loss on a
team with high aspirations, and
he replied, "you are who you
are. We can't (be) something
we're not. We thought we had a
chance to win." To listen to the
coach speak, one would think
that this edition of BC basketball is a middle-of-the-road to

above-average team just hoping
to pull off an upset and find its
way into the postseason. And

maybe it is.

But it says here that the
Eagles had ? and have? the potential to be something more.
Last year's 19-11 record and
NCAA invitation seemed to pave
the way for future success. The
Eagles knocked off Indiana in
the tournament before falling to
a talented and more experienced
Georgia Tech group. But BC did
not lose any major contributor
from the team, while every squad
that finished above the Eagles in
the conference standings lost
some of its most vital players.

All indications were that this
would be the Eagles' year.
So this is the moment of
reckoning for the Eagles. The
team has nine games remaining,
all of them in the conference,
plus the Big East tournament
scheduled in early March. Their
hold on first place in the Big
East 6 was halved by the loss on
Saturday, but the team still has
the inside track to finish atop the
standings. But who is this BC
team? Is it the team that so many
believed could bring a Big East
title back to BC and make a run
at postseason glory? Or is it the
squad that sounds eager to
downplay expectations and let
the Villanovas and the UMasses
run past them? Only the next two
months can tell for sure.
Jim Gruber, CSOM '98, is the
Assistant Sports Editor of The
Heights
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Wildcats walk all over the Eagles, 84-66
By Peter Gerken
HEIGHTS SPORTS EDITOR

The weekend curse continued for Boston College
all
four of their losses this season
have occurred on either Saturday or Sunday.. They lost to the
12th-ranked Villanova Wildcats
by the score of 84-66. This
dropped the Eagles record to 13-3, and 7-2 in the Big East Conference. Also, all of the losses
have been against formidable opponents. Villanova is definitely
the best team that the Eagles have
faced this season.
Coach Jim O'Brien praised
Villanova's talents after the
game. "That is clearly the best
team we have played by far all
season long. And the way they
played this afternoon I think is
the reason why everybody
thought they were going to be a
top ten team earlier in the year.
They have aNB A front-line, and
I think their size is of NBA caliber, and I think they are an exceptional team."
BC started off the game the
same way they did against
UMass a week earlier. They were
a little flat. The Eagles could not
buy a shot. It took they nearly
four minutes to get their first
points of the afternoon. Finally
Duane Woodward made a free
throw to erase the zero under BC
on the scoreboard.
The BC guards tried to jump
start the Eagles' offense by taking numerous three-point shots.
Unfortunately their shots could
not find the bottom of the cylinder. Sophomore Scoonie Perm
had a very tough time. He only
made two out of ten shots in the
first half, and ended up shooting
three for 18 in the game. BC
could not buy a shot. They would
end up shooting 22 percent for
the first half.
On the other end, the Eagles
were playing great defense, but
Villanova was hitting their shots.
Leading the way for the Wildcats was a quartet of players:
Alvin Willams, John Celestand,
?

Jason Lawson, and
hustling after every
ball, he hit two key basTim Thomas. In the
first half these four
kets which seem to ignite both the Eagles and
players combined for
28 points. Alvin
the fans. The place went
Willams led all scorfrom dead silence to an
uproar. BC began to
ers in the first half with
nine points, all scored
make their own run. Evfrom behind the threeeryone on the floor for
the Eagles contributed.
point arc. Tim Thomas, who is said to be
Duane Woodward and
the best freshman in
Danya Abrams were the
the nation, was very
principal scorers during
the Eagles surge.
impressive in the first
halfof play. He ended
In a matter of
up with seven points
six minutes the Eagles
and eight rebounds in
had cut the lead from
the first 20 minutes of
31 to thirteen. They
were on a 24-6 run.
play.
A big moment in
With just 4:36 left to
go, they were back in
the game with 11:43
left in the first half.
the game. Could this be
Junior Mickey Curley
possible? Could BC
come back from thirtywas called for a foul.
He was in a shoving
one points down and
match with Tim Thowin?
mas, and the referees
Willams of
called the foul on him,
Villanova answered
these questions very
despite the fact that
Thomas was at fault.
quickly. He made two
The referees called the
free throws to increase
first half as if they were
their lead back to fifon the Villanova payteen. Then the crushing
roll. This was his secblow came with 3:29
ond foul, and he was
left when Willams
forced to sit out the
squared up from three
rest of the half.' Not
and drained it. GAME
OVER.
having Curley in the
The Eagles
game was a big factor.
Villanova has a very
could not get back their
tall line-up. In fact the
magic after this crushWildcats had a big
ing blow. They would
height advantage at
end up losing by the
HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR/ RISHA 0. HESS score of 84-66. Willams
every position. With
BC losing Curley to Keenan Jourdon, and BC, could not handle the size of 'Nova.
led all scorers in the
game with 21.
foul trouble, it meant that the viewing the game at Conte Foselves down, 62-31. They were
tallest player on the floor for BC
rum. How could this be happenHis teammate Jason Lawson
being doubled on national telewas Danya Abrams, who is only
ing? Can BC win the big game? vision. With ten minutes to go, had 21, and the freshman sensaBC hit rock bottom. Farts began
67". The front line for Villanova Why can't wemake a shot?
tion Tim Thomas had a doublehas two guys who are 69", and
The second half started out to flock out ofConte Forum with double with 19 points, and 11
as many as 15 minutes left in the
another who is 6' 11".
with junior Antonio Granger hitrebounds. Danya Abrams ledBC
Due to bad shooting and a
with 11 points.
ting two three-pointers.It looked half.
severe height disadvantage, BC
like things were going to turn
BC has ftvo tough games
Andy Bedard refused to give
up. It was if he did not know this week. On Wednesday the
trailed Villanova by the score of around for the Eagles. Then sud34-18 at the half.
denly a black cloud moved above what the score of the game was. Eagles will travel to take on the
As the second half began, a
Conte Forum and the Wildcats
He began playing basketball the
West Virginia Volunteers and
on Saturday they play the Proviway Pete Rose used to play baselot of thoughts were going
went on a 23-8 run, and a few
ball. Giving 110 percent and dence Friars.
through the heads of the people minutes later BC found them,

UNH wins 5-2, ending a bad day for BC sports
By Mike McKenna
HEIGHTS STAFF

Conte Forum has certainly
seen better days. After the basketbal 1 team walked off the court
in humiliation following their
embarrassing loss to Villanova
on Saturday, a hope still lingered
that some BC squad would
emerge victorious before the day
was over. As the hardwood was
removed to display the ice beneath, the BC Eagles hockey
team prepared to host the University of New Hampshire, the
fifth-ranked team in the nation.
Although BC was able to
get on the board only 36 seconds
into the game, UNH quickly took
control and skated to a 5-2 victory before a crowd of 7,395.
Scan Matile registered 33 saves
for the Wildcats who are now
13-3-0 in HOCKEY EAST (19-6-0 overall) and Eric Boguniecki
had a goal and an assist. Forward
Chris Masters and defenseman
Joe Harney provided the only
scoring for the Eagles (10-12-3,

6-7-3).
"New Hampshire's got a real
good club. They're strong and
they move the puck well," said
BC head coach Jerry York. "Our
guys played, I thought, a pretty
solid game. We worked hard. We
just have to capitalize on some
chances."
Harney gave the Eagles the
early 1-0 lead as he sent a wrist
shot past Wildcat goalie Scan
Matile from the blueline. Assisted by Brian Callahan and
Kevin Caulfield, the goal was
scored as Matile was apparently
screened on the play. UNH

stormed right back, however,and
at the 18-minute mark, John
Sadowski's turnaround shot
slipped past goalie Greg Taylor.

Despite

a protest
from
Taylor,
who
claimed
that there
were

Wildcats
present
in
the
crease,
the goal
stood.
UNH

the period, Tom Nolan's slapshot
beat Taylor and the Wildcats had
their 3-1 lead.
At this point, the Eagles

and blasting a slapshot by Matile,
Masters' sixth goal of the season
brought BC within one. Matt
Mulhern
an
d
David
Wainwright assisted on
the play,
which
looked as
though it
was going
to
give
BC
the
momentum they

needed
leaving
then take
the ice at
the lead
the end of
less than
the petwo minrio d .
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utes later
However,
when they Sophomore forward Nick Pierandri eyes the opponent's goal.
the Wilddashed
cats had
out to a two-on-one advantage. mounted a serious comeback atother ideas and with just 18.8
The initial shot was stopped by tempt, which featured a flurry of
seconds left, it was Boguniecki
Taylor. However, Derek Bekar scoring chances. Repeatedly, the
who received a pass from Bekar
was able to get the rebound and puck either skipped just wide of
all alone in front of Taylor. Tayblast it into the net to give the the net or was swallowed up by
lor stopped Boguniecki's first
Wildcats the early 2-1 lead.
Matile.
shot but wasn't able to smother
UNH furiously attempted to
In particular, BC forward
the rebound. It was Boguniecki's
add to their lead early in the Jeff Farkas had a golden bid
second chance which was Sucsecond period. With only a when, at the seven-minute mark,
cessful in restoring UNH's twominute and a half gone by Mark he was standing just to the right
goal lead. The shift in momenMowers skated in on Taylor from of the crease when a rebound
tum had been executed and, inthe left wing and had a point- came out to him. Farkas sent the
stead of heading into the locker
blank slapshot which was stifled rebound back just as Matile stuck
room encouraged by the perseby the BC netminder. Three min- out his left glove and grabbed
verance which had led to their
utes later, Mowers found himthe puck.
second goal, frustration at havself with another opportunity.
After several other scoring
ing allowed such a late goal
time,
This
Taylor received some opportunities, it was Masters
reigned.
help as the UNH forward's one- who finally found the back of
"[The goal] was kind of a
timer ricocheted off the cross- the net. Skating into the slot from
deciding factor," said York. "We
bar. Finally, with 13:28 left in beyond 'he right faceoff circle
finally got it back to 3-2. Then

would

the late goal, I think, really affected the third period of the

game."
In fact, there may not have
even been a third period as far as
the Eagles were concerned. BC's
lackluster performance in the final 20 minutes of the game was
not going to get them any closer.
Compared with their 16-shot
barrage in the second period, the
Eagles could only muster nine in
the third. Mowers' empty-netter
with 23 seconds left made the
score 5-2 and sealed the victory
which-resulted in chants of "UN-H! U-N-H!" from the few
Wildcat supporters who were in
attendance.
BC's inability to convert on
the power play hampered their
cause as they managed to go
scoreless on all five of their opportunities. However, the story
of the game was the goaltending.
Both netminders had their
shining moments and although
the Eagles may not have relentlessly attacked Matile, the sophomore still turned in a quality performance. Meanwhile, Taylor
alone kept BC in the game, as he
turned aside several point-blank
slapshots and finished with 26
saves.

"Ithink that there was good
goaltending at both ends. Greg
played very well
They got
good goaltending," emphasized
York. "From our view, we want
to score more goals. They probably say the same thing. Geez,
we had the goalie down for some
tremendous chances."
Alas, these chances did not
materialize into success for the
Eagles.
...
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Master excels in 1996-97 Grapplers Struggle
not afraid to criticize me,
I think that Ahelps."
Knowing that, it's not
suprising that one of Chris' favorite moments as an Eagle in-

he's
and

By Drew Gal lager
HEIGHTS EDITOR

In case you haven't been
watchinghockey forthepast few
years, size has become the measuring stick for effective forwards. Which is whyChris Masters is having such a good season. No, the sophomore from
Lexington, Massachusetts
isn't the biggest player on
the ice, standing at five-foot
eleven, but with his style of
play, Chris will fool -you.
He's not afraid to dig a puck
out of the corners, or take
hits in front of the net. Since
he's been moved from wing
to center, he's found sucess
playing on a Fne with Matt

and 13 assists. These numbers
are a lot better than his freshmen
season. Last year he played in
thirty games. He ended scoring
five goals, and having nine assists. Masters led all rookies on
last year's team with three power
play goals. An interesting fact is
he scored his first collegiate goal
against Boston University last

volved his brother. He pointed
to a play against U-Mass last
season where he set up Peter for
a goal as being most memorable.
Masters to Masters. "We've got

By Matt Pike

HEIGHTS STAFF

In most circumstances, the
best way to judge a team is to
look at the overall win-loss
record. This should tell you how
the team is doing and whether or
not it has enjoyed a successful
season. However, there are some
exceptions. This year's Boston
College wrestling team should
not be judged solely by wins or
losses, but on how they strive
together as a team and give
percent

with each match.

individual matches, but about
how a team can get together and
support each other mentally. The
'96-97 wrestling team is led by
senior captains Pete Foley and
Mike Odiotti. Aside from facing
the prospect of graduating two
captains at the end of the year,
this is still a relatively young
team. BC wrestling is coached
by Rod Buttry, a coach who
knows what he has going into a
given season and knows what to

Mulhern and David Wainwright, already topping his
points total from last year.
But if you ask him, there's
another force at work.
"I'm a bigbeliever that
everything happens for a
reason," said Masters.
"Maybe God's plan is for
me to have a good season
this year. Last year, His plan
was for me to gain confidence and get used to the
college game, so we'll see
what happens."
Chris didn'fTake a huge
step in adjusting to the college game. Before his freshman year at BC, he spent
two years playing junior
hockey in lowa, refining and
sharpeninghis skills. It was
there that his slapshot was
clocked at a blistering 90.2
mph, enough to make any
defenseman think twice before going down to block.

expect.

"Playingjuniors was a
great experience," he said.
"It got me ready for the college game. My coach,, Troy
Ward, taught me that you
can't slack off at all at this

level, on the ice, in the
weightroom, or mentally."
Coming out of juniors,
Chris was heavily pursued
by Providence College, but
once BC came into the mix,
that was it. Having grown
up in the area and brother

HEIGHTS ASSOC. PHOTO EDITOR

Masters skates towards the goal.
Peter already starring for the
Eagles, there really was no
the
boxscore
choice. "This is where I've alframed at our house."
ways wanted to go," he said.
Against Maine this season,
"It's just a perfect fit."
he and Peter we're placed together
The Brothers Masters are in on the same line, with Peter getplaying
their second season
ting the second assist on his
alonside each other at the brother's goal. Time to frame
Heights, and Chris believes it another boxscore.
has helped their play. "Having
In this weekend's action,
Pete around definitly has helped Chris scored a goal against New
He's
player.
me become a better
Hampshire and the game winner
been my best friend over the past against UMass. He is now fifth
four or five years, we've gotten on the team with 19 points on the
real close. In the locker room, season, having tallied six goals

/

ROBERT J. DESANTO

January.
Chris' play might remind

some of graduated captain Don
Chase. Both have the same body
frame and responsibility on the
ice?dig the puck out of the corners and set the other players up.
It's a style that has been woifcing
so far this season for Chris Masters, as he has been putting up

"big"numbers.
Drew Gallagher is an editorial assistant
for The Heights,
,irlr;,ttrhnrl^evfnrW7Rr
r,?rlh

rn

"In the pre-season. with the
guys we had coming along, I
knew it was going to be tough to
beat certain teams. I went into
the season hoping that we could
be competitive against Division
One schools and make good
showings. So far, I wouldn't say
that I have been disappointed,
but our lightweights have performed a little better than our
heavyweights. The matches that
we lost were matches that we
weren't supposed to win because
of the strength of the opposition.
Besides that, I don't think we are
doing too bad," said Buttry.
There haven't been many
surprises this year for BC wrestling. It has been a tough season
so far, but that has a lot to do
with the tough schedule they
play. This difficult start has not
only to dowith the schedule, but
also a scheduling change. Three
years ago BC would have been
allowed to wrestle a number of
Division Three schools in order
to boost up their winning percentage. This year, the NCAA
requires that BC wrestle about
75% of division 1 schools. Consequently, this team is wrestling
against a number of tough scholarship schools.
When a team is as young as
this year's wrestling team they
need somebody to look up to.
Pete Foley and Mike Odiotti have
served as great examples for the
younger wrestlers. Being a captain has its pressures. Not only
do you have to perform well, but
you are also a role model for the
younger guys coming up. A captain has to serve as an example
with every win and loss. They
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York is optimistic about the
Eagle's mid-season surge and
views it as something to build

"We've been on a roll since
the guys returned from the World
Juniors," he said.
on.

"Marty,

\u25a0Q?-?-(9l-B^^fe?a?0
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY/V
AT MAINE, 7:00 PM

From, UMASS, p!7
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Wrestling is not only about

have to give it 110% every time
out. If you want to look at the
positives on this team, then focus your attention on captains
Mike Odiotti and Pete Foley.
Coach Buttry has been very
impressed with his captains.
"Mike Odiotti is one of my better wrestlers. He has a good
chance at going to the NCAA's
this year. Mike wrestled a guy
who was ranked fourth in the
Eastern Association, and during
the match he broke his hand.
Mike continued the match and
beat the guy pretty soundly. He
showed a great deal of courage
in the match. Technically he is
real strong, and that helps the
guys he works out with because
if you're high up and the guy
you're working with is a little
lower, the guy on the bottom is
going to get better. Pete Foley is
the same way. He is a great competitor and always gives 110%.
He goes up there and hustles all
the time, which is just great for
the team."
This team is loaded with a
number of future stars. Sophomores like Joe Dwyer, Ryan
Freeman, Eustace Mita, and John
Breslin should make an impact
in the years to follow. The freshmen have also played a major
role. Bharath Srikrishnan, Shawn
Byrne, Jeff Finley, and Christian
Pennotti are all tough kids with a
bright future.
The fact of the matter is that
the '96-97 BC wrestling team's
wins and losses do not tell the
whole story. This team is fairly
young and just needs a little more
experience in close matches. The
captains have done nothing but
contributed to the success of
these underclassmen. There is a
very important lesson that Coach
Buttry wants his team to know.
"This team is very young
and I think that they probably
need another year. I want them
first to know that although it is
an individual sport, it is the team
that keeps them motivated. I've
told them all year that all I can
ask for is that they give 110% all
the time. If they give that much,
whether they win or lose, Iwon't
feel down. That is what sports is,
a guy can go out and wrestle and
lose, but you respect him because he gave it 110%. If you
think you are going to lose and
you don't put out a great effort
than you are definitely going to
lose. I think the greatest thing I
can teach them is that there are
no short cuts to success. It takes
hard work, dedication, and also
courage to be a champion."
So far this season Mike
Odiotti leads the team in victories with nine. Joe Dwyer is second with eight.
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Blake(Bellefeuille), and Jeff
(Farkas) have playedreally well
lately. We have a lot of confidence heading down the stretch
drive," York added.
Although some would argue a win against seventh ranked
UMass Amherst is no big deal,
York feels differently. "Games

like last weekend with BU are
easy to get ready for," he said.
"The mark of a good team, however, is being able to play well
every game regardless of the
competition."

The win upped the Eagle's
record to 10-11-3 , 6-6-3 in
Hockey East heading into
Saturday's game with New
Hampshire.
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O?Donnell is Hemingway In Love and War
more, growing right in

By CONOR SULLIVAN
Heights Staff

IN LOVE AND WAR: Based

ence.
on the true

story of young Ernest Hemingway. Starring Chris O'Donnell and Sandra Bullock and directed by Lord Richard
Attenborough.

Ernest Hemingway has been regarded
as one of the most influential and intriguing writers of the 20th century. And as is
the case with most geniuses, there is much

speculation about the inspiration of such
genius. In Hemingway's case, the origin
was his bitter and jaded attitude. This is
exactly what In Love and War explores,
based on the recently uncovered diaries
of Agnes Yon Kurowsky.
Hemingway, played by Boston College alum Chris O'Donnell, comes to Italy
during the first World War as an 18-yearold ambulance driver and journalist. He
is injured by an act of heroism, and is
nursed back to health by 26 year old
Kurowsky (Bullock), with whom he falls
in love immediately. The film portrays
Hemingway as an idealistic, and perhaps
naive, romantic, searching for love and
glory in a foreign land. He finds both, but
his inexperience with the world makes
him cocky with his love and a braggart
with his glory. The experiences that follow are the ones that lead Hemingway to
write his famous novel, A Farewell to
Arms.
For the majority of the movie, while
Kurowsky and Hemingway are exploring
their romance, O'Donnell's performance
is less than average. He delivers his lines

BC grad Chris O'Donnell plays young Hemingway in WWI.
flatly and with nothing behind them but
his charming.smile. However, as the

movie, and his character, develop,
O'Donnell begins to fit the role more and

front of the audi-

While the original interest in this
movie is the story of Hemingway, the
focus, for the most part, is on Kurowsky.
It is her choices that end up creating the
climax of the story, and Hemingway's
part is only as a character in her life.
Bullock is perhaps the best part of the
film, with acting that has surpassed anything she has put forth so far. MacKenzie
Astin also presents a fine supporting performance as the lovers' mutual friend.
Unfortunately, Lord Richard
Attenborough does not live up to his
record of fantastic directions. In fact, the
direction was mediocre at best. The pacing was often awkward, rushing and slowing at inappropriate times. The story does
not actually get interesting until it is almost over. In essence, it seems that In
Love andWar tried to stay too accurate to
Kurowsky's diaries, and it lost a good
amount of passion and romance in the
process. The movie is a testament to taking more artistic liberty in true stories.
Filming on location in Italy would
imply some fantastic cinematography, but
that also is not delivered.
As a love story, In Love and War fails
to compare with the stories that aren't
true; as a war story, the movie loses its
tension early on; and as a biographical
drama, it did not focus enough on the
changes in character, and by the time it
did, the movie was over. Nonetheless, if
there is a way to appreciate a movie as a
composite of these three genres, its touching scenes near fhe end make it worth
seeing.

Actor Kevin Spacey directs Albino Alligator

By JOHN COYNE
Heights Staff

ALBINO ALLIGATOR: A new thriller
directed by Kevin Spacey, written by
Christian Forte, starring Matt Dillon,
Faye Dunaway, Gary Sinise, William
Fichter and Joe Mantegna.

Oscar-winning actor, now rookie diKevin Spacey (The Usual Suspects, A Time to Kill) tries and succeeds
with Albino Alligator, a stark and sweaty
tale of low-lifes and barflies, and deadly
mistaken identity.
Maybe subtlety will pervade his next
film, but Spacey's first attempt at the
helm is full-on classic suspense mixed
straight with modern violence. Alligator
breaks no new ground in the any of the
areas of story, character or cinematography, but the tension and style of this pulp/
noir-like tribute to all things Bogart and
Scorsesee (and everything in between)
burns surly dialogue deep into your ear
drums and menacing visuals into your
optic nerves.
Alligator is like a '40s underworld,
film noir dragged slowly into the slick
19905. A group of small-time crooks trying to escape a botched burglary happen
into an ATF stakeout, where they are
mistaken for big-time criminals. After a
high speed chase, there are two dead feds
and the crooks need a place to hide. They
happen into Dino's, a seedy drinking establishment, to regroup and lick their very
bloody wounds. The police surround them,
there are no apparent exits, the hostages
reluctantly warm up to them. The plot is
forgivably the weakest part of this film.
Matt Dillon, the self appointed leader
of the crooks, reprises a role similar to his
portrayal in Drugstore Cowboys. Although he is not as bright or as superstitious as in his earlier role, his enlarged,
but detachable conscience makes him
vulnerable and interesting.
Gary Sinise, who spends most of the
rector

Faye Dunnaway stars with Matt Dillon and Gary Senise in Kevin Spacey's directorial debut, Albino Alligator.
first half of the movie unconscious, is the
smartest and most sensible of the group,
but he lacks the stomach to lead it out of
this inevitably violent situation.
W\\\idm
(Heat, Strange Days)
plays the third crook, the morally deficient and veritably insane one (minus
more plot points). Fichter captures the
menace of his character with blank stares
and curiously juvenile moments.
Faye Dunaway is still sultry enough
to excite Dillon and most of the male
audience as an aging waitress in the wrong

bar at the wrong time. The always on-key,
even if its always the same key, M. Emmet
Walsh (Blood Simple, A Time to Kill) as
the barkeep is unfortunately not in the
film long enough. Joe Mantegna, the necessarily annoying fed. keeps the law abiding side shady and awake.
If there is one "star" of the film, it is
Dino's, the basement level bar in which
the story occupies. It is blatantly plastered with film posters of Bogey and
Cagney. The walls echo with dialogue
that would make Tarantino (or Dashiell

Hammett) drool. No attempt is made to

hide where director Spacey's and screenwriter Forte's influences lie. This fabricated alternate reality of golden-age,
movie gangsters makes the cliche plot
believable in that world, if not this.
Albino Alligator is an overstated
thriller that sweats style and bleeds violence: a hostage flick, where the ambiance is like another uninvited villain.
Graphically violent, and uncompromisingly nervous. Alligator haunts character
and audience into nervous submission.
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BC?s own Roofgoats release Shirts and Skins
****

The Roofgoats
Shirts and Skins
From the damp and musty basement
of Crosby Road to MoJo's, Kinvara, Common Ground, and a plethora of other establishments, the Roofgoats have emerged
onto the music scene with creative lyrics,
mellow melodies and an aptitude for entertainment.
Far and above the other songs on the
debut CD, Shirts and Skins, stands "Bottle
Rockets."One of their originals, its soothing tunes allows the oh-so-true lyrics, "...
can't live your life from your pocket, love
is like a pack of bottle rockets ..." to settle
in. Mark Mclnnis' varied vocals that are
intense, yet calming. When they are combined with instrumental backing, the vocals become only another part of the wide
array of ambient noise that floods this
song, making it one of the best.
One of their newer songs,
"Vampirates," takes a stab at humor as it
combines a pirate with a vampire. Matt
Doyle, the drummer for the Roofgoats,
truly shines in this number. This is one of
the group's few "punk-rock" numbers.
Doyle's versatility is the reason why the
band can perform such different types of
songs
In addition, a much loved favorite is

their ballad "Knock on Wood". It illustrates all of the different types of people
in the world. Chester, the character in the
song, is the epitome of a person not willing to change, a man who acts in traditional ways for his entire life. Countering
him are the ideas of traveling, living, and
loving.

Mark Mclnnis and Steve McAleer
the only two original band members
left in the Roofgoats, and are responsible
for a large part of their album selection:
"Anthem," "Bottle Rockets," "Magnetic
North," "Knock on Wood" and others.
McAleer adds to the depth of the
Roofgoats' music on the bass guitar and
has been an asset throughout the group's
existence.
Mike Lawlor, the lead guitarist for
the band, writes the majority of the guitar
lines for the songs; hence, the variety in
the instrumental
Although CDs and tapes never truly
convey the amazing spirit and talent of a
band, the Roofgoats have gone above and
beyond with their first CD. Aside from
stable musical groups of stature and experience, the Roofgoats is one of the few
bands who come to life both on their CD
and live in concert. The vocal quality on
this CD is commendable and impressive.
From playing at Marathon Monday to
local bars to Shirts and Skins, the
are

Roofgoats have established themselves
as a band of up and coming success.
Upcoming performances are on February 6 at Kinvara pub and at

Copperfield's on February 20. To get an
update on the Roofgoats' performances,
call (617) 403-ROOF
Cassandra Martin
?

Boston?s Toxic Narcotic proves eclectic mix
***l/ 2
Bill Janovitz
Lonesome Billy
Beggars Banquet

this instance, it is Craig Schumacher's
Toxic Narcotic
harmonica playingthat stands out. Drummer John Convertino powers the upbeat, People Suck
rocking, "Gaslight," while Janovitz unleashes some nasty feedback squalls.
For those who are active in the BosCasting aside the shackles that come
"Gaslight" is the closest that Lonesome
ton punk and hardcore scene, it is a good
with being in a rock band, Buffalo Tom Billy gets to Buffalo Tom, and it is still bet that Toxic Narcotic is a familiar band.
frontman Bill Janovitz has crafted a solid, miies away.
Most likely they were opening for the
engaging collection of country-tinged
The more tender songs work, too, as opener of the opening band. Judging by
tunes.
Janovitz is able to transform his Boston their new album, People Suck , this is
Janovitz' style of country is a throwrasp into a Nashville drawl. The most truly an injustice.
Toxic Narcotic might not be pretty,
back to the days of Hank Williams, Sr. effective is the album's closing song, "Red
but they have effectively taken the vocal
Balloon," a sweet duet with Chris Toppin
and Gram Parsons, when the term "country" didn't conjure up images of rednecks of Boston's Fuzzy. The acoustic "Peninstyle from death metal/hardcore and
guzzlingbear and singiifg along to Travis sula," which features a positively gormixed it with old-school punk guitarriffs.
Tritt. Janovitz' country is a melancholy, geous chorus, and "Think ofIt All,"which
On top of this, some fast and furious
beautiful, and intelligent amalgamation showcases Neil Harry on the pedal steel
drums are thrown in with a light smatterpianos,
of B-3 organs, electric
and acousguitar, are also very effective. It's hard to ing of bass. This combination creates a
tic and pedal steel guitars.
or
not
is
a
unique
"Strangers"
tell whether
tribute
sound that lies between Napalm
Fear not Buffalo Tom fans; the band to, or a parody of, country music (espeDeath and Tree.
cially when Janovitz actually uses the
has not called it quits, and with the ruThe first song, "Melting Pot," starts
mored addition of ex-Belly guitarist word "hombre"), but it works either way. off with a mere slide guitar which is
extraordinaire, Tom Gorman, the band
couple
There are a
of weak spots. shortly joinedby an emphatically plucked
should be stronger than ever. The reason Janovitz does not have the vocal range to bass. This combination does not stand
for Janovitz' solo excursion is simple: he pull off the old standard "My Funny Valalone for long; it is soon overpowered by
had written a bunch of songs over the entine," and "Ghost In My Piano" sounds the indecipherable screams, grunts, and
years that he wanted to record, but like the score for a really bad Mexican growls of Bill, the lead singer. The style
wouldn't have sounded right on a Buffalo movie, but these misfires are not enough of the other songs on the album do not
Tom record.
to tarnish an otherwise solid piece of differ much from the first.
The opening track ,"Girl's Club," work. And while we anxiously await anIt is important to note that people
sets the album's pensive, yearning tone, other Nirvana or Pearl Jam to cleanse the
who like to sing along with their albums
with Janovitz warning the listener that radio of the absolutely horrid crap that should not buy this one! It is only pos"the world's a girl's club, you remember currently saturates it, Lonesome Billy is sible to understand about one word in
/
and you'll never be a member." This as good as it's going to get: music for the every selec'ion. More times than not, this
song is also one of several instances in sake of music.
word will be a growled out proclamation
which Janovitz' backup band shines. In
Kevin Finn of "DEATH!"
***

Highlights on this album include the
bass and drum centered "War Song," the
instrumental dominated "Ever so
Slightly," and"The Festering", which is
filled with cheesy guitar solos circa eighties heavy metal. Aside from these, most
of the other songs sound very similar.
The album's grade is bolstered by
Toxic Narcotics' unique sound and enthusiastic vocals. As an additional treat,
the glow in the dark sticker that comes
with the CD is really cool. However, this
album is not all top quality material. It is
hurt by the almost nonexistent bass and
the sheer repetitiveness of the songs
The only type of person who will
enjoy this album is a fan of either hardcore
or death-metal. If you are used to listening to bands like Dave Matthew's and
Phish, Toxic Narcotic is not for you.
Jonathan Raelin
?

Ratings Key
*****
****
***
**
*

Paulina
Iman
Valeric Van Halen
Jerry Hall
Yoko Ono

?

Marvin?s Room fills with talent
By CHRISTOPHER MILLER
Heights Staff

MARVIN'SROOM:A warm, emotional

film about family life directed by Jerry

Zaks and starring Diane Keaton, Meryl
Streep and Leonardo DiCaprio.

At the beginningof Marvin'sRoom
the camera pans across the medicines
that Marvin Wakefield (HumeCronyn)
takes following his stroke. These drugs
are the care for most 20th century illnesses, but ironicallythe drug that can
heal broken families and mend the ills
of time has not been invented.
This movie, starring Diane Keaton
(Bessie), Meryl Streep (Lee), Leonardo
DiCaprio (Hank) and Robert Denero
(Dr. Wally), runs the gamut' of emotions: from laughter to tears, from anger to frustration. Humor and sadness
weave throughout the movie, keeping
the audience almost grasping for the
Kleenex. Marvin's Room's amazing
cast realistically simulates the turmoil
of disjointed families .
Keaton and Streep play two sis-

ters that have been estranged for 20 years.
Ii is only when Keaton is diagnosed with
leukemia that she is forced to speak to her
sister and to ask if she will be tested for a
bone marrow transplant. Old memories
and hurt feelings resurface as the two face
each other once again.
Diane Keaton (Annie Hall) is the
driving force that will propel this movie
into Oscar categories. Her character's 20-year dedication to her father could only
be played by a person that is compassionate and loving. At one point Keaton declares, "I've had such love in my life,"
and you cannot helpbutbelieve her.Warm
and emotional. Keaton presents a trutey

amazing performance.
Tough and stringent, Streep (The
Bridges of Madison Cotm ty) play s a single
mother with two boys. Hank and Charlie.
Determined to not to- "waste" her life
looking after her father, she makes a life
for herself in Ohio, After marrying, she
has the two boys; one seemingly with
mental problems and the other, a stereotypical nerd with his head always buried
in a book. Streep's character keeps the
movie tense and the audience on edge.

Her performance is only one-upped
by Keaton and complemented by
Leonardo DiCaprio, whose performance merits a best supporting actor
nomination for this year's Academy
Awards.
For laughs, Bessie's Aunt Ruth
(Gwen Verdon) provides most of the
comic relief. The childish aunt
watches her favorite soap every day
and is enamored of its characters
she even dresses up for the wedding
of the two main characters.
Originally a splay by Scott
McPherson that opened in 1991,
Marvin's Room is worthy of all its
?

praise.

Director Jerry Zaks creates problems that no drug is able'to cure. He
captures life's peculiarities with firstperson camera angles and fluid motion accuracy..
Dialogue is poignant and warm,
with Keaton becoming Ihe heart of the
story. Marvin'sRoom is about the incurable facets of life, the chances of
reconciliation and moments of unconditional love.

Cheerio Erika
Dreyer! Even though
you're in jolly ole
England, we're
thinking of you on
your 21st. Drink up!
Love, Borrego
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Campion paints Kidman as Lady
By RACHEL COHEN
Heights Staff
PORTRAIT OF A LADY: A Jane Campion version of Henry James classic, star-

ring Nicole Kidman, John Malkovich,
Barbara Hershey, Mary-Louise Parker,
Martin Donovan and Shelly Winters.

Linus Welch
By Toby Amirault
Ivy Press, $7.95
The angry youth always makes for
an interesting, and wholly identifiable,

Award-winner Nicole Kidman stars in Jane Campion's Portrait
and actions are vague. Isabel's life choices
are never defined. It is not apparent as to
why so many men fall in love with Isabel,
for James identifies Isabel as someone
specialbut this is not depicted in the film.
Though Isabel has no depth, Kidman
does an a commendable job with what she
is given to work with. Malkovich is convincing as the diabolical Osmond, but
fails to be the charmer who wins Isabel's
heart. On the other hand, Donovan is
excellent as the sickly cousin who secretly loves Isabel and will do anything in
his power to make her
happy.
Itis Barbara Hershey's performance
of Madame Merle, though, that shines
above all others. Hershey is able to elicit
both pity and hate. Her portrayal of a
woman caught in a life of lies is heartfelt.
The most enjoyable and meaningful

Prefontaine runs
By CHRISTY APPLEBY
Heights Senior Staff

PREFONTAINE: A documentary

of Olympic track star
Steve Prefontaine

about the life

Prefontaine is one Of those
films that looks like it could be really interesting and terrific but somehow falls short. It aims to be one of
those great inspirational films, and
in that respect, it just does not deliver: Other films have done the same
subject with greater effectiveness.
Chariots of Fire in the 1980s led the
way for Ihe runner-as-hero films,
but this pseudo-documentary of the
life of Olympic track star, Steve
"Pre" Prefontaine (My So Called
Life's Jared Leto), just never gets
very far beyond the starting blocks.
Prefontaine takes on the persona of a documentary with vai ious
older and wiser characters reflecting back on the life and career of
Steve Prefontaine. It is set firmly in
the late '60s and early '70s, particularly focusing on Pre's race for the
gold in the 1972 Olympics in Munich
and the amazing University of Oregon track team whose coach and
team made up the Olympic track
contingent. Additionally, the reallife Prefontaine changed the scope
of amateur athletics, improving the
quality of treatment and increasing
rights for amateur athletes all over
the world.

The movie shows that Pre was a

tremendous athlete, continuing to
be the only man who has broken
every record between 2,000 and

Book Ends
By KEVIN BIEGEL
Heights Assistant Review Editor

10.000, meter events, and with his buck-;
iug of the American Track Union (ATI)).
an asset to amateur athletics. If director and writer Steve James wanted to
do a film about Pre, he should have
made it a real documentary. More justice to the man would have been done.
Steve was one of those guys who
was gawk) and the last one to be picked
for sports. Pre finds his niche on the
track team and quickly becomes a star.

One character remarks the "less he got
to play, the more he had to prove." You
really want to like the character and
cheer him on, but he's just so arrogant
that by the time he starts to evolve a bit,
you just do not even care anymore. The
problem seems to rest firmly" on the
shoulders of Jared Leto and his triad-,
equate performance. The performances
just don't achieve the necessary effect.*
Leto's portrayal is particularly inconsistent; one minute, the character acts
like a jerk, and the next he's crying on
the shoulderefhis girlfriend about how
scared he is. Costume and make-up do
a tremendous job in the transformation
of Jared Leto into the character ofSteve
Prefontaine, but that's all it everseems
like, costume and make-up.
Additionally,the romantic relationship between Pre and his college girlfriend, Nancy Alletnan,. (former
Melrose Place vixen.-Amy Loeane)
sparks no interest and- no chemistry,
and is another major problem. By the
time Amy Loeane utters the line,
"You're my hero." their relationship
and his hero status are so unbelievable
that the audience burst into laughter.
Coming away from the film, you have
no real sense of whether Pre was a

terrific hero or an

of a Lady

scenes in the movie are those between
both Madame Merle and Osmond and
Madame Merle and Isabel. Surprisingly,
Hershey, rather than Kidman, gives the
film its substance.
Jane Campion's influence worked
well in The Piano It is severely lacking
here. Much of the film is simply unconvincing. Why does Isabel fall for Osmond?
Why does Isabel originally deny her true
desires? Some of the scenes are extremely
odd and leave you wondering if they are
necessary.
The film, despite its many flaws, is
entertaining and does come together
somewhat at the end. As well, some hidden clues to the characters mind-sets are
cleverly introduced and the European
shots are beautiful. The fact still remains,
though, that much is lost in the transfer
from page to screen.
.

down as a film

arrogant,

albeit oc-

:

It is usually safe to say the book is
always better then the movie. A movie is
not able to capture the underlying feelings and details of the characters as well
as printed words can. Thus, as is the case
with most written to screen productions,
this film, although entertaining, loses
much in the adaptation.
Director Jane Campion's attempt to
adapt The Portrait ofA Lady for the big
screen results in a choppy, often confusing version of Henry James' classic.
Screenwriter Laura Jones has taken the
characters and the dialogue of the novel
and left behind James' long repetition
and character analysis. Yet, the film has
no flow and the characters are somewhat
hollow. The driving forces of the story are
not explained clearly nor delved into
enough. Since James' writing style itself
is often subtle, the film attempts to explain the plot a little more clearly but
drastically fails.
The film centers around Isabel Archer (Nicole Kidman), a young, independent American in the 19th Century who
ends up in England with her aunt. The
movie begins with Isabel refusing a very
lucrative marriage proposal to Lord
Warburton, played by Richard E. Grant.
Isabel opts to travel the world, yet finds
herself trapped by the seemingly sweet
Madame Merle (Barbara Hershey) and
the calculating Gilbert Osmond (John
Malkovich). The movie intertwines all
the men who love Isabel thus creating
tension throughout the film. The movie
continues this circle of love and sorrow
with Osmond's daughter Pansy.
One of the main problems with the
film is that questions and struggles are
never resolved. In fact, at the conclusion
of the film one of the audience members
in the theater exclaimed "What!?!" This
is not a light movie. Much thought on the
part of the audience must be used to put
the pieces together. Aiming to be an intellectual film, it ends up shallow.
Many of the characters' decisions

casionally sympathetic, character.
Unfortunate!) Leto s performance
a character leaning towards
the latter. Neither Leto tfor Loeane
has the ability to carry off either
character effectively. Jared Le'o's
performance, is completely eriatti.
moving back and forth across the
credibility scale, and Loeane should
have stayed on Melrose Place.
The only two decent performances come from the two to ii hi.
-

Ed O'Neill {Married...with Children) as Bill Dellingef and R. Lee
Emery as Bill Bowerman, the star
coach and co-founder of Nike corporation. Both of these characters
act as a support structure to the triumphs and tragedies of the career o f
Steve Prefontaine, helping and push
ing him at the appropriate instances.
O'Neill is nearly unrecognizable as
Dellinger, creating such a different
character limn slob Bd Bundy. and

R. Lee Emery provides a terrific
"harsh coach, but it's for your own
good" character
Prefontaine is not really terrible, and if you are really into track.
it is kind of interesting to see the reenactments of the 1972 Olympics
and the back-drop scenario of the
murders of Israeli athletes {.in eerie
reminder of the disaster of this p.i-t
year's Olympics.)The filmfalis very
short of its lofty goals. There are a
few really wonderful scenes, and the
one time that Leto actually seems to
hit the mark in his performance are
his scenes during the Israeli lio->t.i»<.
crisis at the Olympics, but unfoitu
nately, these scenes are just too few,
and far between.

character. All people have been young,
had their moments of youthful arrogance,
and looked at the people and situations
around them with a brash air of disgust
and beeen completely pissed off. It's part
of being human.
Toby Amirault is, depending on who
you talk to, the voice of our generation
and a crazy freak whose ideas are way
beyond the established norm. His novella, Linus Welch, is an exploration into
the life of an extremely disenfranchised
youth. Amirault's title character so stringently aspires to the ideal of teenage rebellion that it has become his entire world.
A senior in high school and hating
every minute of it, Linus is sure that his
grandiose thoughts and ideas are different from everyone else's. Welch's dissatisfaction with life drives thebook, yet the
fact that much of his intellect is wasted on
the pursuit of his own bravado can, at
times, become grating.
There is, though, a lot to like inLinus
Welch. Sure, his fuming diatribes and
juvenile sarcasm often come off sounding more arrogant than earnest, but there
are some undeniable truths anchoring his
anger. High school 1s filled with people
who are content to go with the flow, eager
to conform to whatever's popular, and
who don't care about expanding their
horizons or understanding others.
It is only high school, though, and
what makes Linus Welch so interesting is
that, at its core, it's a study of someone
who is at the point between knowing
there's more to life and realizing that
others will, in time, come to the same
conclusion. Of course some won't, but
it's a lot healthier to sit back and laugh,
and ultimately feel sorry for them, than to
let those people become the pain of exist-

ence.

Amirault never really confronts the
sense of loss that his protagonist must
feel, though, and in doing so cheapens the
connection between Linus Welch and the
reader. Welch is fiercely independent.
Consequently, the part of him he buries
most deep in his soul is that which feels a
connection with those around him. The
finale of the book, in which Linus realizes that no matter what his youthful ideals are he is undeniably human, is severely lacking in depth. The path toward
this realization is clear enough, but there
is no payoff.
Amirault, perhaps, has tried too hard
to displace his title character from the
banal masses. There's no questioning that
Linus-Welch is a punker, fed up with
everything and everyone. Yet, there is no
driving factor behind Linus's rebellion
except for the machinations of his massive intellect. The esoteric dialogue
betwen Welch and his only friend is completely unreal, pure writer's fluff that
might have sounded good when Amirault
was writing it but is wholly displaced
from reality.
Perhaps Amirault looks to his character for too much. Not content with
making him simply a punk, he is also
extremely intelligent, from a good family, and annoyingly arrogant. IfAmirault's
goal was to aggravate the reader, he
couldn't have picked a better way than to
have Linus and his friend get accepted to
Harvard. Sure, Linus only wants to go to
Harvard so he can spite the system, but
how much does Amirault think he needs
to build up his character's punk credentials?
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Software Engineering
Systems Engineering
Computer Design
Signal Processing
Electro-Optics
Image Processing
With Raytheon Electronic Systems, you'll create the
technologies that define the future of tomorrow's world.
You'll maximize your Engineering and Computer Science
knowledge and make an impact when you join our team.
We currently have over 350 opportunities available in the
technical areas listed above.

p

Raytheon Electronic Systems will be visiting campus soon.
To find out more about the complex challenges we have to
offer, please contact the Career Placement Office to sign
up for an interview.
For additional information, please see our homepage
http://www.raytheon.com/res
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at:

Interested candidates who are unable to meet with us on
campus may send a resume directly to: RaytheonElectronic
Systems, Professional Staffing, M/S T2SL2, 50 Apple Hill
Drive, Tewksbury, MA 01876-0901. Fax: (508) 858-1163.
E-mail: staffing@res.ray.com
U.S. citizenship may be required for some positions. Equal
Opportunity Employer.

Raytheon Electronic
Systems
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The Classifieds
Who says work can't be fun? Parents in a
Pinch has the best child care jobs! Work with
great kids in their homes and make $7+/ hr. If
you have at least 2 full days or 4+ afternoons
free & 3 child care refs., call JOY at 739-5437
Responsible, mature, non-smoker wanted
to care for a 6 month old child in Newton
home. Flexible hours. Own transportation
helpful. Must have experience with infants.
References necessary. $6.00/hour. Call Rachel
31617-244-6422.
Loving babysitter lor kindergarten girl and
fourth-grade boy in Newton (near D line T)
Tuesday and/or Thursday afternoons (2:30-6:30} and/or weekend evenings or days. Musi
be fun. reliable, and carins. Car preferred. Call

965-7446. r '
needed for adorable 2-year old
Wednesdays Bam to 2pm. Other late afternoons apossibility. Musthavecar. CallKathy
at 244-8688.

Babysitter

Babysitting: Newton family seekingcollege
graduate student for weekend babysitting.
Friday and/or Saturday evenings. Must be
non-smoker and enjoy children. Please call
even ings after 7:OOpm orweekends 244-8337.
Looking for a mothers helper tor a family
with a 4 1/2-year old girl and a 2-year old
boy. Approximately8-10 hrs/wk. Competitive wage. School of Ed major preferred. We
live two blocks from main campus. Possibility
of leadingintoextended summer hours. Please

ca11244-9512.
Child care needed Tuesday/Wednesday/
Thursday 12 5:30. Live-in in exchange for
child care or live out $7/hr. Walk or bike to
B.C. Willing to share position. Michelle at
739-0644.
Babysitter needed for occasional weekends
and afternoons for two children, ages three
and seven. Good pay for reliable, friendly,
non-smoking person. Need car to get here.
-

Newton Centre

to help out with two boys, 5
and7,and 1-yearoldgirl. Experience,energy.
sense of humor required. Flexible schedule.

-

Please call 325-9388.

March 1
March 9. Several afternoons per week available, 2-Bpm, to help with 5-year old girl and
10-year old boy. Near Waban T-stop. Car
preferred, but not necessary. Call Jan at 965-7446. On-going babysitting is a possibility.
Sitter, peppy, two to three mornings/week
7am-B:3oam to help with 2 children, walk with
them to school. Very close to BC campus, call
eves before 9:00. 964-3544

Babysitter wantd lor week of

-

Babysitterneeded tor eight-month-old baby

girl. Sundays B:3oam - 2pm beginning in
February. Home in Newton walking distance
from Boston College. $7/hour. Call Abby ai

332-7332

Newton Center.

Call 244-6030.
Childcare needed afternoons lor 4 1/2-year
old boy. Car helpful. Call Catherine at 332-5139 after 6:3opm
Summer live-in help. Mother s helper needed
to help take care of three children ages 7,9,11
in waterfront home 25 minutes north of Boston June-August. Call 581-3859
Babysitter Newton Centre. Mondays and
Wednesdays I:00-5:00pm.6y.o.girland2 1/
2-year old boy. $8/hr. Experience requiredx
244-2676.

Occasional babysitting

needed on Saturdays for two great kids, age 3
and 5. Own transportationhelpful. Please call
244-1357 and leave a message.
Childcare needed for active household in

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up to
$2000+/monfh. World travel. Seasonal & fulltime positions. No exp. necessary. For info.
call 1-206-971-3550ext. C 50387.
INationalPark Employment-Want to work
in America's National Parks, Forests, &
Wildlife Preserves? Learn how from the
premier resource for finding Outdoor Employment. Call: 206-971-3620 ext.N50385
(We are a research & publishing co.)
Cruise Ship Employment Want to travel
the world AND earn a living? Get the #1
Source for anyone seeking work in the Cruise
and Land-Tour industry. For information:
800-276-4948 Ext.Cso3BB (Weare a research
& publishing co.)
-

-

Students Have the summer of a lifetime!
Camp Laurel South, a quality co-ed camp in
Maine, is seeking counselors in land & H2O
sports, the arts, horseback, & much more.
Family atmosphere where lifelong friendships
are made, Call for interview. We will be
visiting B.C. on 2/4/97. 1-888-LAUREL-S.
-

Busy B.C. Rental Office seeks Admmistra-

tive Assistant for part-time office work.
Flexible hours $7-$ 10 an hour. Also seeking
Real Estate Rental Agent to help find offcampus housing for fellow students. Flexible
hours fantastic $ great experience. R.E.
licence and car required. The best office for
B.C. rentals, conveniently located across the
street frorn main campus. Call for more information: 527-6655.
-

-

Studying Spanish, Portugese, Japanese, Korean, or another language? Join our Language Exchange and practice with a native

speaker-FOR FREE! Call 864-7170
possible reading books. Part-time.

$10(H)'s

home. Toil-Free 1-800-218-9000. Ext R-7082 for listings.
Do you want to make easy money for Spring
Break?? Become your college's sales rep for
Egan Sports. Call 1-800-408-8618, ext. 0753.
Ketail Store Assistant position available,
20+ hours per week. Competitive wages, store
discount, and growth potential. Please call
Catherine at 332-5139 after6:3opm, Mon-Fri.
Summer Employment Opportunities
Working with At-Risk Youth: Representatives from Wediko Children's Services will be
conducting an on-campus information session
for Boston Collegestudentsinterested in working with emotionally and behaviorally disturbed chilren and adolescents in their New
Hampshire residential setting. The presentation wUI be held in O'Neill 253 on Tuesday
28th at s:oopm. For more information, please
contact the Wediko Boston office at 536-2747
x3035.
At

Kemale Counselors needed tor children's

camp in Northeast/top salary, rm/board/laundry, travel allowance Must have skill in one of
the following activities: archery, arts & crafts
(ceramics, stained glass, jewelry), athletic
trainer, basketball, canoeing, kayaking, dance
(tap, potnte. jazz, modern jazz), drama, field

hockey, golf, gymnastics (instructors or qualified spotters), horseback riding/hunt seat, lacrosse, nature, photography, videographer,
piano accompianist, pioneering/camp craft,
ropes (innerquest-ropeschallenge course, 25
stations), sailing, soccer, softball, tennis, theatre technicians, track & field, volleyball,
W.S.I/swim instructors, windsurfing. Also
opportunites for kitchen, cooks, maintenance,
nurses, secretaries. Camp Vega for Girls!
Waterfront Jobs: W.S.L/Teach children to
swim, coach swim team, dive, waterski (slalom, trick, barefoot, jumping), sail. Good
salary, room, board and laundry, travel allowance. Camp Vega for Girls!

10%

sodium nitrite

tennis Jobs: Good tennis background, college-level player who can teach children to
play tennis. Good salary, room, board and
laundry, travel allowance. Camp Vega for
Girls!
Camp Vega for Girls: Visit our web site at

http://www.campvega.comor email us at
jobs@campvega.com. Call 1-800-838VEGA or write: CampVega for Girls, P.O.
Box 1771, Dubury, MA, 02332 or come see
us! We will be on campus Wednesday,
Februarjtl9th in McGuinn Room 029. Interviews from 10am 4pm. No appoint-

ment necessary.
I elephone interviewers needed immediately

by marketing research company in downtown
Boston. 9am, 9pm, plus weekends. Prior
telephone experience necessary. Starting pay
is flexible, $7.00 to $7:50 per hour. Please call
720-0174 to arrange interview. Ask for Pat.
Roasters Coffee and lea Co. 85 Newbury
St. Boston Now hiring full and part-time
positions Contact David at (617) 720-52071,
-

-

-

V6uh~g7ruiTcookie co. seeks evening delivery
drivers. Make $42-60/ni2ht. 6/hr. shift / 7pm
lam. Sun-Thurs. Call 783-8833.
-

Welcome back and Happy New Year! Here's
Year's resolution for you: lessen life's
hassles and find your apartment for next year
throughNextMove Realty, B .C.' s oldest and
most experienced rental office. We're right
across the street from St. Ignatius, and two
doors up from White Mountain Creamery.
Stop in and find out more about our remaining
listings, including the following:
Wallingford Kd. b bed modem townhouse, 3
bath, full basement, pking, good for9, $433 ea.
The Next Move Realty (617) 527-6655
27 Commonwealth Avenue, Chestnut Hill,
MA02167 Phone: (617) 527-6655 Fax: (617)
527-3743.
The Next Move Realty (617) 527-6655
Commonwealth Aye -1 2 bed (2 6-bed units),
huge rooms, Jacuzzi, 2 baths, 2 porches, laundry in unit, good for 10-12 people per unit,
heated, $290/ person for 10.
The NextMove Realty (617) 527-6655
Chiswick Kd. Immaculate 6-bed townhouse,
bath,
pking, deck, pictureperfect! Good for
2
10at54895/month.
The NextMove Realty (617) 527-6655
a New

-

B®

Cummings Kd.

-

Awesome 5-bed townhouse!

2 full baths, 2 fireplaces, central air, laundry,

Wo
SAVINGS

security alarm, semi-furnished, $433/person
for 6.
TheNext Move Realty (617) 527-6655
Beautiful

10 bed house

-

2-5 units. Ist floor

-

5-bedroom, 2 1/2 baths, finished playroom in
basement, pking. 2nd floor
5-bedroom,
completely brand-new apartment, 2 bath,
air,
person.
pking,
$400/
Jacuzzi, central
The Next Move Realty (617) 527-6655
Brand New Kenocated 8 beds on Crosby Kd.,
2 4-bed units. Huge commonarea, new kitchen
and baths, new windows, pking for 8, laundry,
fantastic location, $416/ person for 6.
The Next Move Realty (617) 527-6655
Clandge House juge 4-beds tor b people,
-

-

-

several units available! $333-$366/person.
The Next Move Realty (617) 527-6655

Cleveland Circle- 4 bed, hardwood lloors,
deck, parking extra, $2200, heat & hot water

included.
The NextMove Realty (617) 527-6655
Strathmore Kd.

Dial i-800-COLLECT and save up to 44%;

-

2 4-bed units, 2 baths in one

1 bath in second, study, lots of parking,
laundry,all-student building,Cleveland Circle
near Maryanne's, $420-$440/person heat &
unit,

hot water included.
The Next Move Realty (617) 527-6655

Comm Aye - 4 bed, I bath on shuttle, spacious

and charming all-student building, $366/pe-

rson for 6.

The Next Move Realty (617) 527-6655
Sutherland Kd! 2 beds,
good for 4 at $350/person for 4, heat & hot
Great apartments on

-

included.
The NextMove Realty (617) 527-6655
Chiswick Rd. - 3 bed in apartment, beautiful
water

'For lone-distance

calls. Savings based on a 3 minute AT&T

on a raja r-d iat a d interstate call.
*
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furnew kitchen and bath, laundry in
nished, $400/person for 6.
The Next Move Realty (617) 527-6655
Hot location!?&"3beds in Cleveland Circle
near Cityside! Going fast..s3oO-$350/person.
The Next MoveRealty (617) 527-6655
Cummings Rd. - 3 & 4-beds, 2-baih, spacious,
modem, pking avail., on shuttle, all student
biding. $340/person.
The Nerf Move Realty (617) 527-6655
Awesome location! Cleveland Circle, 4-bed,
2-bath, fully renovated apartment,$400/per-

fheAnd
Next Move Realty (617) 527-6655
MuchMuch More! 527-6655"

Next Move Realty (617) 527-6655
SEPTEMBER '97 APARTMENTS and
ready to be seen and rented
HOUSES
TODAY! Welcome back everyone! We*ve
got B.C.'s largest and best selection of great
off-campus apartments and houses. Lots of
listings just in. 2 bedrooms, 3 bedrooms,
bedrooms, 5 bedrooms...up to 15 bedrooms.
If you are serious about finding anoff-campus
apartment and you are ready to work with true
professionals, call us. Ourexperienced,knowledgeable agents will pickyou up andshowyou
thelargest selection of great B.C. places. Your
time is valuable..we won't waste iL We look
At Home Realty 738forward to serving you.great
listings below...
-1820. Read about our
12BEDS...Wallingford Rd. house, absolutely
huge! Walk to the shuttlefrom this huge BC
gad! Extra large rooms, 2 kitchens, multiThe

...

tew

athrooms, m0re!...57,800.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
11 BEDS...The heart of Cleveland Circle!
Large, renovated, 2 huge gourmet kitchens, 2
full
baths,
basement,
awesome

BClocation!...s4 l4oo.
_ AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
11 BEDS...Entire ultra modem house on
Chiswick Rd. Skylights, gourmet kitchens,
parking, 5 bathrooms, 4 levels of

fuxury!...s6,9oo.

ATHQME REALTY738-1820
10 BEDS...Awesome BC party house on
Chiswick Rd! 2 kitchens, 6 parking, great
space for the boys to watch the gamefOne of
the biggest!...ss,6oo.
HOME REALTY 738-1820
10 Beds...Chestnut Hill Aye. New construction ! 4 full baths, tons of parking, central A.C.,
2 new fully appliancedkitchens, party room in
basement, absolutely gigantic! Another At
Home Realty exclusive!...ss,soo

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
9 BEDS«BIock 3 three bedroom units, one on
top of anotherin the awesome Beacon St.
building. Great alternative to renting a whole
house. Across from MaryAnn'5...54,500.
AT HOME REALTY738-1&20
8 BEDS...GorgeoUs bouse on South St. Three

BmannHsmmn
kitchen,park-

Mppppaaanß
inM
kitchen,
basement,
largerooms,

house, guaranteed to please Mom and
Dad. 3 baths,fireplaces, gourmet
ing, dining room, gleaming hardwood floors,
tons of luxuriousdetail. Impress the hell out
of everybody!...ss !_ooo
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
8 BEDS...Crosby Rd. 2 kitchens, 2 baths,
modem andclean. parking, super BC location,
won't last 10ne...hurry!...55,000.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
8 BEDS...Rent two 4 bed units adjacent to
each other at 1705-1711 Comm Aye. Awesome BC building on Comm. Aye., each with
new kitchens,
1.5 baths, parking,
hurry!...ss,ooo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
7 BEDS...NewIy renovated, 3 level house off
Comm. Aye. 3 full baths, parking, -porch,
dining room, super nice and tons of
_

eat-in
full
one of the best BC

and loca-

Modem eat-in kitchen, working fireplace, lots
of space, iust renovated, looks great!...52,400.
_

_ATHOME REALTY 738-1820

5 BEDS...Exdusive luxury townhouse on
Cummings Rd. 3 baths, washer & dryer, fireplaces, alarm, yard, A.C., w0w!...52,600.
home realty 738-1820
Cheapest 5
5BEDS~.FosterSt. Walk (o
bedroom apartment in town. Large house,
parking, a steal at $1,400.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

_

space f7..53,000.
AT HOME REALTY

extra

buildings

tions!...s2,ooo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
5 BEDS... Beautiful building onColliston Rd.

At

class!

5 BEDS~.IOO% brand new, never been lived
in!This place is awesome and can onlybe seen
with us. Jacuzzi, fully applicanced kitchen,
tons of parking, central A.C., 2 baths, huge
bedrooms, great BC location. Hurry!...$3,100.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
5 BEDS...Second and third floorof beautiful
house! New kitchen, 2 new baths, cathedral
ceilings, parking, spotless, practically brand
new. Great deahnice arealfejOO.

738-1820

7 BEDS...Single family house, 4 baths,"?
kitchens, porch, great Wallingford Rd. loca-

tion. This house awesome and can only be
seen through u5!...54,600.
AT HOME REALTY 738:1820 Aye.
7BEDS...Victorian mansion on
Comm.
Huge gourmet kitchen, 2 full baths, porch,
parking, laundry in the unit, on the shuttle near
Bluestone, hurry!...54,600.
___AJ HOME REALTY 738-1820
7BEDS...Lake St. singlefamily house! 2"new
bathrooms, 6 parking, modem eat-in kitchen,
beautiful house, you can't get closer to
8C...53J00.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
6-7BEDS...Leamingtonßd. multi-level,ultra
modemtownhouse! 3 baths, parking, huge loft
room, 2 kitchens, awesome p1ace!.,.54,200.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
6 BEDS...Coiriin. Aye.house neiirChiswick.
All new modem kitchen, 2 baths, porch, yard,
is

AT HOMEREALTY 738-1820

4BEDS...Sutherlahdßd.Absoluiely gorgeous
with tons ofdetail. Just renovated a year ago.
All modern with extra large rooms, sunny,
cheerful, all the bells and whistles. Truly a
beauty...s2,2oo
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4BEDS...Strathmore Rd. at ClevelandCircle.
Two identical 4 bed units available in a nice
brownstone. Porch, eatin kitchen, parking in
and out, sunny and clean, crawl to Mary

Ann'5!...52,200.

? AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4 BEDS...The largest and nicest 4beds are at
1705-1711 Comm. Aye. and we've got 'em!
best
won't
location,
Gorgeous,

__

last..!hurry!...s2 J2OO.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4 BEDS...Exclusive through us only! 1680-1682 Comm. Aye.Totallyrenovated and extra
huge! One of the best BCbuildings. Modern,
sunny, awesome!...s2,ooo-$2,400.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4BEDS...Moreexclusives! 1653-1661 Comm.
Aye. Huge rooms, very modem, onthe shuttle,
full of BC people, very desirable location !...$ 1,900-$2300.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4 BEDS...Giarjfselection on Cummings &
Egremont Rd. 2 baths, large kitchens, porches,

a beauty...s3,soo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
6 BEDS-. Ayr Rd. at ClevelandCircle. Newly
renovated with huge modem kitchen, large
bedrooms, full basement, spacious, 10caworking fireplace,

ti0n!!!...52,400.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

6 BEDS?.Chiswick Rd., Renovated"house,
painted & clean, multi-levels, huge rooms,
parking,greatBC place, on theshuttle...s4,soo.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
6 BEDS...VerV desirable BC house On
Leamington Rd. Lots of space in a super
location. 2 baths, 2 parking, ultra modem
kitchen, plenty of room for up to 8 lucky

parking, super nice, super cheap!...sl,6oo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
3 BEDS...BesI deal in town! Egrerhont &
Cummings
Rd. extra large & cheap! Sunny &
modern. ?$ 1,275.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
3 BEDS'... 1653-1661 Comm Aye. Enormous
rooms; best BC building, Always gone early

people. Spacious with charm!...s4,ooo.
__-.AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
5 BEDS?Strathmore Rd., at BeaconSt. Beau-

tiful luxuryrehabwithall new modem kitchen,
2 full baths, extraspacious andready!... 53,200.
AT HOMEREALTY 738-1820
sBEDS...Theheart ofCleveland Circle! Huge

so

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
3 8ED5~1932,1942, and 1950 Beaton SI.
Best Cleveland Circle building. Nice, clean
units, 2 baths, large rooms, great selection.
Hurry!...$1.400-1,800.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
3 BEDS...TOO many to list! Sutherland Rd.,
Town Estates, Gerald Rd., Foster St., South
St., Colliston Rd, Beacon St., name it!
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
HUNDREDS MORE! No other rental office
can comeclose to what we will offer you. See
for yourself why AT HOME REALTY was
voted B.C.'s #1 apartment source. At Home
Realty rents g*-at places. At Home Realty
738-1820. At Home Realty rents great places.
At Home Realty 738-1820. At Home Realty
out-rents Great Places. Infinity.
ATTENTION SOPHOMORES!!! SEPTEMBERI997 HOUSES.APARTMENTS,
AND CONDOMINIUMS ARE AVAILABLE TO BE SEEN AND RENTED!!
GREAT PLACES REALTY HAS MANY
GREAT PLACES FOR ALL OF YOUR
OFF CAMPUS HOUSING NEEDS!!!
GREATPLACESHASTHE MOSTLISTINGS AND THE BEST EXCLUSIVES!

GREAT PLACES REALTY RENTS
GREAT HOUSES. GREAT APARTMENTS, AND GREAT CONDOMINIUMS. CALL US NOW FOR THE BEST
AND GREATEST SELECTION OF SEPTEMBER 1997 LISTINGS. GREAT
PLACES REALTY RENTS GREAT
PLACES!!
TWELVE BED Great value for Ihe dollar.
Walk to South Street from this 12 bed, 3
kitchens, 3 livtngrooms, 3 bathrooms, porches,
great

location. $400+ per person.

GREAT PLACES RENTS

GREAT PLACES
GREATPLACES REALTY 964-8900
TWELVE BED MIT would certainly love to
call this house afratbutitisBC territory.Huge

rooms, two kitchens,

washer/
out front,

dryer, parking, and shuttle right
makes this house a greatplace. *425 perperGREAT PLACES RENTS
GREATPLACES

GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
TEN BED EXCLUSIVE! One of the best
house off-campus! Completely renovated, two

brand new kitchens, 3 baths, 2 fireplaces, loft,

hardwood floors, washer/dryer,parking, $460-$475 each. Good tenants only!
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREATPLACES

GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
nearChansky s,
new hardwood floors, modern kitchens, exposed brick, parking available, $425+perperNINEBED Great townhouses

GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREATPLACES REALTY964-8900
NTNEUEDLocated nearChansky's in a two
family brownstone in quiet neighborhood.
Hardwood floors, 2 modem baths, 2 modem
kitchens, Jacuzzi's, parking $400-$450 each.
GREATPLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900

WithThese Fares,

of bedrooms, hardwood floors, lg. ultra modem eat-in-kitchens,dw/disp. Cityside livingin
the Circle! $385+ each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS

GREAT PLACES

GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900

family house. El cheapo perperson, $350+
each. With this deal of a house there will be
plenty of $$$ left over for the meal plan!!
GREATPLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
a2
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GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900

SIX BEDLive in luxury! This house is off the
1600 block Comm. Aye, wall to wall carpet,
two modem kitchens, 3 baths, washer/dryerin
the apartment, central a/c, parking, $400-$475
each. Only for the discriminating!!
GREAT PLACES RENTS

GREAT PLACES
.GREAT PLACESREALTY 964-8900
SIX BED A stone s throwfrom aslice ot pizza
Bluestone
at
Bistro. Renovated and new this
brick townhouse is just what the doctor ordered. Hardwood floors, carpet, 2 kitchens, 3
baths, parking, $425-$475 each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS

GREAT PLACES

GREAT PLACES REALTY964-8900
SIXBEDEXCLUSIVE! Five minute walk to
BC Main gates. Located in theheart ofChestnut Hill. Beautiful duplex in a 2 family, huge
modem kitchen, 2 baths, fireplace, laundry,
parking. Quiet tenants only!! 5425-$475 each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES

GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900

FIVEBED EXCLUSIVE! Turn of the century Edwardian manor house, ballroom, 2 designer baths, 20 ft. ceilings, European kitchen

withbalcony, fireplace, skylighted loft bedroom withspiral staircase, Quiet tenantsonly!!
$2850.
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY964-8900
FIVEBED EXCLUSIVE! Single family at-

tached townhouse,two floors, 2 beautifulbaths,

all white modem kitchen, cathedral ceilings,
fireplace, central a/c, laundry, parking, take
the T or drive to BC. $500.each. Beautiful
space.
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY964-8900
FIVE BED 1800 block Comm. Aye. Great
condo with two baths, huge amountsofspace,
like having your own house, parking etc.,
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
down! to Cityside! Great
apartment in brownstone on a great location.
Steps from Mary Ann's and the Circle. Great
kitchen with exposed brick! $400+ each.
GREATPLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOUR BED EXCLUSIVE! Off Comm Aye,
beautiful house, alarmed, new floors, beautifully modem kitchen and bath, laundry, very
FIVEBED Come on

sunny, porch, parking,exquisite $2400.

GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900

FOUR BED Lovely condominium in house.
Beautiful floors, ultra modem kitchen and
bath, pristine condition, laundry, parking,walk
to shuttle at Chansky's. $400+ each.
GREATPLACES RENTS

GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOUR BED EXCLUSIVE! Huge Victorian
condominiums on 1600 block Comm Aye.
large living room, modern kitchen, with dw/

disp. hardwood floors, greatbuilding,parking,
$410+ each.

GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREATPLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOUR BED Near Sutherland Rd,four beds
living room, eat-in-kitchen, modem bath, all
student building, $2000-$2200+.

GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES

GREATPLACES REALTY 964-8900

Summer Session at Stony Brook

aB

Terms start June 2 and July 14
260 courses in 40 subjects

m^^^^^^^^^M

Day and evening classes

Flight Pack °f f° ur ($57

or eight ($52

each way) coupons

save even more '

c ' lave plenty of

flights leaving whenever you want

GREAT PLACES

Knowledge
Grows Here!
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travel all I

day Saturday or Sunday morning.
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discouraged $350+ each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS

town,

in long-term parking

''"\ Put y° u out
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a fraternity-although wall bashersare strongly
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and catch a flight to New York. It'll only

.
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EIGHT BED A brisk walk to BC and the
South St shutde for those athletic types! Like

GREAT PLACESRENTS

GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
SBC BED EXCLUSIVE! Wonderfully stunning sky lighted loft duplex in pristine house
off 1700 block Comm. Aye., designerkitchen
and 2 baths, living room, dining room, fireplace, yard, parking, laundry andmuch more!
High on the hill, just like a Swiss chalet!
Guaranteed to please Mom & Dad. $475+
each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS

Low NYS tuition

Live on campus or commute

to

Manhattan's waiting, folks. You can

§°'

sleep on the way back. Which is hard
to

do

when

you're

driving. For more

You'll love the way we fly'
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to change without notice. 019% Deha AirLines, Inc.
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FOUR BED EXCLUSIVE! off Chiswick
Road, large and spacious, modem kitchen and
2 baths, tun and funky, unique condo. great
steal of a deal. $1 800-S2OOO
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOUR BED Near Cityside Restaurant,
hardwood floors, modem kitchen, modem
bath, great location, parking available.
$23*.
GREAT PLACESRENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOUR BED Walk to Chansky's! Nice apanment in good condition, good size bedrooms.
hardwood floors J porches'andparkinc.s 1600+
GREATPLACESRENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREATPLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOUR-BED Near Chansky's,cheap steal of a
deal! Newly renovated, huge apartments, two
baths, parking, all student building! $1700.
GREATPLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOUR BED EXCLUSIVE!! Very cute, very
modem and very sunny condo near Bluestone
Bistro, top floor, parking, laundry, $1400-$l6OO.

GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BED EXCLUSIVE!! Designer livinginchangingBack Bay style townhouse, on
BC shuttle and T, exposed brick, 2 baths,
gourmet designer kitchen, yard with patio,
garage, living room, dinin" room, fireplaces,
very cozy and unique! $2800.
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
_GJREAJ.PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BED EXCLUSIVE!! Extraordinary,
unique, sumptuous and luxurious, 2 apartments available in Cleveland Circle mini mansion. Architectural Digest living in the most
luxurious apartments anywhere! Beautiful and
exquisite details. Only for the connoisseur!
Great location, Cleveland Circle! $475-$550
each.
GREATPLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BED Huge Victorian condo in popubuilding
lar student
near Chansky's. biggest
living rooms anywhere, alarmed, modern
kitchen and bath, hardwood floors, deeded
parking, a deal!_s37s+-s4so+
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREATPLACES
GREAT PLACES;REALTY^64-8900

house

near Greycliff dorm, large living room,
dining room, eat-in-kitchen-porch. laundry,
parkins* good tenants only! $2000.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BED EXCLUSIVE! Great apanment in 2000 block Comm. Aye! Modem

bath, top floor, elevator building,

kitchen and
$1675.
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREEBED Great apartmentIn condo bui Iding near Greycliff dorm, modem kitchen and
bath, hardwood floors, porch and laundry.
Walk to school $1650.
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BED EXCLUSIVE Top floor In
elevator building near South St., modem
kitchen and batrf, hardwood floors, sunny,
laundry, $1675.
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BED Dynamite three bed near 2000
block Comm Aye. great kitchen with washer/
dryer, hardwood floors, good size rooms, perfect for four. $1800. ?
GREATPLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BED EXCLUSIVE! Near Bluestone Bistro, on Chiswick Rd., ultra luxurious
condo, new wall to wall, beautiful kitchen with
ceramic tile floor & washer/dryer, beautiful

27
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new bathrooms, a/c. parking. $1900.

GREAT PLACES ttENTS
GREAT PEACES
GREA T PL ACES REALTY964-8900

Rd, in brownstone, pristine condition, great
kitchen and bath, porch andsunroom, parking,
quiet tenants only._s4oo-$450
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
pprary townhouse style apartments. For the
palate only! Located off the
discriminating
1600 Block Comm Aye. these duplexes offer
the best of all modern amenities, wall to wall,
fireplaces,
Jacuzzis, jiaraee parkcentral a/c.
ing, $1800-S2OOO Quiet and serious tenants
?

&REAT PLACES
RENTS GREAT
PLACES

GREATPLACES REALTY 964-8900
THESE ATEE JUST "SOME OF T3UR
RENTAL OFFERINGS FOR SEPTEMBER 1997. CALL US NOW FOR THE
BEST OFTHE REST OF WHATS A VAILABLE FOR YOUR OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING NEEDS!! GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT HOUSES,APARTMENTS, AND
CONDOS!! SEE WHY THE COMPETITION IMITATES GREAT PLACES. WE
OFFER THE BEST AND MOST COURTEOUS PROFESSIONAL AND RELIABLE SERVICE. CALLUS TODAY!! WE
ARE LOCATED TWO BLOCKS WEST
OF THE BC MAIN GATES, AT THE
CORNER OF MANET ROAD AND COMMONWEALTH AVENUE.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
242 COMMONWEALTH AYE
CHESTNUT HILL
(617) 964-8900
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
£
~

ccAcriM

IS HERE. Bay Realty's 14th year at Boston
College: Now is the time torent that apartment
or house you want to live in next year. Don't
wait! Remember, Big houses/ants, will be
gone by December. We are BC's largest rental
agency and have the most exclusive listingsin
the area. Tell us what you want and we win get
it for you. We specialize in large groups and
we will pick you up on campus to view apartments or houses. Call 782-6666 ask lorKen
Glass. Mgr.
METROTtEALTYCORP. has the nest off
campus rentals. Some houses have already
been rented. Call now for current listings and
to see apartments. Ask for Sara or Lex 232-2255.
Sent. Aprs
BAYREALTY
Di-cTffipftr 6 , tmru ,|. c
INC., 617-730-5300 SEPTEMBER '97
RENTALS We are the best source for BC
students on apartments, houses, or condo rentals. We have the best selection and largest
apartments available within walking distance
to BC, the T. or shuttle bus. Don't wait until
next year, call us today and make an appointment, or come to ouroffice in Allston at 1?40A
Comm Aye. Tel. 617-730-5300. WE'RE
OPEN 7 DAYS!
Sept, Best Selections
782-6666
BAY REALTY
Sublerter needed ASAP for apt. on Comm.
Aye. Right on the T. $309 a month ht/hw
Avail until 9/1/97 Call 562-8275.
Walk to campus. Three bedroom, living room,
dining room, hardwood floors, modem eat in
kitchen, parking & utilities included. Walk to
campus $2100. On Line Realty 731-5333
Seeking one female, own room, available
now, great roommates.
$400Jfjer month includes hearand hot water.
Call Beth 914-967-0118
for 15-20 hours of childcare/household help.
Homes close to B.C. Call NOW for and semester placement. Student Housing Exchange.
277-6420
Greenline Realty has the apartments and houses
that you want... It is only a phone call away.
We will pick you up and show you the largest
and best selection of great BC off campus
places. Call Greenline Realty at 617-731 -5434.
No appointment needed...just drop in! Read

about our great listings below...
IS-BKP&T.Beacon St (Near Store 241 Rent
floors ot this soon to be renovated building. 3 kitchens, 6bathsand large rooms..better
view than the Top of the Hub...52600 each
floor.

all 3

14BEI)S...ColHsronRd.Rem[hewholeriouse!

Totallyredoneand gorgeous! 4 baths, parking,
gigantic rooms, 2 new eat-in kitchens, and
porches. Monster!...s6soo or $3300 each side

[7 beds).
12BEDS...WalllngfordRd.House...absolutely

huge! Step to the shuttle from this massive
abode! Extra large rooms, 2 kitchens, multibathrooms more! $7400 all utilities included.
Wnß-rtc\u25a0 £ tsil"'- ?9. .I ^:
-ispace & location...live like a Bostonian!
6400 or $2200 each level {two 4 beds, one 3

e

*.-

freat

W~ BEDS...NewIy remodeled

mansion on

Chiswick! Breathtaking detail...by appointment only! $7000.
9n« ?BEDS...Legendary ?hwse ?on
Kinross. ..Otis Day &the Knights favorite place
t0p1ay...56200.

9BEDS...Couldn'taskfora better location. A
4 1/2 and a 5 bedroom apartment right around
the comer from Mary Ann's. Accessible to the
C and D lines and the BC shuttle. Huge park
with basketball and tennis courts at the end of
lhestreet!js23oO
8 BEDS...The heart of Cleveland Circle! Incredible location, incredible price! Two four
bedroom apartments, one on top of the other,
directly across from the Cityside Bar & Grill.
$2500 and $ 17(H)!!!
BT*E»S:.:B bed on WallingfordRd. All we can
say is dial their ain't nothin' better. Comfortably holds 11 people. Modern kitchen & dishwasher, washer/dryer in die apt. (not coin
operated). Has a full dining room. Spread out
over 3 levels. Has an outside deck, and ALL
WE REPEAT, ALL UTILITIES ARE INCLUDED!!! (heat, hot water, and electricity)
Will hcjjone in a matter of day5...54200.
6"8ED57..C00l 6'bed Oh the~Righr of South/St.
Easy walking or biking distance to BC (unless
you are super la/.y). Sonice, we won't rent it to
BU students To cheap 'ojist^.s27oo.
tiful brownstone...superb unique detail", parkfeel...two seconds from the city! Maybe some
parking; inc. This apartment is so close to
campus you will have to think of new excuses
to pray hooky, and 0n1y...52300.
4 Blo)S...Commonwealth Aye., Location,
location, location!!! Plenty of space... cabin
fever is impossible with a living room like
this, yours jorjhe low price of .^$21 00.
them any way you like...we only have a few left
so don't delay...this could be your happy hour!
dirt cheapjl6oo-sl9oo^oodfor^
porch, heat inc. & laundry. Cute, cozy, & only
$ 1600 (perfect for 4).
r~be~ds... Sutherland Rd...Whai more do you
want? Everything
dishwasher + disposal. Cityside, Tino's, C line, D line, BC
shuttle, neat, hot water,...too much
information...going to explode!!! $1350.
GREENLINEREALTY
1956 Beacon St. at Cleveland Circle
-

have.. Many more exclusive listing.. We are
the Baskir|Roj>jnsQfßC apjirtment/cntajsj!!!!
Huge
ROOMMATE NEEDED ~for~~One
Double Bedroom! 1863 Commonwealth Aye.
right at comer of Chestnut Hill Aye at Cleveland Circle. Parking available. RENT NEGOTIABLE! Bus and T slops right outside
door. 2 tnintues to campus. House with 15 BC
students, all nice. Room fully furnished.
Washer/dryer, 2 kitchens, 4 bathrooms. Call
Andy at 782-2686.
THE APARTMENT MARKET

mosfexclusive listings for Sept '97
rentals. 254 2900. Sophomore Eagles:
Call us today. We'll pick you up on
campus and show you trie best collection
of any large houses, condos, and
apartments for any size group and
budget. Discounted fees. Save $$$ with
the Apartment Market 254-2900. $50 off
per person on fee. t
-

14-bed Cleveland Circle Whole house ureal
2 kitchens,4baths,parking. $6400.
The Apartment Market 254-2900 or
254-RENT
10-bed - Chiswick and Comm Aye. Himennst
renovated, 3 baths, parkins 3 levels. $5300.
The Apartment Market 254-2900 or
254-RENT
IWbHt -Strommore Rd. 2 family"house. All
B.C. 3baths,hugekitchen/deckparking. $4400
The Apartment Market 254-2900 or
254-RENT
Souih St. The best unit available for
B.C. students on the market. Fireplace, 2 1/2
baths, 3 levels parking. Designer kitchen.
More for quiet, reserved living. Call today /
Won't last
The Apartment Market 254-2900 or
.
254-RENT
3-bed-Townhouse.ulira-motlem, deck, alarm
pkg. $2900, Many other 5 beds from $ 1800
53000. Call us for details.
The Apartment Market 254-2900 or
254-RENT
4-bed - Beacon St. / Cleveland Circle, Comm.
Aye, South Si./Chansky's
Good
51550-2200.
for groups up to 8 people. Rent
1,2, or 3 units
next to eachother.
The Apartment Market 254-2900 or
254-RENT
4-heds m houses. Great space. Some with
fireplaces & basements for private parties.
The Apartment Market 254-2900 or
254-RENT
3-bed Orkney. Ultimate luxury unit with
fireplace / 2 levels. Good for 4 or 5 people.
X
$2100 heated.
The Apartment Market 254-2900 or
254-RENT
3-bed - Stram more and Comm Aye. in house.
Living and dining room / Elk indry in unit.
Beaufiful!sl7oo
The Apartment Market 254-2900 or
254-RENT
House Off-campus B.C.
dorm on shuttle 51800.
The Apartment Market 254-2900 or
254-RENT
3-bed CummlngsAEgremom. Best deallarge
and cheap great units. Some with porches. 11
2 fee on these units.
The Apartment Market 254-2900 or
254-RENT
3-4 beds. Many more too numerous to list.
Town Estates, Beacon, Comm. Aye., South
and Lake Streets, Chiswick. Chestnut Hill
Aye.
The Apartment Market 254-2900 or
254-RENT
best available listing & giveyou & your group
great unpressured service. Our goal is to find
you the best place within your budget. Save
$50 off fee per person. Some units T/2 fee.
Call today: The Apartment Market
or 254-RENT
Brighton?September apartments aretrr!
Great locations 1657-1800 Comm., 1945-1947 Comm., Sutherland Rd., Cleveland
Circle, 1900's Beacon Foster St., South St.,
Chiswick Rd., Euston Rd., and many others.
21 years of student rentals. Call Alt-Bright
Realty 783-9151. 10% discount with this ad.
Neighbor's Realty: Studio 2 room, large, w/
w $595. 1 bed huge condo, d&d, eik $895. 2
bed condo, oak floors, euro kitch $895. 3 bed
Comm Aye, d&d, eik $1100. 4 bed Resovoir,
in house, mod $1600. 4 bed renov, condo,
steps from BC, $2200. 5 bed
more from
$2000. Call or stop by Neighbor's Realty:
1284CommAve(6l7) 738-02§5. 369 Harvard
-
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TOWN! Spacious, modern, and clean 3 and 4
bedroom apartments in the heart ofB.C. country. Avialable 9/1/97. Porches, 2 baths, parking available. Call today! 738-1820
WWW.SUCCESS.ORG Free business education from the American Success Institute.
Entrepreneur ship and real estate courses, articles, FAQ's. Retire rich in ten years. Also
French/Spanish versions.
Computers-Lowest prices for students!
Notebooks-PC's-Printers.PentiumNECAST,
T.l.Acer. l-3yrwarrantys.Callforpricesat1-

-800-696-2309
or
coniplctc3(i':, aol.coni.
College Financial Aid

email

-

to:

Student Financial

Services has information on 3,400+ public &
private sector funding sources. A must for
anyone seekin" financial aid! For information: Call I-8(<0-263-6495 Ext. F50387 (We
are a research & publishing cp.)
It's no lunger necessary to borrow money
for college. We can help you obtain funding.
Thousands of awards available to all students.
Immediate qualification: 1-800-651-3393.
CASH! Lowest prices to Florida Cancun,
Jamaica, & CarnivalCruises. CAMPUS REPS
WANTED. Endless Summer Tours 1-800-234-7007.
LARGEST STUDENT TRAVEL PLANNER on East Coast looking for Campus Rep
to promote Kodak SPRING BREAK trips
"Guaranteed" lowest package prices and best
incentives. You handle the sales... we handle
the bookkeeping. Caucus Nassau, Jamaica, S.
Padre, Orlando.* Key. West. EARN BIG $$
AND/OR FREE TRIP(S) GREAT FOR
RESUME!!! 1-800-222-4432.
SPRING BREAK TRIPS Cancun. Bahamas, Jamaica & Florida. Best Prices. Best
Parties, GROUPDISCOUNTS. Spacers limited, for free brochures. CALL TODAY IL

...

?99cnpfi§^N
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WEST!

JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, KEY

SOUTH PAbRE. MARGARITA.PANAMA
CITY. DAYTONA! FREE "MEALS &
DRINKS" PACKAGEFOR DEPOSITS RECEIVED BY DECEMBER 20! GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 8 OR MORE! TROPICAL
TOURS INC. @ 1-800-931.8687.
SPRING BREAK 97. CAMPUS ItEPS
WANTED. Earn a FREE trip and CASH!
Lowest prices to Florida, Cancun. Jamaica.
Bahamas & Carnival Cruises. Endless Summer Tours 1-800-234-7007.
SPRING BREAK '97 ITS HEAVEN!!!
WAKEANDBAKEINTHEHOTTESTDESTINATIONS-FREE
PARTIES!!!ORGANIZE GROUP AND
TRAVEL FREE LOWEST PRICE GUARANTEE.
1-800-426-7710.
WWW.SUNSPLASH.COM
SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORIDA. SANDPIPER-BEACONBEAD I
RESORT 3 POOLS, 1 INDOOR POOL,
HUGE
HOT
UP TO 10 PEOPLE. TIKI BEACH BAR,
HOMEOFTHE WORLDS LONGEST KEti
PARTY. FREE INFO 1-800-488-8828.
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM
Spring-Break '97! Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, & Florida. 7-meal planonly $ 19.00pp.
Group organizers cam free trips and cash...
Call is to9ay at 1-800-700-079T).
Spring Break: America's Premier Student
TraverCo! Party in Cancun & Nassau from
$299!!! Find outflow to go for FREE and cam
extra cash!!! 800-919-9920.
A complete Macintosh system for sale!
PowerMAC 6100/60 AY w7 CD ROM plus
14.4 portable modem, printer.monitor,ethernet
connectorand software, and all softwaresyou'll
ever need. All forsl6oo. Call 232-9874. Price
is negotiable.
Rolev - All models available. Bought sold,
traded. Largest selection of "like new" Rolex
in New England w/ 2vr. warr. Call Thorn D:
142-3836.nKg. E(g-9) 665-6525.
enrormrHearts Jewelry Bought on Newbury
Street. Men's sterling cross bracelet w/ ruby
$700. Men's sterling dagger bracelet $600.
Call ThornD: (10-5) 542-$836, Ev: (6-9) 665-

FOREIGN GRADUATE STUDENTS
needed for cross-cultural research. Business
or professional experience required. $100 stipend per two-hour session. 338-7140 for information and application.

IFOR

CLASSIFIED
AD INFORMATION

CALL GREG
552-2220

ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF

**CLIfF CAFE
Espresso and Dessert Bar

FREE
SUMMER
HOUSING
Available in the
Office of University
Housing
(Rubenstein Hall) Now!
Applications due: r

JcvlDAY,

FEBRUARY 14,1997

19 Commonwealth Avenue, Chestnut Hill
(at the site of theWhite Mountain Creamery)

Open Daily 7am-11 pm
BCI

28

5:00 PM 7:00 PM
Intercultural Cafe: Club
Latino Fspanol.
McElroy Third Floor Cafe
Cultural music, appetizers,
desserts, and international
coffee a la carte, payable by
meal plan or cash, will be
provided. Sponsored by Club
Latino Espahol. Call the
Intercultural Office at 552-8005 for more information.

Wednesday, January5

-

St Eye

Look for weekly updates on the

V"

Eagle's Eye Home Page located at
http://www.bc.edu/bc_org/svp/
odsd/ee.html
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E-mail submissions to:
crowleal@bc.edu

Fax submissions to:
552-ftSt
Deliver submissions to

McElroy 141
Submissions are due Wednesday
by NOON
Eagle's Eye Calendar
Produced by:
Office of the Dean for
Student Development

Monday, January27
7:00 PM
Elections Committee
Informational Meeting
Devlin 008
A mandatory informational
meeting for Presidential
candidates. Sponsored by the
Elections Committee. Call
D'Arcy Lynch at 656-3124 for
more information.

Tuesday, January 28
7:00 PM

Managing Your Finances

information.
Wednesday, January 29

7:00 9:00 PM
Come & See: An Inquiry
4:00 PM
Program into Catholicism
Spring Treasurers' Training
St. Mary's Hall
Conversations on life in which McElroy Conference Room
Orientation workshop for new
are
questions
raised,
spiritual
Club
and
and answers sought, with Student
guidance from thS Catholic Organization Treasurers and
tradition. Sponsored by the others who did not attend in
the fall. Refreshments will be
University Chaplaincy. Call
Tony LoPresti at 783-9489 for served. Sponsored by ODSD.
Call Grace-Marie Kelly at
more information.
more
552-3480
for
7:30 PM
information.
Zionism On Campus
7:00 PM
O'Neill 255
A Betar-Tagar representative Environmental Action
will address issues of a Jewish Center Meeting
homeland. Sponsored by Devlin Hall
the
by
Hillel. Cal! Jeremy Lipman at Sponsored
655-5150
more Environmental Action Center.
for
Call
Sarah
655Gaudette at
information.
-1453 for more information.
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
BC JUSTICE Meeting
BC JUSTICE Meeting
Ignacio Main Lounge
Join us for pizza and soda as Ignacio Main Lounge
we introduce you to JUSTICE Join us for pizza and soda as
(Jesuit University and College we introduce you to JUSTICE
Students Concerned with (Jesuit University and College
Empowerment). First meeting Students Concerned with
new
student Empowerment). First meeting
of this
new
this
student
organization which strives to of
understand and participate organization which strives to
participate
understand
and
Ignatian
fully
more
in the
ideal
of education of the whole morefidly in the Ignatian ideal
person. Call Heather Hall at of education of the whole
655-0918
more person. Call Heather Hall at
for
655-0918
more
for
information.
-

information.
Thursday, January 30

WORKSTUDYJOB
AVAILABLE
The Office of theDean for
Student Development

5:00 PM

-

ANNOUNCEMENT

6:30 PM

STARTING JANUARY 30TH

Drop-in Support Group for
Women with Eating Issues

McElroy 213
Do you have issues with
eating, food and body
image? Would it help to talk
with other BC women who
know what it's like? Please

Vending Money
Available!!!
Must be a registered
student club/
organization with an
active account with the
Office of the Dean for
Student Development.
Call Grace Kelly or
Niamh Lynch at 552-3480 for more
information.

come to the weekly support
group at the Women's
5:30 - 7:00 PM
Resource
Center.
The
Murray House's Spaghetti
meetings
are
every
Dinner
this
date
Wednesday
from
Murray House
Admission price is $2.00 for forward, and are held in the
salad, pasta, garlic bread, Women's Resource Center.
soda and cookies. Call Mindy For more information,
at
552-8460 for more please visit the WRC in
McElroy 213, or telephone
information.
552-3489.
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
Inspirational Volunteer
Environmental
Action
Speaker
Center Meeting
Lyons Cafeteria
Devlin
Hall
Featuring Maxine Waller,
Sponsored
by
the
Coordinator of the Virginia
Action
Water Projects Volunteer Environmental
Organization. Refreshments Center. Call Sarah Gaudette
will be served. Sponsored by at 655-1453 for more
Appalachia Volunteers. Call information.
Keith Breglio at 655-6179 for 7:00 PM
more
information.
Elections Committee
Primary Debate
7:30 PM - 9:00 PM
Lecture and Discussion: Devlin 008
Candidates will have the
What is a Good Catholic?
opportunity to announce
Higgins 307
Presented by Fred Lawrence, their platforms. All are
to attend. Sponsored
Professor of Theology. invited
Reception follows. Call the by the Elections Committee.
D'Arcy
Lynch at 656Jesuit Institute at 552-8108 Call
-3124 for more information.
more

After Graduation (A Seniors
Guide to Life after BC)
Caberet Room, Vanderslice
Sponsored by the Office of
University Housing. Call John for
Denio at 552-3202 for more

Saturday,February 8
8:00 AM Sunday, 3:30 PM
Women's Spirituality
Weekend Retreat
Sacred heart Retreat Center,
Ipswich, MA
A
Mid-Winter
Jubilee:
Celebrating Lying Fallow. The
limit is 25 people, so come to
the WRC to sign up ASAP!
Admission fee is $40.00.
Sponsored by the Women's
Resource Center and the Forum
on
Women, Religion &
Spirituality. Call 552-3489 for
-

Monday,February 10
7:00 9:00 PM
Come & See: An Inquiry
Program into Catholicism
St. Mary's Hall
Conversations on life in which
spiritual questions are raised,
and answers sought, with
guidance from the Catholic
tradition. Sponsored by the
University Chaplaincy. Call
Tony LoPresti at 783-9489 for

-

9:00 PM

Heightsmen/Sharps Show
Gasson 100
All male and all female a
cappella unite! Admission
price is $2.00. Before you jet
out the door to see Star Wars,
stop by for two hours of your
a twist!
favorite songs. . . with
Box sets of both group's CDs
will be sold. Contact Julie
Tucker at 655-7742 for more

information.

8:00 PM
Movie: "Courage Under
Fire"
McGuinn 121
Free movie sponsored by BC
Film Board. Call 552-3593 for

information.

more

Saturday, February 1
FEBRUARY IS BLACK
HISTORY MONTH
8:00 PM
Movie: "Courage Under
Fire"
McGuinn 121
Free movie sponsored by BC
Film Board. Call 552-3593 for
more

information.
Sunday, February 2

7:00 PM
Movie: "Courage Under
Fire"
McGuinn 121
Free movie sponsored by BC
Film Board. Call 552-3593 for

-

Thursday, February 6

Friday, January 31st

5:30

-

information.

more

information.

7:00 PM

THE HEIGHTS

January 27,1997

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

7:00 PM

Murray House's Spaghetti
Dinner

Murray House
Admission price is $2.00 for
salad, pasta, garlic bread,
soda and cookies. Call
Mindy at 552-8460 for more

more

information.
Friday, February 7

information.
Tuesday,February 11

4:00 PM
Africans in Antiquity
Robsham Auditorium
This topic will be addressed by
Dr. Asa G. Hilliard, 111, the
Fuller E. Callaway Professor
of Urban Education at Georgia
State University as part of the
University's celebration of
Black History Month. This event
is free and open to the public.
Because of limited seating,
advanced reservations are
required and should be made by

8:00 PM 12:00 AM
sth Annual AIDS Benefit
Dance
Gasson 100
Benefit for the Love ofLife,
featuring the BC bOp.
Tickets are $10.00 and will
be on sale in the McElroy
Ticket Booth beginning
January 27th. Sponsored by
the Office of University
Housing. Creating a Just
-

Community.
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Eagle's Eye Spotlight
Life Balance II:
For Your Self

*

?

?

?

?

Gain valuable experience while
working in a fun office
environment

assault

is welcome.

can come, sit,

listen and talk

if you wish. For more
information, please visit the
WRC or call 552-3489.

Drop by McElroy 141 or call
Alissa Ford at 552-3480

The

meetings are every Thursday
from this date forward, and
are free and confidential. You

more

information.
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Conversations on life in which
spiritual questions are raised,
and answers sought, with
guidance from the Catholic
tradition. Sponsored by the
University Chaplaincy. Call
Tony LoPresti at 783-9489 for

;

?

?

OCTICE ASSISTANT

:

?

Student leaders have long indicated a need to
learn how to balance the components of a
healthy lifestyle in the midst of a hectic day to
NEW START DATE -February 6
day life.
more information.
J
Time - TBA
With this in mind, the Office of the Dean for
Peer Drop-in Support
Monday, January 3
Group for Sexual Assault
Student Development invites you to join us
Survivors
for a day of experiences designed to help you
7:00
9:00
PM
Women's Resource Center
Come & See: An Inquiry
balance your nutritional, spiritual, physical,
McElroy 213
woman
Any
who
has Program into Catholicism
and emotional wellness.
St.
Hall
Mary's
experienced any type ofsexual
-

?

?

?

?

?

I
I
?

The Life Balance series, first offered in the
fall, is being offered again this semester due
to overwhelming request.

Saturday, February 8
Registration forms are available in
McElroy 233, or call 552-3470
for more information
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